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Abstract
Automated analysis of medical imaging data allows both researchers and clinicians to
develop more accurate and faster diagnoses. Image registration plays an essential role
in both longitudinal studies and group analysis, allowing the combination of different
imaging modalities, and automatic parcellation of regions of interest.
Despite its wide use, image registration is still challenging with many issues such as arte-
facts, scarcity of correspondences, multi-modality, and computational complexity. Addi-
tionally, due to the lack of highly annotated datasets, the validation of image registration,
and specifically non-linear registration, is also problematic. In this thesis several of these
issues are addressed by introducing: a framework to validate non-linear registration meth-
ods; a robust and fast algorithm for non-linear registration; and validating the proposed
methods in a conventional analysis.
Current techniques used for non-linear image registration validation are explored, and it
is shown that techniques based on label overlap are both not theoretically valid while
also having poor accuracy. This analysis further leads to the development of a multiscale
metric to minimize these problems. Also, a method based on the Demons Framework
is proposed to improve the convergence speed of non-linear registration algorithms, and
further extended to be robust in the presence of intensity inhomogeneities and contrast
variations.
The proposed methods are validated in a synthetic simulation platform with a known
ground truth, compared with a manually traced region-of-interest, and tested in a voxel-
based morphometry analysis of real data. It is shown that the proposed methods out-
perform other leading registration methods in both the synthetic simulation study and
the manually traced data, and present reliable results in the voxel-based morphometry
analysis. Furthermore, the impact of different registration algorithms is explored through
the voxel-based morphometry study, and shown to affect the final results and their inter-
pretation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Many neurodegenerative diseases, including Alzheimer’s, Huntington’s, and Parkinson’s
occur as a result of neurodegenerative processes. The correct assessment of neurode-
generation allows better differentiation between these diseases and healthy brains. For
instance, the accurate measures of brain atrophy through techniques such as voxel-based
morphometry (VBM) have been shown to efficiently differentiate between normal ageing
and AD even in the mild stages of illness. The advances of image processing frameworks
allow not only a more accurate differentiation between early and late stages of the disease,
but also its progression through longitudinal studies.
As research progresses, many similarities appear that relate these diseases together. Mul-
timodal imaging data brings new techniques to study brain anatomy and function and
can be used to identify similar biomarkers between diseases, as well as to differentiate
them. For instance, Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) has been used to explain the un-
derlying structural architecture of neural circuits, whilst functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (fMRI) has been used to understand the intrinsic functional behaviours of differ-
ent anatomical regions. However, for such multimodal approaches to be viable, accurate
alignment between the different image modalities must first be performed. Additionally,
due to the differences in brain morphology among different subjects (with or without
brain atrophy), normalization of subjects’ brain images to a standard space is required.
The spatial normalization (aka image registration, or image alignment) to a standard
space allows researchers to compare different data across time, subject, image type, and
condition, to segment the data into different anatomical regions, or to find meaningful
patterns between different group studies [99].
In this chapter an introduction to the general image registration framework, and its
applications will be described. Then, the thesis contributions and overview will be given.
1
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Image registration framework
Any registration pipeline, from rigid to non-linear, can be de-constructed into four main
blocks: An interpolator, a cost function, an optimizer, and a transformation, Figure 1.1.
First, an interpolator is required to align both the fixed (also known as target or reference)
and moving (also known as source) images to the same physical space (world coordinates
as opposed to voxel coordinates). The interpolator can range from a simple Nearest
Neighbour to more complex interpolations such as high order B-spline and windowed
Sinc functions. Typically, low level interpolators are used in the intermediate steps of the
registration algorithms for improved speed, and high order interpolators used at the final
step to produce a highly accurate registered image.
After the fixed and moving images are aligned through the interpolator, a cost function
is calculated that takes into account the similarity between the two images (similarity
measure), and the flexibility of the transformation (regularization term).
The similarity measure attempts to determine how close the two images are: in linear
registration a global measure is commonly used, while for non-linear registration local
measures (or a combination of both global and local) are used. Similarity measures (both
global and local) range from the computationally efficient Mean Squared Error [25, 200]
and Correlation Ratio [167, 12] to more complex measures such as the Mutual Information
[201, 174].
The regularization term is necessary to approximate the registration to a well-posed prob-
lem (i.e. a unique solution exists). In addition the regularizer can used to model different
physical charateristics of the data such as elastic [32], fluid [47], or diffusion [190] proper-
ties.
As the process of registration is the optimization of the cost function an optimizer is re-
quired. The optimizer is usually generic such as the Gauss-Newton numerical minimiza-
tion [20], Gradient Descent [102], or the Levenberg-Marquardt [116, 126, 17] optimizers.
Lastly, the transform is what defines the type of registration and the amount of deforma-
tion applied to align the two images. The transform can be generally separated into linear
transformations (e.g. translation, rotation, scale/zoom, shear, rigid, affine) and non-linear
transformations (e.g. Free-Form Deformation [174, 177], Discrete Cosine Transform [19],
Demons [190]).
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Figure 1.1: General image registration framework. Red - Input images; Green - Iterative
registration framework; Blue - Final iteration. In this framework the Fixed and Moving
images are compared through the cost function, and the cost function optimized until the
convergence conditions are met.
1.2 Applications
1.2.1 Image fusion
The integration of different modalities within the same space allows a more comprehensive
analysis of anatomical and/or functional data. One example is the anatomical fusion
of Magnetic Resonance (MR) and Computed Tomography (CT). MR provides a high
contrast between soft tissues (essential for the accurate analysis of white matter - WM
and gray matter - GM), while CT provides high contrast between lighter and denser tissues
(such as bone and air). Another example is the anatomical and functional combination of
MR and Positron Emission Tomography (PET). Here, the MR provides high resolution
anatomical delineation (Figure 1.2 - Left), while PET offers functional imaging through
different radio-ligands (Figure 1.2 - Middle). The fused image can then be analysed at
high anatomical and functional resolution (Figure 1.2 - Right).
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Figure 1.2: PET-MR image fusion. Left - Magnetic Resonance Imaging; Middle - Positron
Emission Tomography; Right - Fused PET-MR image.
For this to be possible, accurate registration is essential. Typically, an intra-subject rigid
transformation (6 degrees of freedom - DOF) is performed between the two modalities,
with a similarity measure suitable for multimodal registration (such as Mutual Information
- MI). Multi-modality fusion has been shown to significantly improve diagnosis in various
situations such as Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) [26], Parkinson’s Disease (PD) [172], or brain
cancer [210]; and treatment/follow-up [78].
1.2.2 Longitudinal studies
Longitudinal studies are generally performed to observe how a disease progresses through
time, or to evaluate the effectiveness of a treatment. Here neuroimaging can be used to
evaluate if both structural or functional changes had occurred.
For example, longitudinal studies using anatomical MRI have revealed structural changes
on the medial temporal lobes in mild cognitive impairment patients [194], or general de-
crease of cortical thickness with age [85]. An intra-subject non-linear registration (>12
DOFs), with a robust intra-modality similarity measure (such as cross correlation - CC),
is used to register the different images to the same space. In Figure 1.3 an example of a
longitudinal study is shown where the volumetric differences between a baseline (Figure
1.3 - Left) and follow-up (Figure 1.3 - Middle) T1-weighted (T1w) images is obtained by
first non-linearly registering the follow-up image to the baseline, and then analysing the
contractions / dilations (Figure 1.3 - Right) of the deformation field through the Jacobian
map. Note that the methodology used to derive the volume change between the baseline
and follow-up images has been subject to criticism. Some authors claim that this measure
should be obtained by averaging the results from the follow-up to baseline, and baseline
to follow-up [191].
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Figure 1.3: Longitudinal study. The baseline and the follow-up (after 1 year) T1-weighted
images are non-linearly registered to the same space and the deformation field analysed.
The volumetric differences are shown in the last column.
Functional longitudinal studies using PET images allow researchers / physicians to study
changes in brain function such as after cancer treatment [217]. These studies are typi-
cally performed by first rigidly registering the low-resolution functional (Fa) to the high
resolution anatomical image (Aa), and then non-linearly registering the different anatom-
ical images (at different time points) to the same space. This allows a precise alignment
of the functional images by decomposing the registration problem (Fa → Fb), into 3
registrations: (Fa → Aa),(Aa → Ab),(Ab → Fb).
1.2.3 Cross-sectional studies
Cross-sectional studies are employed to identify average anatomy or function, or anatom-
ical and/or functional differences between groups (such as, normal aging [149] or healthy
/ AD [183]). Here an inter-subject dense non-linear registration (DOFs ≈ Nvoxels), with
a robust intra-modality similarity measure (such as local CC - LCC), is often used to reg-
ister the different subjects to the same space. Conversely, cross-sectional studies require
more localized deformations due to the high inter-subject anatomical variability. The use
of highly dense non-linear registrations, allow the construction of sharp atlases (Figure
1.4) that can be used to pinpoint key differences between conditions.
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Figure 1.4: Cross sectional study showing the average brain anatomy of a group of 152
healthy subjects [94].
1.2.4 Segmentation
Accurate segmentation is important for (amongst others) the delineation of anatomical
structures and other regions of interest (ROIs) for diagnosis [189], the precise location of
a pathology [129, 222], and radiotherapy planning [75]. Medical registration, particularly
in brain MRI, can be grouped as follows: (1) manual segmentation; (2) intensity-based;
(3) atlas-based; (4) surface-based; and (5) hybrid methods [57]. Image registration can
be used as a pre-processing step to aid in the manual segmentation of ROIs; to im-
prove intensity-based methods by incorporating spatial priors [19]; automatic segmenta-
tion through atlas inversion [101]; or segmentation through deformable models [40].
Particularly in atlas-based methods, segmentation can be obtained by first non-linearly
registering the source image to a template and then inversely deforming the atlas to
the subject space (Figure 1.5)1. This approach can be improved by combining multiple
segmentations through averaging or majority voting [89, 101].
Figure 1.5: Segmentation through atlas majority voting. Left: T1-weighted image to be
segmented; Middle: Target Segmentation; Right: Segmentation through majority voting.
1Conversely, one can register the atlas to the source image, and directly transform the labels to the
subject space.
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1.3 Image registration challenges
1.3.1 Image artefacts
Like other imaging techniques, MRI suffers from image degrading effects (or artefacts)
that may affect the diagnostic quality2. Depending on their origin these can be classified
as patient-dependent, signal processing dependent, or hardware dependent [63, 159, 111].
Due to their importance in this thesis, the MR intensity inhomogeneities (IH) artefacts
will be introduced here.
1.3.1.1 B0, B1 and RF inhomogeneities
B0, B1 and radio frequency (RF) inhomogeneity artefacts can derive either from spatial
and/or intensity distortions, Figure 1.6. Three major components may induce such type
of artefacts: the external magnetic field (B0); the gradient field (B1); or the RF coils.
• Intensity distortions occur when the field in a certain position is different (with
higher or lower magnitude) than in the rest of the image.
• Gradient field inhomogeneities occur when the centre of the applied gradient in-
creases, yielding loss of field strength at the periphery.
• Inhomogeneous artefacts due to problems in RF coils may influence the intensity
across the image. This type of artefact may arise due to failure in the RF coil,
non-uniform B1 field or nonuniform sensitivity of the receiver coil [159].
The use of prospective methods for inhomogeneity correction is not easily achievable.
Some retrospective methods have been developed to try to reduce IH such as by low
pass filtering the image [193], surface fitting [184], statistical modelling [206] or using
multispectral images [202].
IH are typically described as slowly varying spatial intensity changes, and can usually be
modelled as a multiplicative bias field,
Ib = ItB (1.1)
where Ib is the acquired image, I the ideal image and B the bias field). IH can reduce the
reliability of intensity-based registration methods substantially, as the intensity profile in
the images is not spatially consistent.
2An artefact is something that appears in an image that is not present in the original object.
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Acquired Image Estimated Bias Corrected Image
Figure 1.6: A- Brain MR image presenting high intensity inhomogeneities; B- Estimated
bias field; C- Corrected MR image for intensity inhomogeneities.
1.3.2 Contrast variation
As mentioned before image fusion is one of the main applications of image registration as
it provides anatomical and functional information in the same spatial position. However,
this also poses a problem to image registration algorithms as different modalities may
present different anatomical/ functional features, or different contrasts between tissues.
Further, this problem is not limited to multi-modality approaches, but also occurs within
same modality registrations that were obtained at different scanners. A simple intensity-
based registration approach would therefore fail at registering such images as similar
intensities do not correspond to the same anatomical tissues.
Robust measures for multi-modality registration have long been used in these cases such
as MI [201]. These measures are ideal for registration approaches with few DOF (such as
affine transformations), but less useful for registrations with many DOF (such as dense
non-linear transformations) as the measure is computationally expensive compared with
simpler approaches such as the sum of square differences (SSD).
1.4 Thesis contributions
This thesis aims to provide a thorough understanding of non-linear registration and ad-
dress some of the challenges in the development of robust non-linear registration methods
and their evaluation along with their application in research. The main contributions of
this thesis are as follows:
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• The development of a general anatomically driven non-linear simulation platform
which provides a ground truth framework for the comparison of non-linear regis-
tration algorithms. This platform can be used to provide transformations which
approximate inter-subject variations. Furthermore, it can be used to test the accu-
racy of different similarity measures, which are typically used in real-world scenarios.
The proposed framework was presented at the International Conference on Medical
Image Computing and Computer-Assisted Intervention (MICCAI) 2015 and the full
paper is accessible at [165].
• A comparison of state-of-the-art similarity measures such as the Dice coefficients,
Jaccard index, and Hausdorff distance as surrogates of the deformation field error.
This study is particularly relevant as these measures are currently used to rank
registration methods and can therefore lead to incorrect conclusions if not used
properly. Here it is shown that none of the current measures are theoretically and
experimentally able to explain the deformation field error between a ground truth
transformation and a set of commonly used non-linear registration approaches. To
tackle the issue of attempting to rank the different methods using a single region-
of-interest a multi-scale similarity measure framework is further proposed, which
is shown to be more robust without overly complexity. The validation of differ-
ent state-of-the-art similarity measures for non-linear registration evaluation were
further presented at MICCAI 2015 [165].
• A novel fast and robust diffeomorphic non-linear registration approach based on the
Demons algorithm is proposed. First, the Demons Framework is extended to make
use of a “momentum” term which accelerates the convergence of the non-linear reg-
istration method. This process is able to better avoid local minima in a similar way
to the ideas proposed in other fields such as neural networks. Additionally, the be-
haviour of the classical momentum and the Nesterov momentum was compared. The
added momentum is shown theoretically to not change the diffeomorphic properties
of the Demons Framework which is desirable. This approach is further tested in the
simulation platform introduced before and shown to be faster and more robust than
the original Diffeomorphic Demons. Second, the Demons Framework is improved to
IH and CV between the source and target images by optimizing a normalization of
the images instead of the original SSD. The proposed measure is first shown to be
robust to both CV and IH in standard 2D analysis. Then, the proposed measure is
tested in the simulated framework described before where different amounts of IH
and CV are simulated and shown to be better than the top performing methods.
The proposed accelerated Demons Framework was presented at MICCAI 2016 and
the full paper is accessible at [166].
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• Finally, the developed evaluation measures are used to compare different non-linear
registration methodologies in a VBM study. A full VBM study is described and
analysed including bias correction, segmentation, non-linear registration, and sta-
tistical testing. Regarding the non-linear registration, the proposed registration
method is compared against common methods for VBM such as SPM-New Seg-
mentation and SPM-DARTEL. Here it is shown that the proposed method leads to
higher segmented tissue similarity scores, and manually labelled overlap scores than
both SPM-New Segmentation and SPM-DARTEL. Further, the proposed method
leads to coherent statistical results which are supported by findings elsewhere. This
study allowed the relation of a large number of drugs-of-abuse with cortical and
sub-cortical structural changes within a single framework, which would not be pos-
sible if analysed separately. The proposed general linear model framework was first
presented at the British Association for Psychopharmacology 2015.
1.5 Thesis overview
Chapter 2 provides a detailed description of the main aspects of image registration from
the definition of different transformations such as linear, parametric and non-parametric
transformations; the use of different interpolators such as Nearest Neighbour, linear, and
spline; the specification of a cost function such as the SSD, normalized CC, and MI; and
the choice of the optimizer such as Gradient Descent, Conjugate Gradient, or Gauss-
Newton. Further, it is detailed how registration algorithms are validated, from simulation
platforms, landmark and volume-of-interest -based measures. Chapter 3 describes the
proposed simulation platform which provides a ground truth framework for the comparison
of non-linear registration algorithms. Further, the accuracy of volume-of-interest based
similarity measures as surrogates of the deformation field error is evaluated here, and a
new multi-scale measure proposed. In Chapter 4 the Demons Framework is introduced
and extended to incorporate a momentum term and the cost function adapted to be more
robust to IH and CV. In this chapter the simulation framework presented in Chapter 3
is used to validate the proposed methods. Chapter 5 explores the effects of non-linear
registration in a VBM analysis, and compares the proposed methods in Chapter 4 with
current state-of-the-art methods. Further, a thorough analysis of the statistical results is
given and compared with the literature. Finally, Chapter 6 discusses the ideas presented
in this thesis, their possible improvements, and future work.
Chapter 2
Background
In the previous chapter the four main blocks of image registration (transformation, inter-
polator, cost, and optimizer) were introduced. In this chapter, each one will be covered
in finer detail. The concept of hierarchical strategies, and image registration validation
are also introduced.
2.1 Transform
The objective of image registration can be thought of as finding the spatial transformation
T (x) that best aligns a moving image Im(x) to a fixed image If (x),
If (x) ≈ Im(T (x)) (2.1)
T (x) therefore allows the mapping of each voxel x in Im to If , through the interpolator.
This consequently requires the definition of T (x) such that the transformed moving im-
age Ir(x) is anatomically valid. Three major classes of transformations can be used to
represent T (x) (from low to high DOF): linear, non-linear sparse, and non-linear dense
(Figure 2.1).
2.1.1 Linear transformations
Linear transformations represent transformations that can be described by a low number
of parameters. Typically, they can be subdivided into two main classes: rigid and affine.
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Transform
Non-linear
Rigid
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Figure 2.1: Classification of image registration transformations based in the number of de-
grees of freedom (DOF). Red – Major classes: Linear: < 12 DOF ; Non-linear: > 12 DOF
; Sparse: [12 - Nvox] ; Dense: ≈ Nvox. Blue – Common transformations: Rigid, Affine,
Irregular (e.g. thin-plate spline), Regular (Free-Form Deformations), Elastic, Fluid, Dif-
fusion, Curvature, and Knowledge.
2.1.1.1 Rigid transformation
Rigid transformation (or isometry) represent transformations that preserve distances
(lengths and angles) between the original space and the registered space. They include
translations, rotations, and reflections, and can be parametrized in a 3D space through
6 degrees of freedom: 3 translations (x,y,z) and 3 rotations (θ,φ,ψ)1. Typically, a [4x4]
matrix is used to encode all the translational parameters, while a [4x4] rotation matrix is
used to encode each rotation:
1The approach described here to parameterize rigid-body transformations is based on the Euler angles.
Other approaches include quaternions or Lie group type parameterizations [211]
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• A translation in the x, y, and z axis,
T (x, y, z) =

1 0 0 x
0 1 0 y
0 0 1 z
0 0 0 1
 (2.2)
• An anti-clockwise rotation in the x axis,
Rxθ =

1 0 0 0
0 cos θ sin θ 0
0 − sin θ cos θ 0
0 0 0 1
 (2.3)
• An anti-clockwise rotation in the y axis,
Ryφ =

cosφ 0 − sinφ 0
0 1 0 0
sinφ 0 cosφ 0
0 0 0 1
 (2.4)
• An anti-clockwise rotation in the z axis,
Rzψ =

cosψ sinψ 0 0
− sinψ cosψ 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 (2.5)
This notation is used as it makes the combination of the different transformations efficient
through matrix multiplication. An example of a rigid transformation with the parameters
(x = 2, y = 0, z = 0, θ = 0◦, φ = 15◦, ψ = 30◦ can be written as:
Tr = T (2, 0, 0)Rx(0)Ry(15)Rz(30) =

−0.1172 0.7506 0.6503 2
0.9880 0.1543 0 0
−0.1003 0.6425 −0.7597 0
0 0 0 1
 (2.6)
This type of transformation is particularly useful when the structures imaged can be
assumed immutable. Examples of the application of these transformations are motion
correction [80], and more generally the alignment of images from the same subject (within
a relatively short period of time) [143, 48].
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2.1.1.2 Affine transformation
Affine transformations (or affinity) represent transformations that preserve straight lines
and planes. These are a natural extension of rigid transformations and include translation,
rotation, reflection, scaling, and shear. These transformations can be defined in a 3D space
through 12 parameters (6 rigid, 3 scaling, and 3 shear).
Following the same notation of the rigid transformations the scaling Z(zx, zy, zz) and shear
S(sa, sb, sc) transformations can be defined as:
Z(zx, zy, zz) =

zx 0 0 0
0 zy 0 0
0 0 zz 0
0 0 0 1
 (2.7)
S(sa, sb, sc) =

1 sa sb 0
0 1 sc 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 (2.8)
Like the rigid, affine transformations can also be composed through matrix multiplication:
Af = TRxRyRzZS.
This type of transformations are particularly useful to correct for eddy currents in diffusion
weighted images (which induce stretches and shears in the DWI)[93, 131], and as a first
low-level alignment of different subjects to the same space (e.g. SPM: Affine+DCT, FSL:
Affine+BCT/Bspline; ANTS: Affine+SyN).
2.1.2 Sparse non-linear transformations
Sparse non-linear transformations represent transformations that can be described by a
moderate number of parameters (usually between the number of parameters of affine and
dense non-linear transformations). Various families have since been proposed: Radial
Basis Functions (RBF) [72, 28], Elastic Body Splines (EBS) [106, 55], Free-Form Defor-
mations (FFD) [170, 79, 103], Trignometric Functions (TF) [18, 46, 8], and Local Affine
(LA) [15, 16]. Here the most used methods in image registration (i.e. found in well known
toolboxes) will be reviewed.
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2.1.2.1 Radial basis functions
RBFs are a family of parametric non-linear transformation functions, in which the de-
formation field at a point x is given as a function of its distance d to known samples ti
[180],
u(x) =
N∑
i=1
wiψ(‖x− xi‖) (2.9)
RBFs therefore allow the interpolation of a deformation field from irregularly known
control points through global support (i.e. each known sample influences the deformation
of the whole image) [180]. This property is beneficial when there is a limited number of
samples, and they are properly distributed through the image. If these conditions are
not met, RBF lead to a high computational complexity (since each sample influences the
whole image), or limited accuracy for local deformations (since many samples may be
required to model a particular region-of-interest).
From the RBFs, the Thin-Plate Splines (TPS) proposed by Bookstein et al. [28] have
been widely used in non-linear image registration. TPS are a generalization of 1D splines
applied to data interpolation and smoothing. The goal of TPS is analogous to minimizing
the bending energy applied to a thin sheet of metal. TPS can be derived from Equation
2.9, by using the radial basis kernel as the distance function ψ [59],
u(x) =
∑N
i=1wi(‖x− xi‖)2log((‖x− xi‖)), in 2D
u(x) =
∑N
i=1wi(‖x− xi‖)), in 3D
(2.10)
To account for linear transformations, Equation 2.10 is extended to include the 12 affine
parameters [28],
u(x) = a0 + a1x+ a2y +
∑N
i=1 wi(‖x− xi‖)2log((‖x− xi‖)), in 2D
u(x) = a0 + a1x+ a2y + a3z +
∑N
i=1wi(‖x− xi‖)), in 3D
(2.11)
A closed-form solution of TPS can be obtained by assuming 12 additional constraints in
3D (or 6 in 2D) [28], 
∑N
i=1wi = 0
∑N
i=1wixi =
∑N
i=1wiyi =
∑N
i=1wizi = 0
(2.12)
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The system can then be expressed in matrix form [59],[
ψ p
pT 0
][
w
a
]
=
[
t
0
]
(2.13)
where for a 3D registration, p is an (N×4) matrix with each entry equal to (1, xi, yi, zi), ψ
an N ×N matrix with ψij = (‖(xj, yj, zj)− (xj, yi, zi)‖)2log((‖(xj, yj, zj)− (xj, yi, zi)‖)),
t an N × 3 matrix where ti = f(xi, yi, zi), w an N × 3 matrix of weights and a an 4 × 3
matrix of affine coefficients to be estimated through linear least-squares.
Since the definition of landmarks is prone to some degree of error, a regularization of the
above system can be obtained by solving the approximated TPS system,[
ψ + λR p
pT 0
][
w
a
]
=
[
t
0
]
(2.14)
where λ is a regularization constant, and R a diagonal matrix with each entry representing
the uncertainty of the landmark [171].
2.1.2.2 Free-form deformations
In contrast to RBFs, in FFD the transformation is parametrized through uniformly spaced
control points (also known as control point grid p). A well known application of FFD for
image registration was proposed by Rueckert et al. [174]. In FFD the spacing s defines
the resolution (non-linearity) of the deformation field. The number of required control
points (N = nx × ny × nz) can then be defined as [174]2,
nx =
⌈
mx
sx
+ 3
⌉
, ny =
⌈
my
sy
+ 3
⌉
, nz =
⌈
mz
sz
+ 3
⌉
(2.15)
The use of a control point grid, allows the computation of the deformation field through
local support (i.e. only a neighbourhood around the voxel-of-interest is required). The
parametric transformation T is defined as,
T =
∑
l
∑
m
∑
n
β(u, v, w)p(i+ l, j +m, k + n) (2.16)
where β(u, v, w) is a basis (or blending) function, such as the Bernstein polynomial [120]
or the Cubic B-Splines [104].
2The +3 is required such that for every voxel in the image (including boundary voxels) the deformation
field can be computed.
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Assuming the basis function as Cubic B-Splines, Equation 2.16 is reduced to,
T =
3∑
l=0
3∑
m=0
3∑
n=0
βl(u)βm(v)βn(w)p(i+ l, j +m, k + n) (2.17)
with the B-Spline basis functions calculated as [174],
β0(u) = (1− u)3/6
β1(u) = (3u
3 − 6u2 + 4)/6
β2(u) = (−3u3 + 3u2 + 3u+ 1)/6
β3(u) = u
3/6
(2.18)
and where (u, v, w) are the relative position of x to its control point neighbourhood, (i,
j, k) the position of the first control point, and (l, m, n) the offset to the first control
point and the index of the B-spline basis function [174],
u = x
nx
−
⌊
x
nx
⌋
, v = y
ny
−
⌊
y
ny
⌋
, w = z
nz
−
⌊
z
nz
⌋
i =
⌊
x
nx
⌋
− 1, j =
⌊
y
ny
⌋
− 1, k =
⌊
z
nz
⌋
− 1
(2.19)
2.1.3 Dense non-linear transformations
Dense non-linear transformations represent transformations that have a large number of
parameters (usually three times the number of image voxels). Since these transformations
are usually defined at the voxel position, interpolation techniques are used to evaluate the
transformation at non-integer positions. Due to their high dimensionality these transfor-
mations are able to model complex and highly localized deformations.
On the other hand, due to their high dimensionality, regularization techniques have been
developed to constrain the deformation fields to anatomically or functionally plausible
deformations. Here one typically defines the energy function E to be optimized as a
combination of a similarity measure S and a regularization term R,
E(If , Im, T ) = S(If , Im(T )) +R(T ) (2.20)
2.2 Cost
A cost function is a necessary building block in any registration framework, as a way
to determine the goodness of the transformation. This is, the cost function takes into
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account both the similarity measure between the two images, as well as the regularization
term that constrains the transformation.
2.2.1 Similarity measure
The similarity measure determines how close the moving and fixed images are. Broadly
they can be subdivided into two main categories: point-based, and intensity-based.
Point-based similarity measures are usually defined through corresponding pairs of land-
marks on the moving and fixed images, obtained through human intervention or automatic
matching. These metrics provide a true measure that can be directly used in image reg-
istration, and are commonly used in methods such as the thin-plate spline non-linear
registration (see Section 2.1.2.1).
Intensity-based similarity measures provide a measure of similarity between the two im-
ages, based on their intensities, without requiring any manual intervention. In linear reg-
istration, global similarity measures are typically used, while for non-linear registration
local metrics (or a combination of both global and local) are used instead. Intensity-
based similarity measures range from the computationally efficient SSD [25, 200] and CC
[167, 12] to more complex metrics such as MI [201, 174].
Intensity-based, as opposed to point-based, similarity measures cannot be directly ap-
plied in image registration since a link between image similarity and field displacement is
required. To account for this, different links have been suggested, through optimization
protocols, and are covered in Section 2.3. Due to the particular relevance of intensity-
based similarity measures for this thesis, these will be described further.
2.2.1.1 Sum of Square Differences
SSD is the most widely used similarity measure in image registration. This measure has
the advantage of a simple and fast implementation and optimization. SSD assumes that
the two images (If and Im) to be registered have corresponding intensity values, and can
therefore be related through,
If = Im(T ) +N(0, σ
2) (2.21)
The SSD can then be defined through the sum of the square differences between If and
Im,
Ssd =
1
2σ2
∑
(If − Im(T ))2 (2.22)
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Figure 2.2: Effect of different similarity measures for a mono-modality (Top) and multi-
modality (Middle) affine registrations (zoom=0.75). Both the SSD and MI metrics are
normalized between 0 and 1. For both measures the expected minimum (for the SSD)
and maximum (for the MI) is at scale=1.25.
However, this measure is highly sensitive to artefacts such as IH, and CV, since these void
the assumption that the two images have corresponding intensity values. Pixels with large
intensity differences can have a high influence on the measure due to the square factor.
An example where SSD leads to an suboptimal registration is seen in Figure 2.2. Here,
when the images to be registered have different contrasts, the SSD leads to a scaling error
of 0.05 (the method converges where the cost function is at its minimum).
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2.2.1.2 Normalized Cross Correlation
Instead of assuming that the two images (If and Im) have corresponding intensity values
(like the SSD), the CC assumes only a linear relationship between them,
If = β1Im(T ) + β2 (2.23)
This therefore makes the CC more robust to the artefacts mentioned above, while being
relatively simple and fast to implement. In image registration the normalized CC (NCC)
is typically used and can be calculated through
Ncc =
IfIm(T )
‖If‖ ‖Im(T )‖ (2.24)
Since this measure is optimal at 1 or -1, the distance NCC (DNCC) is used instead,
DNcc = 1−Ncc2 (2.25)
2.2.1.3 Normalized Mutual Information
Both the SSD and the NCC similarity measures assume some linear relation between the
images. This is infeasible in the case of multi-modality registration, such as MR/CT.
To tackle this problem the Joint Entropy H(If , Im(T )) similarity measure, derived from
information theory was proposed. This measure accounts for the amount of informa-
tion held by both images, and assumes that an increase in H(If , Im) leads to a better
alignment. Commonly, it is calculated using the joint Shannon entropy,
H(If , Im) = −
Nf∑
if=1
Nm∑
im=1
P (if , im)log(P (if , im)) (2.26)
where Nf and Nm are the number of intensity bins to partition the images, and P (if , im)
is the joint probability of the intensity bins if and im to occur together.
While the increase of H(If , Im(T )) typically leads to a better registration, this is not
always the case. In fact it can be shown that an increase of H(If , Im) can be accomplish
by increasing the marginal entropies of each image,
H(If ) = −
∑Nf
if=1
P (if )log(P (if ))
H(Im) = −
∑Nm
im=1
P (im)log(P (im))
(2.27)
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without improving their overlap.
To overcome this, the MI similarity measure is used instead. MI accounts for the infor-
mation that If and Im share, or in other words how much uncertainty of one image is
reduced by knowing the other,
Mi(If , Im) = H(If ) +H(Im)−H(If , Im) (2.28)
To improve the robustness of MI, a normalized MI is used instead (NMI),
Nmi(If , Im) =
H(If ) +H(Im)
H(If , Im)
(2.29)
2.2.2 Regularization term
An important complication in image registration is the ill-poseness of the problem. This
is, given two images, there are different equally good solutions. Regularization is thus
used to approximate the registration to a well-posed problem (where a unique solution
exists). The regularizer can also be used to model different physical charateristics of the
data such as elastic, fluid, or diffusion properties; or to apply other constrains derived
from the data (e.g. knowledge-based regularization).
2.2.2.1 Elastic
Elastic regularization was one of the first physically-driven regularizations proposed to
constrain the deformation field [32]. The image is modelled as an elastic material, where
any external force applied to it (such as the minimization of a similarity function), is
counterbalanced by an internal force resisting that movement. The deformation field can
then be described by the Navier-Cauchy Partial Differential Equation (PDE) [182],
µ∇2u+ (µ+ λ)∇(∇ · u) + F = 0 (2.30)
where F = −∇E, R = µ∇2u + (µ + λ)∇(∇ · u), F is the force exerted by the similarity
measure, u the deformation field, and µ and λ the materials’ elastic constants.
Optimization of Equation 2.30 is typically solved using finite differences and interpolation
for non-integer values. While physically plausible, the original formulation of the elastic
regularization is limited to small deformations since the regularization strength grows
with the magnitude of the deformation. To tackle this problem, as well as others such as
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inconsistency within the inputs, modifications to the elastic regularization were proposed
[113, 88, 46].
2.2.2.2 Fluid
Fluid registration was proposed as a way to tackle the problems of elastic registration.
Instead of focusing on a small deformation framework, it is based on the large deformation
model [47]. The image is modelled as a viscous fluid, and the deformation described by
the Navier-Stokes equation [182],
µ∇2v + (µ+ λ)∇(∇ · v) + F = 0 (2.31)
where v the velocity field, and µ and λ the coefficients of viscosity. The velocity field is
then related with the deformation field through
v(x; t) = ∂tu(x; t) +∇u(x; t)v(x; t) (2.32)
and integrated over time to obtain the deformation field.
The integration of the velocity field was originally proposed through a successive over-
relaxation (SOR) scheme [47]. However, this approach lead to a computationally expen-
sive optimization. A different approach was suggested by the use of a convolution filter,
leading to an increased computational efficiency, yet requiring the coefficients of viscosity
to be constant over the image [30]. Other extensions such as multi-grid approaches, in-
verse consistency, and incorporating statistical shape information were further proposed
[45, 52, 205].
2.2.2.3 Diffusion
Diffusion regularization was proposed as a simple and computationally efficient non-linear
registration, that only uses the first-order gradients of the deformation field [182],
∇2u+ F = 0 (2.33)
This type of regularization exploits the fact that the regularization can be performed
through Gaussian smoothing of the deformation field at each iteration.
From the different diffusion registration models, the Thirion Demons [190] is the most
well known method due to its simplicity and efficiency. Here one iteratively estimates the
matching forces (also known as Demon forces), composes to the current deformation field,
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and regularizes through Gaussian smoothing. For a fluid-like registration the regulariza-
tion can also be applied to the matching forces (instead or in addition to the deformation
field). Thirion’s diffusion model has been extensively studied [35, 64, 150] and adapted to
provide diffeomorphic transformations through exponentiation of the displacement field
[200, 199].
2.2.2.4 Curvature
Curvature regularization was previously introduced in section 2.1.2.1 in TPS registra-
tion. In non-parametric non-linear registration, this regularization is used since it has
the advantage of only penalizing non-linear deformation (as opposed to elastic, fluid, and
diffusion), and therefore does not require a pre-affine registration step [66, 65].
Curvature registration is therefore modelled by the deformation of a thin plate of metal
influenced by bending forces. This only requires the calculation of the second-order deriva-
tives [182],
(∇2)2u+ F = 0 (2.34)
2.2.2.5 Knowledge
Prior knowledge can be applied to non-linear registration as a way to constrain the model
to generate anatomically or functionally acceptable results.
This type of regularization can be achieved in medical imaging by segmenting the mov-
ing and target images into different tissue types and combining the registration of each
tissue pair into a multi-channel registration [17, 19]. Another approach is to capture the
statistical information of the deformation field across a dataset (also known as statistical
deformation models - SDMs), and penalizing the deformation field of a new registration
if it diverges from the learned model [214, 77]. In this approach the model can be learned
by first non-linearly registering a dataset to the same space, and then extract the priors
through principal component analysis (PCA).
Both approaches have their limitations: for the former, accurate segmentations are nec-
essary (which usually require a decent alignment); for the latter, a large training dataset
is required to be representative of the population.
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2.3 Optimizer
As it was introduced in section 2.1 the goal of image registration is to find the optimal
transformation To that best aligns Im to If . This is achieved by minimizing an energy
function E(If , Im, T ) through an optimizer,
To = arg min
T
(E(If , Im, T )) (2.35)
E(If , Im, T ) can be global or local, and mono- or multi- modal (see section 2.2). Depending
on the chosen E(If , Im, T ) different optimizers can be used. Typically most optimization
methods are iterative, where at each step a better estimation of the search parameters Pt
is calculated. Generally Pt is calculated through
Pt = Pt−1 + αt−1Dt−1 (2.36)
where αt−1 is the step size, and Dt−1 the search direction.
2.3.1 Gradient descent
Gradient descent (GD) is one of the most well understood and used optimization tech-
nique. In GD the energy function is optimized by following the direction that leads to
the fastest decrease in energy. This is achieved by iteratively taking steps proportional to
the negative of the energy gradient [86],
Dt = − ∂E
∂Pt
(2.37)
For well-defined optimization problems, GD requires the energy function to be differen-
tiable (so that the first derivative can be calculated). GD has the advantages of simple
optimization (if the first derivative of E(x) is known), and is efficient with large numbers
of unknown parameters. On the other hand, GD optimization is usually slow around the
minimum (Figure 2.3).
The step size αt is often small enough such that E(Pt+1) < E(Pt). Small step sizes
lead to smoother and slower optimizations, while large step sizes to faster but unstable
optimizations. To improve convergence speed a dynamic αt can be used. Typically, three
different approaches are used: slowly decaying, adaptive, and line search.
• In slowly decaying approaches, αt starts with a large constant value and decreases
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as the registration progresses. For linear decay, αt can be calculated through
αt =
αf − αi
maxiter − t + αi (2.38)
where αi and αf are the initial and final step sizes, maxiter the maximum number
of iterations, and t the current iteration.
• In adaptive approaches αt is typically changed depending on how the previous step
(or steps) succeed. A simple approach is to increase the step size by a fraction fc of
αt if the energy term decreased, and decrease otherwise,
αt = fcαt−1, |Et−1 − Et−2| < 0
αt =
αt−1
fc
, otherwise
(2.39)
• In line search one first finds a descent direction [4] (such as through Equation 2.37),
and then find by how much it should move in that direction (αt) [4]. αt can be
calculated exactly (exact line search - ELS) through
αo = arg min
α
(E(Pt + αDt)) (2.40)
While accurate, ELS is highly computationally expensive, thus leading to the de-
velopment of methods based on inexact line search (ILS) instead,
αo(x) ≈ arg min
α
(E(Pt + αDt)) (2.41)
One of the well known ILS methods is the Backtracking line search using the Armijo-
Goldstein condition [14]. In this method one first defines an initial step size α0, and
the control parameters τ ∈ [0, 1] (e.g. τ = 0.5) and β ∈ [0, 1] (e.g. β = 0.1), and
then sets αt = ταt−1 until the ArmijoGoldstein condition is met,
E(Pt)− E(Pt + αtDt) > αtβDt (2.42)
2.3.2 Conjugate gradient
Conjugate gradient (CG) was developed to tackle the low convergence rate of GD. Here,
the search direction D is estimated as the conjugate between the negative of the energy
gradient (Equation 2.37) and the previous estimation [86],
Dt = − ∂E
∂Pt
+ µtDt−1 (2.43)
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Different estimations of µt lead to different CG methods. From the proposed methods one
can cite the original Hestenes and Stiefel (HS-CG) [92], the Fletcher and Reeves (FR-CG)
[69], and the Polak and Ribie`re (PR-CG) [157] methods,
µt =
gTt yt
DTt yt
, for HS-CG
µt =
‖gk‖2
‖gt−1‖2
, for FR-CG
µt =
gTt yt
‖gt−1‖2
, for HS-PR
(2.44)
where yt = gt − gt−1, and gt = −∂E/∂Pt.
2.3.3 Quasi-Newton & Gauss-Newton
2.3.3.1 Quasi-Newton
Quasi-Newton is a sub-class of the Newton’s optimization family. These methods are
typically used when the Hessian (also known as the square matrix of second-order partial
derivatives) is not available or too computationally expensive to compute. In Quasi-
Newton methods an approximation of the inverse Hessian is used to calculate the search
direction,
Dt = −H−1t
∂E
∂Pt
(2.45)
The approximated Hessian is typically calculated through the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-
Shanno (BFGS) [33, 67, 81, 179], or Davidon-Fletcher-Powell (DFP) [53, 68] methods,
H−1t = (I −
syT
yT s
)H−1t−1(I −
ysT
yT s
) +
ssT
yT s
, for BFGS
H−1t = (I −
ysT
sTy
)H−1t−1(I −
syT
sTy
) +
yyT
sTy
, for DFP
(2.46)
where st = Pt − Pt−1.
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Figure 2.3: Minimization of a function with a single minima at p = 0 through different
optimizers (Red: Gradient Descent, Green: Conjugate Gradient, Blue: Gauss-Newton,
and Pink: Levenberg-Marquardt) for 20 steps with an α = 0.1. All methods started at
the same initial position p = −1. The colour brightness represents the evolution of the
minimization, where lighter colours represent later timesteps.
2.3.3.2 Gauss-Newton
Gauss-Newton is also a sub-class of the Newton’s optimization family, and like the Quasi-
Newton, the search direction is obtained through [27], Equation 2.45. However, for Gauss-
Newton one first assumes that the energy function can be expressed as a sum of squares
(such as the SSD similarity measure). Then, the Hessian is approximated by ignoring
the derivatives higher than first order. This is, the approximated inverted Hessian can be
calculated through,
H−1t = −(JTt Jt)−1 (2.47)
where J = [g11, ..., g1n; ...; gn1, ..., gnn].
2.3.4 Levenberg-Marquardt
Like the Gauss-Newton, the Levenberg-Marquardt (also known as damped least squares)
[116, 126] is typically used to optimize energy functions that can be expressed as a sum
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of squares. Here the search direction is expressed as [116, 126],
Dt = −(Ht + λI)−1gt = −((JTt Jt)−1 + λI)−1gt (2.48)
where λ is a damping parameter that controls convergence speed vs. stability. Levenberg-
Marquardt can then be seen as an interpolation between GD (when |λI|  ∣∣(JTt Jt)−1∣∣)
and Gauss-Newton (when |λI|  ∣∣(JTt Jt)−1∣∣), making it faster than GD, and more robust
than Gauss-Newton when the solution is far from the minimum.
2.3.5 Powell optimization
In all the previous optimization methods the first order and/or second order derivatives
are required for convergence, and therefore the function needs to be one or two times
continuously differentiable. In Powell’s method [158] no assumption of differentiability is
necessary, and no derivative is required. Powell’s method minimizes the energy function
through a bi-directional line search along a set of N search directions.
The Powell’s method can be defined as follows:
1. Initialze a set of orthogonal directions Di = [01, 02, ..., 1i, ..., 0n]
2. Define a starting point P0 = [00, ..., 0n]
3. For i = 1..n, find the minimum3 along Di for Pi−1 and make this Pi
4. For i = 1..n− 1, make Di = Di−1
5. Make Dn = Pn − P0
6. Find the minimum along Dn and make this P0
7. Iterate from 3 to 6 until convergence
2.4 Interpolator
Although typically overlooked the interpolator is a necessary and important step in any
medical imaging registration to transform images with different voxel dimensions, FOVs,
or world coordinates (i.e. the physical position of an image). Additionally, since the
images are represented in a discrete domain and real registrations usually contain non-
integer transformations, interpolation is required. The degree of interpolation influences
3The 1D search can be performed through the Golden-section search or the Brent’s method.
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the smoothness of the transformed image, as well as the smoothness and speed of the
registration process.
These effects are exemplified in Figure 2.4. Here it is observed that as the complexity
of the interpolator increases the registered image becomes smoother (Figure 2.4 - Top).
Further, with the increased complexity of the interpolator a smoother cost function is
obtained (Figure 2.4 - Bottom).
However, more accurate interpolators are also more computational expensive. Typically,
middle-level interpolators, such as the linear interpolator, are used during the registration
process since many evaluations are required, while high-level interpolators are used in the
final step of the registration to provide a smooth transformed image.
2.4.1 Nearest Neighbour
Nearest Neighbour (NN) is the simplest and fastest interpolation method. However, it
also presents the least appealing results. Due to its crude approximation, its applicability
in medical imaging is limited. A case where NN interpolation is applicable is in the
registration of intensity discrete images such as label images or binary masks.
The NN interpolation can be simply implemented by first calculating the closest point to
x from the available points X, and then assigning the value y corresponding to Y . For a
3D dense grid this can be efficiently estimated through
I(x, y, z) = I([x], [y], [z]) (2.49)
where [ ] is the round operation.
2.4.2 Linear
Linear interpolation has been widely used in medical imaging due to its simplicity and
reasonable accuracy. Typically, it is applicable when a moderate accuracy is required along
with a fast evaluation. The intensity for a voxel x is calculated by linear interpolation
along each axis. The linear interpolation for n dimensions [73] can be obtained through
I(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑
σ1,...,σn∈{0,1}
I(bx1c+ σ1, . . . , bxnc+ σn)
n∏
i=1
xi, σi = 11− xi, σi = 0
 (2.50)
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Figure 2.4: Effect of different interpolation strategies. Top: Resulting interpolated image
through Nearest Neighbour interpolation (Left), Linear interpolation (Middle), and cubic
b-spline interpolation (Right). Bottom: Plot of the normalized SSD between the original
and interpolated image for different translations. Red - Nearest Neighbour interpolation;
Green - linear interpolation; Blue - cubic b-spline interpolation.
2.4.3 Cubic B-spline
As well as linear interpolation, spline’s have been widely accepted in medical imaging
registration. These interpolators provide a smooth, differentiable, and highly accurate
interpolation (which increases with the order of the spline).
Spline interpolation is achieved by minimizing the bend energy while constrained to fit
all data-points. Classically, cubic B-spline’s are used since y′ and y′′ are continuous (C2
continuity) for the whole image. For cubic B-splines the interpolated image I(x) is given
by
I(x) =
3∑
l=0
3∑
m=0
3∑
n=0
βl(u)βm(v)βn(w)I(i+ l, j +m, k + n) (2.51)
where β are the B-Spline basis functions (Equation 2.18), (l,m, n) the offset to the first
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control point and index of the basis function (Equation 2.19), (u, v, w) the relative position
of x to its control point neighbourhood (Equation 2.19), I(i+ l, j+m, k+n) the intensity
at the coordinates (i+ l, j +m, k + n), and (i, j, k) the position of the first control point.
2.5 Hierarchical strategies
As reviewed before, in image registration (and especially in dense non-linear transforma-
tions), one needs to optimize many parameters, leading to a complex problem with many
local minima. To reduce this complexity, multi-resolution (or multi-level) approaches are
typically used [115]. Here one first performs the alignment in a low-resolution space (with
fewer DOFs), and progressively refines the parameter space to register finer details.
Commonly for sparse non-linear registration methods (such as FFD), multi-scale is achieved
by starting the registration with a coarse grid (i.e. with a larger sampling) while maintain-
ing the images in their original resolution, and at each level up-sampling the deformation
grid to detect finer details.
On the other hand, for dense non-linear registration methods, the fixed and moving
images are down-sampled to a lower resolution, and progressively up-sampled for the finer
structure (Figure 2.5). This approach usually leads to a more computationally efficient
registration, since less data needs to be analysed at every step.
2.6 Validation
Although image registration has seen significant advances in the registration process itself,
few advances have been made regarding method validation.
Classically, visual assessment was used to distinguish between good and bad registrations,
especially for 2D registrations [133]. However, as the complexity of the registration process
increased (with the increased number of DOF), the effective differences between methods
became small and in some cases indistinguishable [136]. Furthermore, with 3D medical
images visual assessment is often impractical.
These difficulties lead to a shift towards quantitative evaluation. However, quantification
of the accuracy of image registration is intrinsically complex. The main reason being
the lack of ground truth data for the validation of different methods [137]. That is,
the true image transformation is hardly known in a real setting, especially for complex
transformations. To tackle these problems, quantitative measures based on ground truth
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Figure 2.5: Multi-resolution image registration framework (three levels). The first step
is to obtain the images at the lowest desired resolution (down-sampling four times the
original image resolution). The registration is then performed from the lowest resolution
to the highest (i.e. from Reg. 0 to Reg. 2). At the beginning of each new level the
estimated deformation field is up-sampled two times to match the resolution of the source
and target images at that level.
simulations, or the exploitation of manually annotated landmarks have been proposed for
image registration validation [137, 142, 99, 100].
2.6.1 Simulation-based
Simulation techniques have been proposed as a way to deal with the lack of ground truth
data to evaluate image registration [177]. Here one assumes that the more accurate the
registration technique, the lower the difference between the method and a synthetic ground
truth. The general evaluation framework works as follows:
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1. A ground truth deformation field (or warp) is artificially created, and the original
image warped using this field. Thus, the original image, the target image, and the
true transformation are known.
2. The registration method to be validated is used to register the original (moving)
image to the target (fixed) image.
3. The generated deformation fields (through the registration process) are compared
with the ground truth for the whole image (or a number of VOIs) through the target
registration error (TRE),
Tre =
N∑
i=1
∥∥T e − T t∥∥ (2.52)
Although these techniques have the advantage of knowing the true transformation for
every voxel, they are typically not capable of simulating the totality of artefacts present
in medical images, or the variability between subjects. Furthermore, since the deformation
fields are synthetically created, the validation results may also be dependent on the model
used.
2.6.2 Landmark-based
To address the above issues, a different approach for registration validation was proposed
by exploiting manually annotated landmarks [137]. In this approach sparse correspon-
dences between two real (non-synthetic) images are known prior to the registration, and
can be used to evaluate the accuracy of the registration algorithm:
1. Define a set of correspondent landmarks in the moving and fixed images (pi and p
′
i,
respectively).
2. Register the moving image to the fixed image, and transform pi using the generated
deformation fields.
3. Assess the accuracy of the registration algorithm by calculating the TRE between
the transformed landmarks (p′′i ) and p
′
i,
Tre =
N∑
i=1
‖p′i − p′′i ‖ (2.53)
This approach was largely popularized by the EMPIRE 10 challenge [137], where a
database of 28 image pairs, with 100 sparse correspondences each, was used to impar-
tially compare 20 individual non-linear registration methods. This technique has the
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Figure 2.6: Simulation-based validation of non-linear registration algorithms. The
anatomical source image is registered to the target (simulated) image. The registered
and true deformation fields are compared directly through the TRE.
advantage of not requiring modulation of image artefacts, and registration variability, yet
precision of the evaluation is limited to the position and number of landmarks.
In the cases where the transformation is known and non-complex, a gold-standard vali-
dation approach can be defined. For rigid transformations, validation can be achieved by
first computing a gold standard rigid transformation (hereafter called true transforma-
tion) based on fiducial points, and then calculating the TRE between the estimated and
the true transformations for the VOIs, as follows:
1. Let p′i and pi be corresponding landmark points on the fixed and moving images,
R the rotation matrix, T the translational vector, and N a noise vector. Then we
can relate p′i and pi through
p′i = Rpi + T +N (2.54)
2. To minimize the square error between the fixed and registered landmarks, we can
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Figure 2.7: Landmark-based validation of non-linear registration algorithms. The anatom-
ical source image is registered to the target image and the transformation applied to the
landmarks. The registered and target landmarks can then be compared through the target
registration error (TRE).
write the minimization problem as
arg min
R,T
(
N∑
i=1
‖p′i − (Rpi + T )‖2
)
(2.55)
3. Since the solution to Equation 2.54 requires the centroid of the fixed and registered
landmarks to be the same, Equation 2.55 can be re-written as
arg min
R,T
(
N∑
i=1
‖q′i −Rqi‖2
)
(2.56)
where qi = pi −
∑N
i=1 pi/N and q
′
i = p
′
i −
∑N
i=1 p
′
i/N .
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4. The solution to the rigid registration is now found by (a) calculating the rotation
matrix R and (b) calculating the translation.
(a) Calculate the 3× 3 accumulating matrix H, and perform SVD on H to obtain
R4, 
H = qiq
′T
i
[U, S, V ] = Svd(H)
R = V UT
(2.57)
(b) Finally, calculate T ,
T = p′i −Rpi (2.58)
5. The TRE for a particular VOI with indexes Vi can finally be estimated between the
rigid registration {Re, T e} and the true registration {Rt, T t} through
Tre =
N∑
i=1
∥∥Rt × Vi + T t −Re × Vi + T e∥∥ (2.59)
This approach was used by West et al. [207] as a way to compare different multi-modal
rigid registration methods, in a real setting, through a unified evaluation platform. It
has the advantage of only requiring a low number of correspondences, while allowing
a high accuracy estimation for any particular VOI. However, to explain more complex
transformations (such as dense non-linear registrations), a high number of fiducial points
is required, which makes this approach infeasible.
2.6.3 VOI-based
The difficulty of defining a dense mesh of accurate correspondences between images leads
to the development of VOI-based evaluation techniques [99]. This approach assumes that
the more accurate the registration, the greater the similarity between: 1) different tissues
(or classes), or 2) between manually segmented VOIs.
4In noiseless cases two solutions for R exist (one is the reflection of the other). To solve this ambiguity
calculate the determinant of R, and if det(R) = −1, negate the third column of V , then re-calculate R.
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1. Segmentation-based approaches:
(a) The images are typically segmented into different tissues of interest (such as
GM and WM, for brain images).
(b) The moving image is registered to the fixed image, and the transformation used
to warp the segmented images.
(c) The warped segmentation maps, and the segmentation of the fixed image are
compared through a similarity measure (see below).
2. Manually annotated VOIs:
(a) A dataset of images with corresponding VOIs is obtained through expert man-
ual annotation.
(b) Like the segmentation-based approaches, steps (1.b) and (1.c) are equally per-
formed, where the segmentation maps correspond to the VOI maps.
The major difference between the two approaches is that the former is dependent on the
accuracy of the segmentation, and can be biased if the segmentation maps are both used
in the registration and the evaluation processes. In fact, it was shown by Rohlfing [169],
that an anatomically implausible registration method outperformed state-of-the-art non-
linear registration methods when a segmentation-based approach was used to validate the
methods.
As mentioned in Section 2.3 registration algorithms may be evaluated by estimating the
similarity between the warped and the target labels. Currently, many similarity measures
are used interchangeably without a clear reason of the use of one over the other.
2.6.3.1 Volume overlap ratio
This measure computes the number of voxels that overlap the registered and target VOIs
(V0 and V1, respectively) and normalizes it by the sum of voxels of V1,
Overlap =
∑
(V1
⋂
V0)∑
V1
(2.60)
Since it does not take into account V0 in the normalization, it may present inaccurate
results if the volume of the registered and target VOIs differ.
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Figure 2.8: VOI-based validation of non-linear registration algorithms. The anatomical
source image is registered to the target image and the transformation applied to the
label map. The registered and target label maps can then be compared through different
similarity measures such as the overlap ratio.
2.6.3.2 Dice Coefficients
This measure computes the number of voxels that overlap V0 and V1, and normalizes it
by the sum of voxels on both VOIs [58]. This value is scaled by a factor of 2 such that
the result lies between 0 (no overlap) and 1 (perfect overlap),
Dice =
2×∑ (V1⋂V0)∑
V1 +
∑
V0
(2.61)
Unlike the volume overlap ratio, this measure does account for both V0 and V1, thus being
more sensitive to variations in volume. However, it cannot be considered a true distance
metric since it does not satisfy the triangle inequality [97].
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2.6.3.3 Jaccard index
The Jaccard index [95] is defined as the intersection of V0 and V1 divided by the union of
V0 and V1
Jaccard =
∑
(V1
⋂
V0)∑
(V1
⋃
V0)
=
∑
(V1
⋂
V0)∑
V1 +
∑
V0 −
∑
(V1
⋂
V0)
(2.62)
This measure is similar to the Dice coefficients, while it satisfies the triangle inequality
[109]. However, as well as the volume overlap ratio and the Dice coefficients, it mea-
sures the overlap between sets and not their distance, thus is insufficient to explain the
deformation field accuracy.
2.6.3.4 Hausdorff distance
The Hausdorff distance [168] is defined as the maximal closest distance between V0 and
V1, where the closest distance is computed for each voxel of the two sets,
Hausdorff = max(∀i,j mindist(V0i, V1j) (2.63)
This measures how far the two subsets V0 and V1 are from each other. However, the
measure is very sensitive to outliers since the largest distance is defined by the most
mismatched voxels between the two sets.
2.6.3.5 Average Hausdorff distance
The average Hausdorff distance is defined as the average closest distance between every
voxel of V0 and V1,
Hausdorff =
∑
imdist (V0i, V1) +
∑
imdist (V1i, V0)∑
(V0
⋃
V1)
(2.64)
This measure reduces the effect of outliers presented by the Hausdorff distance, by aver-
aging the absolute distance from each voxel in V0 to its closest point on V1.
Chapter 3
Evaluation of non-linear registration
In the previous chapters the foundations for the work presented in this thesis were given.
Specifically, one should remember two important steps in the advance of image registra-
tion: the Improvement of registration methods, and their Validation.
Since the definition of “better” is dependent on the measure used for comparison, this
thesis starts by evaluating the methodologies used to validate non-linear registration meth-
ods.
3.1 Overview
3.1.1 Past work
The increased use of image acquisition systems has lead to the rapid development of a
wide range of image processing techniques. From these, image registration saw a swift
growth in algorithm development from rigid transformations to extremely dense non-
linear transformations. Although the fast development of image registration, few studies
objectively focused on the validation and comparison of the different techniques. This
is particularly important in dense non-linear transformations where visual assessment is
insufficient to properly assess the accuracy of the registration method.
In medical imaging Hellier et al. [91, 90] were some of the first to objectively compare
several different state-of-the-art methods through the same framework. Hellier’s study
was based on current developments in registration methods and encompassed some of the
ideas and methods currently used in modern algorithms, such as SPM-Normalization [18],
Diffeomorphic demons [200], Animal [49], Romeo [91] and, the greedy “viscous fluid” [46].
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In his work a group of 18 healthy subjects underwent a T1-MR Spoiled Gradient Echo
(SPGR) protocol, and the resulting images used to compare the different methods. The
comparison was performed by first arbitrarily choosing one subject as the reference, and
then registering all other subjects towards this using different algorithms. The quality
of the registration process was assessed through both global and local measures such as:
Global - MSE between the average volume of the N-1 subject and the reference subject,
the overlap of the GM and WM volumes of each source subject and the reference subject;
Local - the distance between 12 corresponding sulci landmarks of the registered and
reference images. Interestingly the study showed that global metrics improved as the
number of DOFs increased, while local measures lead to similar results between rigid and
non-rigid methods.
Later, Wu et al. [215] extended the analysis of non-linear registration algorithms to fMRI.
There three metrics were proposed to validate the structural and functional registrations:
(1) the overlap between manually segmented VOIs (right hippocampus and right ante-
rior cingulate cortex) between the registered and target images; (2) the smoothness of
the average image; and (3) the effect-size of the Blood-Oxygen-Level Dependent (BOLD)
fMRI signal for the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex. The study concluded that the fully
deformable model (combining a grid-based piecewise linear registration, and Demons reg-
istration algorithm for fine-tuning) lead to an improvement on all the evaluation metrics.
Yassa and Stark [219], and Klein et al. [99], independently extended the validation of
non-linear registration to a large number of registration methods, and for different VOIs.
In Yassa and Stark [219] a total of 12 non-linear registration methods were evaluated us-
ing manually defined segmentations of the medial temporal lobe (hippocampus, parahip-
pocampal cortex, perirhinal cortex and entorhinal cortex). Additionally, the smoothness
of the average structural scan was calculated as a surrogate of the tissue type mismatch
for each method. This work focused on the comparison between general and VOI-based
non-linear registration methods. Lastly, they showed that VOI-based methods lead to
improvements in all metrics for the defined VOI. If manual segmentations are not avail-
able, a large deformation diffeomorphic technique such as SPM-DARTEL [17] should be
used instead [219].
In Klein et al. [99], a range of algorithms - Air [212, 213], Animal [49], Art [13], Dif-
feomorphic Demons, IRTK [177], JRD-fluid [44], Romeo [91], Sicle [96], ANTS-SyN [21],
and based in SPM5: SPM-Normalization [18], SPM-Unified Segmentation [19] and SPM
DARTEL [17], were compared using four freely available datasets (LPBA40, IBSR18,
CUMC12, and MGH10). The major difference between the two works, is that Klein et
al., performed the comparisons over an unparalleled scale. This is, each subject was reg-
istered to every other subject (leading to at least 2,168 registrations per algorithm), and
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the evaluation performed for each segmented VOI (between 56 and 128 VOIs depend-
ing on the dataset) using various VOI-based similarity measures. Ultimately, the study
concluded that similar results were obtained for different datasets, and different overlap
measures.
Ou et al. [141], widened the comparison of non-linear registration algorithms by using
brain datasets with different degrees of artefacts and inter-subject variation. The authors
devised four challenges: (1) Inter-Subject Anatomical Variability; (2) IH, Noise and Struc-
tural Difference in Raw Images; (3) Protocol and FOV Differences in Multi-site Databases;
(4) Pathology-induced Missing Correspondences in Pathology-Bearing Images. For the
evaluation the Jaccard index, Hausdorff distance, and a landmark-based measure were
used. The study found that the tested registration algorithm accuracy differed largely
between challenges.
3.1.2 Summary
As non-linear registration evolved through time, a shift of the validation techniques from
direct metrics such as the TRE between corresponding landmarks, or between a simulation
field and the retrieved fields, to more indirect metrics such as volume overlap is observed.
This change is partially due to the intrinsic problems of deformation field simulations,
where the inter-subject variability, and the artefacts present during data acquisition are
difficult to model. Further, the easy and free availability of manually segmented data
allows a simple comparison of different methods in a real setting, leading to a wide spread
use of this approach.
To better observe this transition, in Table 3.1 a summary of the most relevant non-
linear registration algorithms and reviews is presented along with the metrics used to
validate them (the trend of different non-linear registration approaches is further presented
in Figure 3.1). The relevance of a publication was subjectively defined based on the
total number of citations (Cit.), number of citations in the last 2 years (Imp.), and free
availability of the registration algorithm. In this table the main four validation frameworks
are presented: VOI-based similarity (Similarity), landmark-based error (L.), simulation-
based error (S.), and diagnosis prediction (P.). Due to the particular relevance of VOI-
based similarity measures in current non-linear registration validation, these metrics were
further subdivided into the seven most used metrics: sum of square differences (ss), Dice
coefficients (dc), Jaccard index (ji), target overlap (to), Hausdorff distance (hd), Jacobian
smoothness (js), and harmonic energy (he).
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Table 3.1: Evaluation metrics used for validation of non-linear registration methods over the
past 20 years. This table includes a summary of the most recent / influential non-linear regis-
tration articles and reviews.
Method Publication Year Cit. Imp.
Similarity P. L. S.
ss di ja to ha ja he ot cl tr tr
LCC
Demons
Lorenzi, M., et al., NeuroImage 81:
470-83.
2013 44 11.0 x x
Review Rohlfing, T., IEEE T Medical
Imag 31.2: 153-63.
2012 124 24.8 x x x
Mabmis Jia, H., et al., NeuroImage 59.1:
422-430.
2012 63 12.6 x x
Review Avants, B., et al. Neuroimage 54.3:
2033-44.
2011 446 74.3 x
Review Murphy, K., et al., IEEE T
Medical Imag 30.11: 1901-20.
2011 207 34.5 x x
Dramms Ou, Y., et al., Med Image Anal
15.4: 622-39.
2011 142 23.7 x x
SPM
Shoot
Ashburner, J., et al., NeuroImage
55.3: 954-67.
2011 82 13.7 x
Elastix1 Klein, S., et al. IEEE T Med
Imaging 29.1: 196-205.
2010 822 117.4 x x
FNIRT Andersson, J., et al., FMRIB
technical report TR07JA2
2010 754 107.7 x
Bspline
FFD2
Modat, M., et al. Comput Meth
Prog Bio 98.3: 278-84.
2010 310 44.3 x
Review Klein, A., et al. Neuroimage 51.1:
214-20.
2010 118 16.9 x x
Absorb Jia, H., et al., NeuroImage 51.3:
1057-70.
2010 82 11.7 x
Review Klein, A., et al. Neuroimage 46.3:
786-802.
2009 1083 135.4 x x x x x
Diff.
Demons
Vercauteren, T., et al. NeuroImage
45.1: S61-S72.
2009 656 82.0 x x
Review Yassa, M., et al., Neuroimage 44.2:
319-27.
2009 197 24.6 x x
Rabbit Tang, S., et al., NeuroImage 47.4:
1277-87.
2009 60 7.5 x x x
Freesurfer Postelnicu, G., et al., IEEE T
Medical Imag 28.4: 508-22.
2009 88 11.0 x
Ants
Syn
Avants, B., et al. Med Image Anal
12.1: 26-41.
2008 952 105.8 x x
Drop Glocker, B., et al. Med Image Anal
12.6: 731-41.
2008 343 38.1 x x x
SPM
Dartel
Ashburner, J. Neuroimage 38.1:
95-113.
2007 2767 276.7 x
Bspline
FFD2
Klein, S., et al., IEEE T Image
Process 16.12: 2879-90.
2007 303 30.3 x x
SPM
unified
Ashburner, J., et al., Neuroimage
26.3: 839-51.
2005 3722 310.2 x
Demons Wang, H., et al., Phys Med Biol
50.12: 2887.
2005 514 42.8 x
Review Schnabel, J., et al., IEEE T
Medical Imag 2.2: 238-47.
2003 268 19.1 x
IRTK Rueckert, D., et al. IEEE T
Medical Imag 18.8: 712-21.
1999 4017 223.2 x
SPM
Norm.
Ashburner, J., et al., Hum Brain
Map 7.4: 254-66.
1999 1703 94.6
Demons Thirion, J. Med Image Anal 2.3:
243-60.
1998 1880 98.9
AIR Woods, R., et al., J Comput Assist
Tomo 22.1: 153-65.
1998 1039 54.7 x
Animal Collins, D. , et al., Int J Pattern
Recogn 11.08: 1271-94.
1997 294 14.7 x x
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Figure 3.1: Number of cited paper per year for three non-linear parametrizations: Non-
Parametric, Parametric local, and Parametric Global. [1997-2007] - Global methods such
as the one proposed by Ashburner et al. 2005 (first available in SPM5) were commonly
reported in medical imaging; [2011-2014] - Dense methods such as the one proposed by
Ashburner 2007 (first available in SPM8) and Avants et al. 2008 (available in ANTS)
became the most reported non-linear registration approaches.
As can be seen in Table 3.1, prior to 2009 simulation-based frameworks were commonly
used to validate non-linear registration methods. This methodology provided a ground
truth deformation field to which the proposed methods were compared against. Typically,
N control points were displaced and interpolated through TPS to generate the simulation
field. To provide more realistic deformations, more complex simulation frameworks such
as those based on finite element methods (FEM) were further proposed [177].
The adoption of VOI-based metrics followed the dissemination of several datasets con-
taining both raw medical images and annotated volumes-of-interest such as the IBSR,
LPBA40 and OASIS datasets. This data allowed researchers to test the accuracy of their
methods in challenging non-linear problems such as inter-subject registration. In 2009,
Klein et al., presented what became a highly influential review of non-linear registration
algorithms using these freely available datasets, further driving non-linear registration
validation towards VOI-based similarity measures (Table 3.1 - Red line).
Although highly adopted, VOI-based validation of non-linear registration algorithms has
weak mathematical support. In fact, most VOI-based similarity measures were developed
for studying the intersection and shared information of two sets (such as segmentations).
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Further, due to the high number of VOI-based similarity measures, and the lack of an
obvious choice, a high variability between the metrics used between different authors is
observed. One can easily see that the Dice coefficient is the most popular metric, yet the
Jaccard index and the target overlap are also highly reported. The use of field smoothness
metrics such as the Jacobian smoothness and the harmonic energy are further presented
interchangeably by some authors to demonstrate the ability to generate reliable smooth
fields.
Based on the previous observations in this chapter the following will be pursue: (1)
Comparison of current similarity measures with a gold standard such as the TRE. Since
deriving a dense set of landmarks is infeasible, an anatomically-driven simulation is pro-
posed and used to compare how each similarity measure correlates with the TRE. (2)
As neither measure is mathematically ideal, a new multi-scale measure that incorporates
smoothness constrains in the similarity measure is further proposed.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Deformation field simulation
In this section I will describe the methodology developed for the simulation of an anatom-
ically meaningful non-linear deformation. In this approach CV, IH, and non-linear de-
formations will be evaluated from a previously acquired anatomical brain dataset. This
data will then be used to construct the simulation model.
3.2.1.1 Data Acquisition
To generate an anatomically meaningful deformation, a dataset of 20 individual healthy
T1 weighted brain images along with cortical and subcortical manual segmentations were
first obtained from the Open Access Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS) project [125, 124].
The manually edited cortical labels follow sulcus landmarks according to the Desikan-
Killiany-Tourville (DKT) protocol, with the sub-cortical labels segmented using the NVM
software. The resulting maps provide a maximum of 105 regions for each individual.
3.2.1.2 Bias field modelling
IH are one of the most important artefacts in both image registration and segmentation.
This artefact can arise from common hardware imperfections such as gradient inhomo-
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geneities along the field-of-view of an MR scanner. This commonly leads to smooth,
slowly varying intensity changes across the image. To correct the images for this artefact,
one of the most used methods is the non-parametric nonuniform intensity normalization
(N3). This method’s popularity arises from not making assumptions of the tissues’ in-
tensity distribution (therefore not requiring prior pre-processing such as segmentation),
while also being freely available.
Raw images
Bias corrected
Simulated Bias
A
B
C
Figure 3.2: Bias field modelling. A → B : The raw T1w images are corrected for IH to
generate bias-free images and bias field maps. B → C : The bias field and the corrected
T1w images are randomly combined to produce realistic IH images.
In this work the N4 method (a variation of the N3 method which provides a multi-
resolution framework) was used to correct each of the individual T1 brain images, and
extract the bias field maps, and bias corrected T1 images, Figure 3.2 A → B. For all
subjects a multi-resolution framework with 3 levels and 50 iterations within each level
was used. The estimated bias field maps are then randomly combined with the bias
corrected images in the simulation model to produce realistic intensity inhomogeneities,
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Figure 3.2 B → C.
3.2.1.3 WM segmentation and parcellation
Since the OASIS dataset only provides cortical and sub-cortical manual segmentations,
the anatomical brain images were further segmented into the three main classes: GM,
WM, and CSF, through SPM-New Segmentation. The boundaries GM-CSF, and GM-
WM were then corrected using the manually segmented VOIs.
To extend the analysis to WM VOIs, a Voronoi tessellation (Figure 3.3) was further used to
parcellate the WM tissue map based on the manually segmented cortical and sub-cortical
regions. That is, let Gk represent the GM VOI, Wk the kth WM VOI (or Voronoi region),
and x a voxel in the WM tissue map (X). Then, Wk is calculated through Equation 3.1,
where d(x,Gk) is the minimum Euclidean distance between voxel x and any voxel in Gk.
Wk = x ∈ X| d(x,Gk) ≤ d(x,Gj) ∀j 6= k (3.1)
Figure 3.3: Example of a Voronoi map with 10 seed points (black dots). 10 clusters are
generated by the model, where the closest seed is contained within the cluster.
3.2.1.4 VOI anatomical variation
To identify the inter-subject variability of each VOI (manually segmented and extended
WM VOIs), each VOI for one subject was registered to the same VOI for every other
subject (with a total of 380 registrations per VOI, or 39900 total registrations).
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Due to the large number of registrations, a restricted bounding box containing only the
voxels of the target + source VOIs was used in the registration process (effectively reducing
the FOV up to 103 times), Figure 3.4.
The anatomical variability of the VOI is then approximated through the coefficients of
an affine registration1 (12 degrees of freedom: 3-translation, 3-rotation, 3-scale, 3-shear).
The affine registration is performed through Powell search and Brent optimization, with
a multi-resolution scheme with 3 levels.
Label Map Label & Bounding Box Initial mapping Affine registered
Figure 3.4: VOI anatomical variation estimation protocol. For each manually segmented
VOI a bounding box is defined to accelerate the registration process. The source image
is then registered to the same VOI in a target image through an affine registration.
3.2.1.5 True deformation field simulation
The simulated true deformation field (TDF) should present anatomically relevant inter-
subject variation, while maintaining topology (i.e. avoiding folding or tearing). This
therefore requires the combination of the different VOI estimates into a topology preserv-
ing framework.
In this work the fast Log-Euclidean Poly-Affine Transform (LEPT) framework was used
to fuse the individual affine transformations from each VOI. For completeness an overview
of this method is given here.
The classical approach to combine N local affine transformations consists in averaging the
associated displacement field Ti according to a distance function d from a set of N anchor
points ai, Equation 3.2.
T (x) =
∑N
i=1 Ti(x)d(ai − x)∑N
i=1 d(ai − x)
(3.2)
1The calculated affine transformation provides a linear measure of the variability of the VOI. For a
non-linear measure of variability a spline or dense non-linear registration method could be used.
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Typically, a radial basis function (such as the gaussian RBF) is used, and the anchor
points defined based on the centroid of the local VOI, Equation 3.3, where M is the
number of voxels in each Voii, and σ a smoothing constant.
di(x) = exp
(
−‖ai − x‖
2
σ2
)
ai =
1
M
∑M
j=1 xj ∈ Voii
(3.3)
This approach leads to smooth transformations but does not guarantee topology preser-
vation. This is particularly obvious when the local transformations lead to large dis-
placements. On the contrary, the poly-affine transformation, averages the infinitesimal
displacements associated with each local affine transformation Ai, and then obtains the
transformation by integrating an Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE), Equation 3.4.
V (x, t) =
∑
i di(x)Ai(x, t)∑
i di(x)
T (x) =
∫ 1
t=0
V (x, t)
(3.4)
This approach leads to smooth and invertible transformations, but with a significant
increase in computational burden, as well as not guaranteeing that the inverse of the
poly-affine transformation is a poly-affine itself.
The LEPT is an extension of the poly-affine transformation, and can be viewed as a
weighted average of N affine transformations in the logarithmic space. The transformation
T (x) is defined as Equation 3.5, where Li is the principal logarithm of the affine transform
on homogeneous coordinates, and x˜ = [x, 1]T .
T (x) = exp
(
N∑
i=1
di(x)Lix˜
)
(3.5)
This formulation allows an efficient calculation of T (x) and T (x)−1 through the scaling
and squaring scheme, while also guarantees that both the forward and inverse transforms
are LEPTs.
In Figure 3.5-Top a comparison between the classic weighted average of deformation fields,
and the LEPT approach is given. Two affine transformations with opposite rotations
(+30◦, -30◦) were defined at the anchor points marked by the black dots. One can
easily see that the classic approach leads to folding of the deformation field (which is not
desirable) while the LEPT does not.
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Classic - Point LEPT - Point
LEPT - VOI
Figure 3.5: Combination of two affine transformations through classical averaging (top-
left), and the LEPT approach with (bottom) and without (top-right) VOI seeds. The
black dots/rectangles represent the seed location of the two affine transformation with
opposite rotations (+30◦, -30◦).
Typically, the LEPT uses a single anchor point to define each transformation (as shown
in the previous example), which makes the fusion of complex convoluted structures (such
as cortical tissue) difficult. Here, each voxel in a VOI is used as an anchor point, and
the distance function for voxel x calculated as the minimum distance of x to the V OI,
Equation 3.6.
d(x) = min (‖x− ai‖) , ∀ ai ∈ VOI (3.6)
In Figure 3.5-Bottom the point seeds from the previous example were replaced by seed
VOIs, while maintaining every other parameter. As can be seen the model takes this
information into account when weighting the transformations. If Equation 3.6 was not
used the model would simply output the results seen in Figure ?? - Right.
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3.2.2 Similarity measure validation
As previously introduced, similarity measures such as Dice coefficients, or Jaccard index,
have been widely used to evaluate the accuracy of non-linear registration (the process is
summarized in the Algorithm 1. However, these metrics are only a surrogate measure of
the TRE, and no general consensus exist to which measure is more appropriate in non-
linear registration evaluation. Here the simulation framework presented in Section 3.2.1
is used to validate common similarity measures in non-linear registration evaluation.
Algorithm 1: VOI-based non-linear registration validation.
1. Pre-process the input data prior to registration (e.g. correction of IH).
2. Non-linear registration of the pre-processed data using any non-linear method (e.g.
ANTS-SyN, or FSL-FNIRT).
3. Apply the obtained deformation field to the manually labelled image.
4. Get a similarity score between the registered and target labelled images.
5. Rank the non-linear registration methods based on the similarity score obtained
(e.g. average Dice coefficients over all VOIs).
3.2.2.1 Deformation field estimation
By definition a similarity measure compares two different sets. As such an evaluation field
is necessary to be compared against the ground truth simulation.
In this work the evaluation fields were generated based on three state-of-the-art neu-
roimaging non-linear registration methods: AFNI-3dQwarp, FSL-FNIRT, ANTS-SyN.
These methods were chosen since they model the registration problem using different
transformations, cost functions and optimization methods, improving the generalization
of the obtained results. The generated deformation fields are then used to transform the
original label images to the target space. The full deformation field estimation framework
is presented below:
1. The original (source) images are transformed through the simulated deformation
fields to generate the target (reference) images.
2. The non-linear registration methods (AFNI-3dQwarp, FSL-FNIRT, ANTS-SyN) are
used to registered the source images to the reference images.
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3. The obtained deformation fields are then used to transform the source labels to the
reference space.
3.2.2.2 Evaluation of registration metric
For each VOI in the simulations, each measure is calculated to investigate the similarity
between the estimated and simulated fields.
Due to their popularity in the evaluation of registration methods the following metrics
were analysed: Dice coefficients; Jaccard index; target overlap; Hausdorff distance; and
Pearson correlation. Due to the sensitivity of the Hausdorff distance [5], a modified
average Hausdorff distance, also called Mean Absolute Distance - MAD [1], is further
analysed. This measure uses the average of all the closest distances from the registered to
the target VOI, and the target to the registered VOI, instead of relying on a single point
to derive the distance metric.
Although not generally used to compare different methods, field smoothness metrics are
used to assess whether a particular method provides reasonable deformation fields. The
standard deviation, and the Laplacian of both the deformation field and the derived
Jacobian were also calculated. Landmark-based metrics were not included due to the lack
of annotations (one-to-one correspondences) in the analysed dataset. Due to the highly
folded nature of cortical GM, a good surface overlap is usually required. Volume-based
metrics may not be suitable for this particular problem. Therefore, all the previously
described metrics, with the exception of the Pearson correlation, were further applied to
the surfaces of each VOI (i.e. the boundary voxels of the VOI).
For each measure (M) the resultant similarity values were randomly divided into 50 sub-
groups (G) of X = 2000 VOIs, and linearly and non-linearly correlated with the true
deformation field error measure (T) (Figure 3.6 - DeffError) as described below:
1. Select a random subset of X VOIs from the total pool of VOIs;
2. Extract the analysed metrics (M), and the true measure (T), for each X;
3. Apply Pearsons linear (r), and Spearman’s rank (ρ) correlations between M and T;
4. Square both r and ρ to obtain the proportion of shared variance in a linear fit and
between the two ranked variables, respectively.
5. Repeat 1. to 4. for each of G sub-groups.
6. Compare the distribution of r2 and ρ2 for each M.
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In this work the total number of VOIs was (number of subjects (20) × number of simula-
tions per subject (20) × number of regions per subject (≈105) × number of registration
methods (4)) ≈ 126,000.
Pearson’s r was calculated as it provides a view of the linear relation between the metrics
and the true field, while Spearman’s ρ only assumes monotonicity and therefore extends
the analysis to non-linear correlations.
3.2.2.3 Full evaluation framework
The proposed evaluation framework of VOI-based similarity measures can now be fully
described (Algorithm 2). A full schematic of the proposed framework is further presented
in Figure 3.6.
Algorithm 2: Similarity measure validation.
1. (a) Start with a dataset containing N co-registered T1-weighted and manual label
maps. Calculate the anatomical variability of each VOI by pairwise registration
of one subject to another. Here an affine transformation was used.
(b) Generate a ground truth deformation field by combining the affine transforma-
tions through a LEPT framework.
(c) Transform the original T1-weighted and label map images through the gener-
ated field.
2. (a) Register the original T1-weighted image to the simulated T1-weighted through
any nonlinear registration algorithm such as FSL-FNIRT, AFNI-3dQwarp, or
ANTS-SyN to obtain a realistic deformation field.
(b) Transform the original T1w and label map images through the estimated field.
3. (a) Select a random subset of X VOIs from the total pool of VOIs;
(b) Extract the analysed metrics (M), and the true measure (T), for each X;
(c) Apply Pearson’s linear correlation (r), and Spearman’s rank correlation (ρ)
between each M and T.
(d) Square both r and ρ to obtain the proportion of shared variance in a linear fit
and between the two ranked variables, respectively.
(e) Repeat from (a) to (d) for each of G sub-groups.
(f) Compare the distribution of r2 and ρ2 for each M.
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Figure 3.6: Scheme of the proposed evaluation framework. 1 - The manually labelled
images are input to the simulation block to derive the ground truth deformation fields
(1.B), target T1w images and target labelled images (1.C). To generate this field the
labels are affine transformed (1.A), combined and regularized (1.B). 2 - The T1w native
and target images are passed to the estimation block to estimate the deformation field
(2.A), and registered T1w and labelled images (2.B). 3 - The registered and target images
are finally given to the evaluation block to evaluate the different metrics against the true
deformation field error measure - DeffError. mindist(xi, y) - minimum Euclidean distance
between point xi and set y. Note that the deformations shown were greatly enhanced for
visualization purposes only.
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3.2.3 A multi-resolution similarity framework
As was introduced before, although highly adopted, non-linear registration validation
through similarity measures such as the overlap ratio has weak mathematical support.
Therefore, in this section the theoretical basis of different similarity measures for non-
linear registration validation is first analysed. A multiscale similarity framework is then
proposed to improve upon current metrics and the methodology used to compare both
frameworks detailed.
3.2.3.1 Single Scale Analysis
Consider a manually segmented region-of-interest R with volume VR as an aggregation
of individual voxels i with a center of mass at xi and a volume vi = 1. Then, R can be
related with i as follows, Equation 3.7,
V =
∑n
i vi = n
XR = {xi}
(3.7)
where Xr is the set of 3D coordinates of each voxel i that belong to R. Further lets assume
the TRE for the VOI (Trer) is as follows, Equation 3.8,
Trer =
n∑
i=1
‖xti − xei‖ (3.8)
where xti and xei are the true and estimated deformation fields for voxel i. Re-writing the
target overlap equation introduced in Chapter 2 to match the above notation, Equation
3.9 is then obtained.
Overlap =
∑
(Va
⋂
Vb)∑
Vb
=
∑
i 1(xi
⋂
Xb)
nb
(3.9)
That is, the overlap measure is a ratio between the number of voxels i that are present
in both Ra and Rb by the number of voxels in Rb. This therefore does not represent the
distance between the two sets. In the limit where each R contains a single voxel i, the
target overlap measure is reduced to Equation 3.10, clearly different from the TRE for a
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single voxel.
Overlap =
{
1, if xa = xb
0, otherwise
Tre = ‖xa − xb‖
(3.10)
The same methodology can be applied to shown that both the Dice coefficients and
Jaccard index lead to equally wrong results at the limit where each R contains a single
voxel, Equation 3.12.
Dice =
2×∑ (V1⋂V0)∑
V1 +
∑
V0
→
{
1, if xa = xb
0, otherwise
(3.11)
Jaccard =
∑
(V1
⋂
V0)∑
V1 +
∑
V0 −
∑
(V1
⋂
V0)
→
{
1, if xa = xb
0, otherwise
(3.12)
Re-writing the Hausdorff distance measure based on the above notation, Equation 3.13 is
obtained.
diab = ‖X ia − xb‖ , where (xb ∈ Xb) ∧ (‖X ia − xb‖ <
∥∥X ia −Xjb∥∥ ∀j)
Hausdorff = dkab ∀i dk > di
(3.13)
Accordingly, for the Mean Average distance metric, Equation 3.14 is obtained.
Mavg =
∑
i d
i
ab +
∑
j d
j
ba∑
i v
i
a +
∑
j v
j
b
(3.14)
As can be seen both distance metrics reflect a distance between the two sets. In the limit
where both sets contain a single voxel i we get for both distances,
Hausdorff = ‖xa − xb‖
Mavg = 2× ‖xa − xb‖
2
(3.15)
which is exactly the TRE for two sets with a single voxel. However, as seen in both
Equation 3.13 and 3.14 this distance is independent of the individual match of each
pair of voxels. In other words, both the Hausdorff and Mean Average distance metrics
are only an approximation of the TRE, and their precision decreases as the set increases.
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The inconsistency of these similarity measures can be further shown through the following
example. Assume that a mapping exists between a set SA and a set T , as shown in Figure
3.7 - Left. Here each square has a unit volume. The similarity between SA and T can be
easily calculated through any of the previous similarity measures as follows:
Overlap =
∑
(SA
⋂
T )∑
T
=
3
4
Dice =
2×∑ (V1⋂V0)∑
V1 +
∑
V0
=
2× 3
4 + 4
=
3
4
Jaccard =
∑
(V1
⋂
V0)∑
V1 +
∑
V0 −
∑
(V1
⋂
V0)
=
3
4 + 4− 3 =
3
5
Hausdorff = max(∀i,j mindist(V0i, V1j)) = max([1, 0, 0, 0]) = 1
Mavg =
∑
imdist (V0i, V1) +
∑
imdist (V1i, V0)∑
(V0
⋃
V1)
=∑
[1, 0, 0, 0] +
∑
[0, 0, 0, 1]
4 + 4
=
1
4
(3.16)
Now consider a shuﬄing of the pairs [SA, T ], such that the number of overlap samples is
maintained (such as the one in Figure 3.7 - Right). Re-calculating the similarity measures
for this new mapping, Equation 3.17 is obtained:
Overlap = 3 / 4
Dice = 3 / 4
Jaccard = 3 / 5
Hausdorff = 1
Mavg = 1 / 4
(3.17)
SA SB
T T
SA to T SB to T 
Figure 3.7: Illustration of a smooth (topology preserving) matching between sets SA and
T (Left), and an un-smooth (not topology preserving) matching between sets SB and T
(Right).
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Both mappings (SA to T , and SB to T ) lead to identical results, yet the latter would
lead to an unrealistic, un-smooth, deformation field. The topology of SB is not preserved
during the registration to T , posing a concern when analysing methods where the amount
of regularization (smoothness) is low.
3.2.3.2 Multiscale analysis
To account for the inconsistency of the above metrics for smooth and un-smooth registra-
tions, a multiscale similarity scheme is proposed where the deformation field is evaluated
through the combination of the similarity scores at different smoothness levels (hereafter
called scales).
First, the deformation field obtained through the registration process is convolved with a
Gaussian kernel with increasing sigma (σ) for each scale. Equation 3.18.
G(σ) =
1√
2piσ2
e
−(x2)
2σ2
sT (σ) = T ∗G(σ)
(3.18)
This allows the analysis of the reliability of the registration process by incorporating an
increasing smoothness constraint on the deformation field. That is, the higher the sigma,
the higher the smoothness of the resulting field. Note that the total smoothness of the
field can be calculated by the Pythagoras rule, Equation 3.19,
S(σ)2 = σ2 + σ2i (3.19)
where σ is the applied smoothness and σi the registration intrinsic smoothness. For
s = 0 the original similarity scores are obtain. For s = ∞ the field approaches an affine
registration.
The TRE and similarity scores Ss for each scale can then be obtained as usual. Since an
accurate and reliable method should present high similarity over all scales, the definite
integral (or area-under-curve - AUC) of the similarity vector is calculated to aggregate
the information from each scale, Equation 3.20.
Ms =
N∑
s=0
Ss(s) (3.20)
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Due to the smoothness applied at each scale this approach incorporates smoothness con-
straints on the similarity score, thus increasing the distinction between reasonable and
unreasonable registrations.
The consistency of the multiscale approach can be analysed by extending the example in
Figure 3.7 to different scales, Figure 3.8. Here Equation 3.18 is applied for different s to
both the matching between SA and T , and SB and T . As can be clearly seen the former
leads to identical results to the original matching (high reliability), while the latter leads
to highly variable results (low reliability).
Quantitatively, this can be observed by obtaining the similarity score for each field smooth-
ness using any of the previous similarity measures, Table 3.2. Here it can be seen that
while for scale 0 (current validation approaches) both mappings (SA → T and SB → T )
lead to identical results, SB → T progressively degrades the similarity score for increas-
ing s due to the un-smooth nature of the deformation field. When combining all scales
through the AUC the difference between both mappings is obvious. The complete multi-
scale similarity scheme is illustrated in the Algorithm 3.
S=0.5
S=1.0
S=2.0
SA to T SB to T
Figure 3.8: Difference between a smooth (Left) and an un-smooth (Right) deformation
field for different smoothing sigmas (s).
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Table 3.2: Comparison of different similarity measures (target overlap, Dice coefficients,
Jaccard index, Hausdorff distance and MAD) for different smoothing magnitudes for two
transformations (SA to T , and SB to T ).
Smoothness Overlap Dice Jaccard Hausdorff Mindist
S=0.0 (SA to T ) 0.75 0.85 0.60 1.00 0.25
S=0.5 (SA to T ) 0.75 0.85 0.60 1.00 0.25
S=1.0 (SA to T ) 0.75 0.85 0.60 1.00 0.25
S=2.0 (SA to T ) 0.75 0.85 0.60 1.00 0.25
S=0.0 (SB to T ) 0.75 0.85 0.75 1.00 0.25
S=0.5 (SB to T ) 0.50 0.85 0.75 1.00 0.33
S=1.0 (SB to T ) 0.50 0.85 0.75 0 0.33
S=2.0 (SB to T ) 0.50 0.67 0.33 0 0.5
Algorithm 3: Multiscale similarity scheme for non-linear registration evaluation.
1. Pre-process the input data prior to registration (e.g. correction of IH).
2. Non-linear registration of the pre-processed data using any non-linear method (e.g.
ANTS-SyN, or FSL-FNIRT).
3. For scales from 1 to N:
(a) Apply the obtained deformation field to the manually labelled image.
(b) Get the similarity score between the registered and target labelled images,
Equation 3.9, 3.11, or 3.12.
(c) Smooth the obtained deformation field using a Gaussian kernel, Eq. 3.18.
(d) Increase the Gaussian σ.
4. Calculate the AUC for the obtained similarity vector.
5. Rank the non-linear registration methods from the lowest to the highest AUC.
3.2.3.3 Validation
To compare the multiscale similarity scheme against the original formulation of the VOI-
based similarity scores, the simulation framework presented was used. Here the generated
deformation fields are used to evaluate the closeness of the original and proposed multiscale
metrics, with the TRE.
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To further analyse the effect of field smoothness in typical similarity measures and in the
proposed multiscale similarity scheme the Completely Useless Registration Tool (CURT)
method proposed in [169] was analysed. The algorithm is straightforward: to compute
the transformation from the fixed to the moving image, the Nf pixels in the fixed image
and the Nm pixels in the moving image are independently sorted by increasing intensity
values. The nthf pixel (as counted by increasing intensity) in the fixed image then maps
to the nthm pixel in the moving image, which is computed as follows:
nm =
⌊
Nm
nf
Nf
⌋
(3.21)
Additionally, a local variation of the CURT method is proposed where each voxel of a VOI
in the target image is matched to the closest voxel in intensity on the same VOI of the
source image (lCURT). This variation allows a perfect match within the VOI, yet through
a non-smooth deformation field. Both registration methods are illustrated in Figure 3.9
Source Image Target Image
CURT
Source Image Target Image
Local-CURT
Figure 3.9: Illustration of the mapping between two images by the CURT (Top) [169],
and lCURT (Bottom) methods. Both methods map similar intensities between the source
and the target images, while the lCURT further constrains the mapping to a defined VOI.
For further details of the CURT method, see [169].
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Deformation field simulation
In this section the data used for the deformation field simulation will be first introduced,
followed by the pre-processing steps proposed: WM segmentation and parcellation, VOI
anatomical variation estimation, true deformation field simulation.
3.3.1.1 Data
A summary of the original T1-weighted anatomical brain images is given below. This data
is a subset of 20 non-dementia healthy controls from a cross-sectional collection of 416
subjects covering the adult life span aged 18 to 96 including individuals with early-stage
AD.
An axial comparison of the 20 original MR images is presented in Figure 3.10. The
healthy subjects present a visible anatomical variance, with different ventricle sizes and
anatomical asymmetry. Note that the images are not affine registered to the same space.
The manually edited cortical labels following the Desikan-Killiany-Tourville (DKT) pro-
tocol, with the sub-cortical labels segmented using the NVM software are presented in
Figure 3.11. The label maps provide a maximum of 105 cortical and sub-cortical regions
(including ventricle labelling) for each individual. Similarly to Figure 3.10 the different
anatomical variability is easily observed.
The normalized total volume2 for each manually-defined VOI is presented in Figure 3.12.
Here the inter-subject anatomical variation for each VOI is further highlighted. As can
be seen no two subjects have the same profile for all VOIs.
2The normalization is performed by subtracting the average volume for the VOI over the 20 subjects
and dividing by the standard deviation.
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Figure 3.10: An axial view of the 20 original MR images for the OASIS dataset. This
data was not pre-processed in any way.
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Figure 3.11: An axial view of the 20 original manually edited cortical and sub-cortical
labels for the OASIS dataset.
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Figure 3.12: Normalized cortical and subcortical VOI volume for each subject. Each row
(VOIs), was normalized to have a mean of 0, and standard deviation of 1. Warmer colors
refer to subjects with larger volumes than average, while cooler colors to subjects with
smaller volumes than average.
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3.3.1.2 WM segmentation and parcellation
The segmented images into GM, WM, and CSF are presented in Figure 3.13. The seg-
mentations maps were first obtained through SPM-New Segmentation, and the maps
corrected using the manually segmented VOIs (e.g. a voxel classified as WM by SPM-
New Segmentation, but manually labelled as frontal pole, was re-classified as GM). Note
that these images are also affine registered to the same space3.
The segmented WM maps were then used to parcellated the WM based on the Voronoi
diagram (see Section 3.2.1.3), to generate “silver-standard” labels (as opposed to the
manually segmented “gold-standard” labels), Figure 3.14. The generated labels are local
and coherent between subjects, and parcellate the brain into an equal number of VOIs
(doubling the total number of VOIs).
3The registered images are obtained directly from the SPM-New Segmentation protocol.
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Figure 3.13: Segmentation maps obtained through SPM-New Segmentation and refined
using the manually segmented VOIs.
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Figure 3.14: White matter parcellation based on the Voronoi diagram defined by the
manually-defined VOIs. These maps allow the study of non-linear registration for localized
WM VOIs.
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3.3.1.3 VOI anatomical variation
The inter-subject anatomical variation of each VOI was obtained by affine registering each
VOI independently from one subject to another. In Figure 3.15 the affine registration
results (pre and post registration) for 10 different cortical labels are shown. As expected
the affine registration leads to source labels which are more similar to the target labels.
However, the registration is limited to linear transformations, therefore unable to map
non-linearities (explaining the differences seen between the registered and target images).
Source Registered TargetSource Registered Target
Figure 3.15: Results of the affine registration for 8 different VOIs. Source: Original source
label; Registered: Source label after affine registration; Target: Target label. The images
are cropped based on a bounding box containing both the source and target labels.
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The overlap score between the source and target labels, and between the registered and
target labels, can be seen in Figure 3.16. The affine registered labels have on average a
50% higher overlap to the target label than the original source labels. A similar effect is
seen for both gold and silver labels.
The large overlap score variability both pre (gold: 0.48 ± 0.19, silver: 0.43 ± 0.16) and
post (gold: 0.68 ± 0.17, silver: 0.64 ± 0.15) registration indicates that the inter-subject
variability of some labels are accurately represented through an affine transformation,
while others require some degree of non-linearity. Particularly, sub-cortical labels lead
to the highest overlap scores after registration (and therefore best represented through
an affine transformation), while cortical labels lead to the lowest overlap scores after
registration (and therefore worst represented through an affine transformation).
0.2
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0.6
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0
Silver label overlap
Original Registered
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0
Original Registered
Gold label overlap
Figure 3.16: Overlap scores pre and post affine registration for both gold and silver
labels. Original: Overlap between the original (no affine transformation) and target
labels; Registered: Overlap between the registered (affine transformed) and target labels.
3.3.1.4 Deformation field simulation
The true deformation field was simulated based on the VOI anatomical variation calcu-
lated before. This allows a more anatomically driven deformation compared with com-
monly used thin-plate spline deformations with random anchors.
Since multiple VOIs are present in each image, and each VOI defines an affine transfor-
mation, the LEPT framework was used to fuse the transformations. A comparison of
the naiv¨e fusion of the affine transforms through simple averaging (Equation 3.2), and
through the LEPT framework (Equation 3.5) is presented in Figures 3.17, 3.18 and 3.19.
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Classic weighted average
The naiv¨e fusion through weighted average of affine transformations leads to foldings of the
deformation field4 (Figure 3.17). These can be seen as holes or discontinuities on the T1-
weighted images (T1w: rows 5 and 6) and label maps (Labels: rows 4 and 5), or extreme
Jacobians (Jacobian: rows 1 to 5). Intuitively, the inverse of the forward deformation can
be obtained by the weighted average of the inverses of each affine transformation. This
approach also leads to discontinuities of the deformation field.
Figure 3.17: Affine transformation fusion through classic averaging for 5 subjects. Left:
Registered T1-weighted image; Middle: Label map; Right: Jacobian map.
4Recall that the average of deformations does not guarantee topology preserving fields. This approach
is shown here only for comparison with the LEPT framework.
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LEPT single anchor
On the other hand, the LEPT framework, Figure 3.18, leads to topology preserving de-
formations, without foldings or tears (the Jacobian map presents only smooth changes).
Further, due to the properties of the LEPT, a topology preserving inverse can be obtained
by simply negating the logarithmic deformation field (followed by exponentiation).
However, when using the VOI’s centroid as unique anchor for the affine transformation,
skull invariance is not maintained (T1w: rows 4 and 5). This effect is due to the distance
from the anchor point to the VOI. Further, the deformation of the remaining VOIs is
independent of VOI shape (since the VOI shape is not used to modulate the deformation).
Figure 3.18: Affine transformation fusion through the LEPT registration framework for 5
subjects. Left: Registered T1-weighted image; Middle: Label map; Right: Jacobian map.
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LEPT VOI anchor
As well as the previous LEPT approach, the LEPT with VOI anchors, Figure 3.19, leads
to topology preserving deformations, for both the forward and inverse transformations.
In contrast to the previous method, skull invariance is maintained by defining each voxel
of the VOI as an anchor point (note that the deformation is limited to brain tissues).
Further, the deformation field is modulated by the shape of the VOI (best seen for the
cerebellum). Due to the LEPT behaviour small deformations appear within large VOIs
(the deformation field can be approximated to a single affine transformation), with the
complexity (non-linearity) of the deformation increasing as it reaches the VOI boundary.
Figure 3.19: Affine transformation fusion through the LEPT registration framework for 5
subjects. Left: Registered T1-weighted image; Middle: Label map; Right: Jacobian map.
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Inter-subject comparison
To further compare the different fusion frameworks, each framework was used to register
one subject to another. For each pair of subjects the previously estimated local affine
transformations (that map the label of one subject to the other) are combined into a
single deformation field. The overlap scores for each framework are presented in Figure
3.20.
From the 3 fusion frameworks (classic average, LEPT with single anchor, and LEPT with
VOI anchor) the LEPT-VOI leads to the highest overlap scores. In particular, the LEPT-
VOI leads to an improvement of 15% over the global affine, compared with 10% for both
the classic average and for the LEPT with single anchor. This difference is clear when
comparing the overlap rank scores for the different frameworks (Classic:1.7, LEPT:1.8,
LEPT-VOI:2.6).
Neither method was able to achieve equally high overlap scores as the single affine trans-
formations (Figure 3.20 - local affine). However, note that the local affine approach shown
here does not produce a single deformation field and cannot be used as a deformation field
simulation framework.
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
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Global affine Local affine Classic average LEPT LEPT-VOI
Inter-subject overlap
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Inter-subject overlap rank
Figure 3.20: Label overlap distribution for the global affine, local affine, and the three
fusion frameworks: classic average, LEPT with single anchor, and LEPT with VOI anchor,
for the 202 registrations. Note that the local affine does not produce a single deformation
field.
3.3.2 Deformation field retrieval
In Section 3.3.1.4 the simulated ground truth deformation field was presented. For every
simulation, a ground truth deformation field, a source and target T1w, and corresponding
label maps are generated.
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Three common neuroimaging registration tools (AFNI-3dQwarp, FSL-FNIRT, ANTS-
SyN) were then used to register the source to the target images. This provides a set of
three non-linear registrations which can later be used to evaluate the different similarity
measures. Recall that the purpose of this study is to evaluate how different similarity
measures compare against a ground truth measure such as the deformation field error.
Figure 3.21 shows a comparison between the true Jacobian map, and the obtained maps
through AFNI-3dQwarp, FSL-FNIRT, and ANTS-SyN under no noise, bias field and con-
trast differences. Here one can see that ANTS-SyN performs closer to the ground truth,
while both AFNI-3dQwarp and FSL-FNIRT present similar Jacobian maps. Specifically,
ANTS-SyN shows less noise for non-brain regions than both FSL-FNIRT and AFNI-
3dQwarp (note that the simulation maximizes skull invariance). Further, both large
expansions and contractions are better represented by ANTS-SyN. Note that the reg-
istered T1w images for all methods are visually indistinguishable from the target T1w
image (Figure 3.22).
Figure 3.21: FSL-FNIRT, AFNI-3dQwarp, and ANTS-SyN Jacobian maps against the
ground truth Jacobian map. Cool colours: Expansion of the deformation field; Warm
colours: Contraction of the deformation field.
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Figure 3.22: FSL-FNIRT, AFNI-3dQwarp, and ANTS-SyN registered T1w images against
the ground truth T1w image.
3.3.3 Similarity measure validation
In Section 3.3.1 a deformation field simulation framework was presented which can be
used to evaluate the accuracy of different non-linear registration methods such as the
ones described in section 3.3.2: FSL-FNIRT, AFNI-3dQwarp, ANTS-SyN. However, such
comparison is limited to artificial transformations and may not generalize to true inter-
subject registrations. Instead, the simulation platform, and the non-linear registration
methods can be used to validate the similarity measures typically used when a ground
truth deformation field is not available (such as the Dice coefficients or Hausdorff distance).
Here TRE (considered as the ground truth metric), is compared against each similarity
measure.
In Figure 3.23, the explained linear and non-linear variance (r2 and ρ2, respectively)
between the TRE and the analysed similarity measures is explored (averaged between
all VOIs and all simulations). All the metrics explain only a fraction (all below 50% for
both r2 and ρ2 of the total variance present in the true deformation field. Specifically, the
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Figure 3.23: Violin-plot of the explained variance (derived through r2 and ρ2) of the true
deformation field for each of the analysed metrics. Dark blue boxes - Pearson r2 ; Light
blue boxes - Spearman ρ2 . Dashed lines serve as reference for the ρ2 of the volume overlap
measure presented in [99], the best volume-based and surface-based metrics.
surface-based metrics were around twice as sensitive as their volume-based equivalents.
From the binary metrics both the Dice coefficients and the Jaccard index showed the
highest ρ2 (volume: 0.22, surface: 0.41), while in the non-binary metrics the MAD showed
the highest ρ2 (volume: 0.27, surface: 0.46). The original Hausdorff distance showed much
lower results for both volume and surface metrics (volume: 0.13, surface: 0.14). The
Pearson correlation measure also showed both a high r2 and ρ2 (r2 = 0.33, ρ2 = 0.38).
For the field metrics, all poorly explained the variance, with the best measure being the
standard deviation of the deformation field (r2 = 0.10, ρ2 = 0.12).
Paired t-tests, corrected for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni), were further performed
between all metrics (Figure 3.24). This was performed as the samples are not independent
(i.e. the methods were applied over the same regions), making the distribution seen
on Figure 3.23 only an indication of the true difference between methods. The results
presented in Figure 3.24 are in agreement with Figure 3.23, suggesting that the Hausdorff
average is more sensitive overall to changes in the deformation field. The only tests that
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Figure 3.24: Paired t-test corrected for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni) between the
analysed similarity measures. Blue/Red: The correlation between the similarity measure
shown vertically and the deformation field error is significantly lower/higher than the
correlation between the measure shown horizontally and the deformation field error.
did not present significant differences were between both the surface Dice coefficients and
surface overlap ratio with the volume mean average distance; between both the volume and
surface Hausdorff distances with the standard deviation of the deformation field metric;
between the volume Pearson correlation with the surface Jaccard index.
To further understand the shared variance between similarity measures the squared cor-
relation matrix (shared variance) is presented in Figure 3.25. Here one can observe that
the similarity measures share a large variance within the defined groups (volume-based
smoothness metrics, volume and surface -based similarity measures), and a smaller vari-
ance between groups. From the binary measures the Dice coefficients and the Jaccard
index share the most variance (for both the volume and surface metrics). The Hausdorff
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Figure 3.25: Shared variance between similarity measures. Warmer colors indicate higher
shared variance.
distance measure shared the most variance with itself (volume and surface variations),
but not with any other similarity measure.
3.3.4 A multi-resolution similarity framework
In the previous Section it was demonstrated how different similarity measures compare
against a ground truth deformation field measure under typical non-linear registrations
(such as the ones obtained through AFNI, FSL, or ANTS). It was shown that VOI-based
metrics only account for a small fraction of the variance of the true deformation field. Yet,
these results do not fully represent the inherent inability of current metrics to explain the
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deformation field when the registration methods are not constrained to generate smoothly
varying fields. To further access these metrics CURT and lCURT are further analysed.
In Figure 3.26 a typical result when comparing different state-of-the-art registration meth-
ods [141, 121, 99] is shown. Here, a similarity measure such as the Jaccard error or the
Haussdorf distance is calculated for each VOI and for each method. Registration methods
with lower similarity error are considered more accurate. As can be seen both the Jaccard
and the Haussdorf distance metrics indicate that lCURT is the best method, while the
CURT is the least accurate. On the other hand, the TRE indicates that both CURT and
lCURT methods are poor registration methods.
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Figure 3.26: Violin plots of the target registration error, Jaccard error, volume and surface
average Hausdorff distance metrics for each registration method at scale 1 (no smoothing).
Lower is better for all metrics.
In Figure 3.27 the average rank for each registration method is also presented. The rank
is calculated between the six methods for each individual VOI. From this figure it is clear
that lCURT always outperform all other methods for every VOI based on the Jaccard and
Hausdorff metrics, while it is the second worst based on the TRE. Further, the results
indicate that the FSL-FNIRT registration method is slightly better than AFNI-3dQwarp
based on both the Jaccard and Hausdorff metrics, but worse based on the TRE.
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To understand the reliability of each registration method the similarity scores can be
calculated through the proposed multiscale framework (see Section 1.2.3.2). Here the
deformation field obtained from each registration method is smoothed at 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and
10 mm FWHM. The rank similarity scores for each scale are shown in Figure 3.28. As
can be seen the lCURT outperform all methods at scale 0 (i.e. without any smoothness)
based on the Jacobian and Hausdorff distance metrics, while it is the second worst based
on the TRE. Conversely, from the second scale onwards all metrics including the TRE
clearly show the unreliability of lCURT.
Figure 3.27: Violin plot of the target registration error rank, Jaccard error rank, and
volume and surface average Hausdorff distance rank metrics for each registration method
at scale 1 (no smoothing). Lower is better for all metrics.
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Figure 3.28: Robustness of different similarity measures to increasing deformation field
smoothness. Red: No non-linear deformation; Green: ANTS-SyN; Cyan: AFNI-3dQwarp;
Blue: FSL-FNIRT; Pink: CURT; Yellow: lCURT. For all metrics lower is better.
To combine this information into a single score the area under the curve (AUC) for all
scales was calculated. The AUC is a logical aggregator as it maintains the interpretabil-
ity of the similarity measure (commonly applied to the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curve to summarize the the accuracy of binary classifiers).
The results for the above example are presented in Table 3.3. For the single scale similarity
measures (no smoothing) The lCURT outperformed all methods for the Jaccard and
Hausdorff distance metrics, while underperformed all except CURT methods based on
the TRE. Additionally, AFNI-3dQwarp is slightly ahead of FSL-FNIRT based on both
the Jaccard and Hausdorff distance, yet slightly behind based on the TRE. Conversely, for
the multiscale similarity measures the lCURT is correctly identified as the second worst,
while the AFNI-3dQwarp and FSL-FNIRT approaches present closer results to the TRE.
Finally it is worth noting that for the single scale the ANTS-SyN clearly outperform all
methods, while this is not the case for the multiscale approach.
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Table 3.3: Current and multiscale average rank similarity scores for the different analysed
non-linear registration methods (ANTS-SyN, AFNI-3dQwarp, FSL-FNIRT, CURT, and
localCURT).
methods
Single scale Multiscale (AUC)
TRE Jacard Vol. AHD Surf. AHD TRE Jacard Vol. AHD Surf. AHD
Null 2.82 3.83 3.89 3.88 2.72 2.74 2.85 2.85
SyN 0.08 1.03 1.05 1.05 1.15 1.33 1.29 1.29
3dQwarp 1.61 2.36 2.33 2.32 1.79 1.78 1.72 1.72
FNIRT 1.51 2.78 2.72 2.74 1.55 1.75 1.73 1.73
CURT 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.49 4.43 4.45 4.45
localCURT 3.98 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.90 3.57 3.55 3.55
3.4 Discussion
In this chapter an anatomically-guided non-linear deformation simulation was developed,
that can be used to both evaluate non-linear registration algorithms, and the metrics used
to validate them.
3.4.1 Simulation Framework
The simulation framework uses the anatomical variability obtained from each manually
labelled VOI to generated a LEPT to increase the resemblance to a true non-linear reg-
istration. Further, through the poly-affine framework a diffeomorphic transformation is
obtained which has desirable properties such as smooth invertible fields.
This framework allows the study of different non-linear registration algorithms by pro-
viding a ground truth deformation field, as well as modelling different artefacts such as
CV and IH. The proposed framework was compared against common approaches such as
classic averaging, and LEPT with single anchor and was shown to lead to more realistic
transformations (Figures 1.18 - 1.21).
3.4.2 Similarity measures validation
The results from the validation of current similarity measures (Figures 3.23 - 3.25) suggest
that surface-based metrics are more sensitive to differences between the true deformation
field and the evaluated deformation field than volume-based metrics, both for binary and
non-binary metrics.
One explanation for such behaviour is that the volume enclosed by a surface does not
provide sufficient additional information regarding whether the region is overlapping or
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not, yet decreases the sensitivity of the metric. Binary surface metrics are more prone
to erroneous evaluations, as a simple shift of the two surfaces (still maintaining a high
volume overlap) will lead to an almost null surface overlap.
Non-binary/distance metrics attempt to solve this problem by calculating the distance
between the two sets, with the small shift identified either by the distance of each voxel in
one set to the closest voxel in the other set, or simply by the center of mass of both sets.
This leads to typically more robust metrics than binary ones, as is seen by the Hausdorff
average distance. The original Hausdorff distance, however, showed low results for both
volume and surface metrics, yet this was expected due to its sensitivity to outliers.
Although the Dice and Jaccard indexes differ in the r2 they showed the same results for
the ρ2. This was also expected as they have the same monotonicity, yet differ in how they
are normalized. As a linear trend is usually desirable, the Jaccard index should be used
instead of the Dice coefficients.
Interestingly, in these results the Pearson correlation (applied only to the volume-based
metrics) showed a much higher sensitivity compared to the volume-based metrics, and
was similar to surface-based metrics. Yet this measure may be influenced by noise in the
T1w images, and may not be suitable in registering images of different contrasts, such as
in inter-modality analysis.
In general these results show that none of the metrics examined here explain more than
50% of the TRE. Furthermore, the best measure observed was the MAD. This experiment
poses the question of whether current assumptions based on these metrics hold true with
regard to the evaluation of non-linear registration methods.
3.4.3 Multi-resolution similarity framework
To tackle some of the problems of current similarity measures a multi-resolution similarity
framework was proposed. This framework evaluates a similarity measure over different
deformation field smoothnesses. This approach therefore integrates a smoothness con-
straint to the similarity measure, thus leading to more robust estimations in the presence
of unsmooth deformation fields.
It was observed that using this approach, unrealistic fields such as the ones generated
through CURT and lCURT methods can be easily distinguished from realistic methods
such as the ones from ANTS-SyN, AFNI-3dQwarp of FSL-FNIRT (Figures 3.26 - 3.28).
This was not possible through any of the current evaluated similarity measures.
Finally, the AUC was suggested as a candidate to summarize the information presented
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through different scales, and shown to identify differences between smooth and un-smooth
deformation fields, while maintaining the interpretability of the similarity measure (Table
3.3). These results show that the AUC leads to results closer to the TRE than single scale
metrics. Here a linear increase of the smoothness term was proposed, yet other approaches
such as a linear increase in a log-scale could have been used. This parameterization will
influence the final AUC, and should therefore be chosen accordingly to the data being
analysed.
Chapter 4
A fast and robust diffeomorphic
Demons for non-linear registration
4.1 Introduction
In any modern neuroimaging study non-linear registration is an essential step, allowing
for the quantitative analysis of form, such as detecting changes in brain shape and size, or
the precise alignment of the anatomy required for functional group studies. To be useful,
non-linear registration methods must be both accurate and computationally efficient [11].
The former reduces the inter-subject anatomical variability allowing identification of small
anatomical or functional changes between groups, while the latter is required to enable
timely analysis of large datasets [121]. Additionally, non-linear registration should gener-
ate well-behaved spatial transformations that best align two images [199]. To achieve this,
most typical algorithms [17, 21, 173, 199] constrain the transformation to diffeomorphic
deformations (i.e. deformations fields which have an inverse, and both the field and its
inverse are differentiable).
The Demons algorithm, as originally introduced by Thirion [190], presented a step for-
ward in both speed and accuracy. He proposed a method that alternates between the
computation of the Demons forces (inspired from Maxwell’s Demons, and optical flow
equations) and a Gaussian smoothing regularization. This allowed dense correspondences
within a computationally efficient algorithm.
Due to its success and implementation simplicity further developments were proposed
to improve convergence speed and precision, such as the introduction of a normalization
factor α [36] bounding the step size, and the addition of an “active” force [204] based
in the moving image gradient. To extend the classical Demons algorithm to provide
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diffeomorphic transformations, Vercauteren et al. [198] proposed looking for an update
step u on the Lie algebra and then mapping it to the space of diffeomorphisms through the
exponential map; and later [199] suggested an extension of the Demons algorithm to work
completely in the log domain, showing improvements over the Exponential Demons1. To
improve the Demons algorithm to IH and CV other similarity measures such as the LCC
([35, 121]) or the point-wise mutual information (PMI [122]) were further proposed.
While subsequent extensions of the Demons algorithm showed better total accuracy and
higher accuracy per iteration, they also increased the computational cost at each iteration.
In this chapter an adaptation of the Demons algorithm is proposed to improve total
convergence speed of all Demon-like variants without compromising on accuracy is first
proposed (section 4.2.1 - Inertial Demons). The Demons framework is then extended to
improve robustness to IH and CV (Section 4.2.2 - Zscore Demons), and compared against
the state-of-the-art non-linear registration algorithms.
4.1.1 The Demons framework
4.1.1.1 Demons as a minimization problem
In non-linear registration, the transformation T that best aligns a source image I0 to a
reference image I1 is obtained by the optimization of a similarity function Sim(I1, I0(T ).
Classically, in intensity-based methods the SSD is used as the similarity measure,
Sim =
∑
(I1 − I0(T ))2 (4.1)
Since the optimization of the Sim term alone is ill-posed, a regularization term Reg(T )
is usually added to the global energy function E,
E(T ) = Sim(I1, I0(T ) +Reg(T ) (4.2)
The Demons algorithm can then be seen as the optimization of Equation 4.2 with the
addition of a hidden correspondences C variable [35] that allows the alternate optimization
of the similarity and regularization terms,
E(C, T ) = Sim(I1, I0(C)) + σ ‖C − T‖2 +Reg(T ) (4.3)
1The method was renamed from the original “Diffeomorphic Demons” to “Exponential Demons” since
many different approaches can be used to generate diffeomorphic registrations.
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One first optimizes Sim(I1, I0(C)) + σ ‖C − T‖2 with respect to C and with T fixed, and
then optimizes σ ‖C − T‖2 + Reg(T ) with respect to T with C fixed. The minimization
of the second term is usually obtained by the convolution of the global transformation
with a Gaussian kernel, yet more complex approaches such as the use of edge preserving
filters have also been proposed [56].
4.1.1.2 Demons forces
In the classical Demons [190] the minimization of the first term is performed through the
computation of Thirion’s “fixed” Demons force,
f = (I1 − I0(T )) OI1‖OI1‖2 + α2(I1 − I0(T ))2
(4.4)
Although useful in the registration process, the convergence of this update term was
not fully understood at the time. Pennec et al. [150] showed later that the Demons
“fixed” forces are equivalent to the second order gradient descendent with the SSD as the
similarity term
f = 3× (I1 − I0(T )) OI1‖OI1‖2 + ∆I1(I1 − I0(T ))
(4.5)
where α = ∆I1/(I1 − I0(T )).
However, an important difference between Equation 4.4 and Equation 4.5, is that the latter
is only valid when the Hessian matrix is positive definite (‖OI1‖2 + ∆I1/(I1− I0(T )) > 0),
while the former is not. Further, in Equation 4.4, α can be chosen to bound the update
field between [−1/(2√α), 1/(2√α)].
Following this idea one can instead derive different Demons forces through different min-
imization procedures. For instance, the symmetric Sym forces,
f = 2× (I1 − I0(T )) OI1 + OI0(T )‖OI1 + OI0(T )‖2 + α2(I1 − I0(T ))2
(4.6)
can be obtained through the Efficient Second-order Minimization (ESM) [123]. This
formulation can be seen as a symmetric version of the “fixed” forces, where the gradients
of both images are used, instead of using only the gradient of the fixed (target) image.
This force however requires the computation of the gradient of the moving (registered)
image at every iteration.
If instead one assumes a different similarity measure than the SSD, a more robust op-
timization to artefacts such as IH or CV can be obtained. Lorenzi et al. [121], derived
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a symmetric LCC similarity measure and applied it to the optimization of the Demons
framework. Here, the LCC similarity is defined as
ρ(I1, I0) =
∫
I1 × I0√
I21 × I20
(4.7)
where I is the local mean of I, and obtained through convolution of I with a Gaussian
kernel (I = G ∗ I). The LCC similarity ρ varies between -1 and 1 and measures how the
intensities of the two images are correlated within the local neighbourhood. Assuming
a symmetric resampling of both I1 and I0, the LCC Demons forces can be derived in a
similar fashion to Equation 4.6,
f = − 2Λ
‖Λ‖2− 4
ρ2
σ2
i
σ2x
Λ = G∗I1OI0(T )
G∗I1I0 −
G∗I0OI1(T )
G∗I1I0 +
G∗I1OI1(T )
G∗I21 −
G∗I0OI0(T )
G∗I20
(4.8)
This formulation allows an efficient calculation of the LCC similarity measure (and the
LCC forces), through Gaussian smoothing. Nonetheless, it still requires a large number
of convolutions for the calculation of the LCC forces.
4.1.1.3 Demons composition
Like any spatial transformation, mapping a point through a first transformation (T1) and
then through a second one (T2) is the same as the composition of both,
I(T2(T1)) = I ◦ T1 ◦ T2 (4.9)
As such, the composition operator is the most logical operator to be used in non-linear
registration. Thirion [190], proposes to use the composition operator to update the current
transformation, with the estimative from the Demons forces. The Compositive Demons
(Comp-Demons) algorithm is defined as (Algorithm 1).
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Algorithm 1 . Compositive Demons
1. Calculate f through the Demons forces (Equation 4.4, 4.6, 4.8).
2. Convolve f with a Gaussian kernel (fluid-like regularization) to obtain u.
3. Calculate C through the composition operator (C = T ◦ (Id+ u)).
4. Convolve C with a Gaussian kernel (diffusion-like regularization) to obtain T .
5. Repeat from 1. to 4. until convergence.
Disregarding the fact that we are working with spatial transformations, the Additive
update,
I(T2(T1)) ≈ I(T1 + T2 − Id) (4.10)
provides a closer optimization to the classical rules used in Newton methods. Further,
this update provides a much faster optimization as it does not require the warping of the
transformation with the update at each step. The Additive Demons (Algorithm 2) can
then be obtained from the Comp-Demons by replacing step 3 with the Additive operator:
However, both algorithms (Additive and Compositive) do not ensure desirable properties
Algorithm 2. Additive Demons
1. Calculate the f through the Demons forces (e.g. Equation 4.4, 4.6, 4.8).
2. Convolve f with a Gaussian kernel (fluid-like regularization) to obtain u∗.
3. Calculate C through the Additive operator (C = T + u).
4. Convolve C with a Gaussian kernel (diffusion-like regularization) to obtain T ∗.
5. Repeat from 1. to 4. until convergence.
∗ Typically, the regularization at steps 2. and 4. need to be larger for the Additive Demons
since we are disregarding the fact that we are working with spatial transformations.
such as diffeomorphism. Diffeomorphic registrations are attractive since they ensure that
the topology is maintained and therefore the deformation fields are invertible.
Vercauteren et al. [198] proposed a diffeomorphic framework for the Demons algorithm,
where they propose looking for an update step u on the Lie algebra and then mapping it
to the space of diffeomorphisms through the exponential map,{
C = T [n−1] ◦ exp (u)
T [n] = G ∗ C (4.11)
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, where G is typically a Gaussian kernel. They later [199] further suggested working
completely in the log-domain, by considering the spatial transformations as exponentials
of smooth velocity fields, 
v′ = v[n−1] ◦ (Id+ u)
v[n] = G ∗ v′
T = exp
(
v[n]
)
(4.12)
with the advantage of having access to the true inverse transformation.
While diffeomorphic image registration was not new [17, 173, 50], it usually required
the calculation of computationally heavy solutions, or the use of very small optimization
steps. The advantage of these approaches is that the exponential map can be efficiently
calculated through the scaling and squaring approach (first scale, then square - Algorithm
3) [132].
Algorithm 3. Scale and square method
1. Scaling - Choose N such that 2−Nu is close to 0 (typically
∥∥2−Nu∥∥ 6 0.4);
2. Initialization - Initialize v with the first order integration (v = 2−Nu);
3. Squaring - Perform N recursive compositions (v = v ◦ v).
Although both approaches are efficiently approximated by the scaling and squaring ap-
proach, it can still be computationally demanding if the magnitudes of the velocity field
(in the case of the Logarithmic Demons - Log-Demons) or the update field (in the Expo-
nential Demons - Exp-Demons) are large. On the other hand, diffeomorphic registration
can also be achieved by composing u to T while constraining u to small optimization
steps (by treating the voxels as B-Spline control points, it can be shown that a maximal
displacement of 0.4 leads to a diffeomorphic field [173, 218]),
‖u‖ 6 0.4
C = T [n−1] ◦ (Id+ u)
T [n] = G ∗ C
(4.13)
The Diffeomorphic Demons can then be formulated in a similar fashion to both the Com-
positive and Additive Demons as follows (Algorithm 4):
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Algorithm 4. Diffeomorphic Demons
1. Calculate f through the Demons forces (e.g. Equation 4.4, 4.6, 4.8).
2. Convolve f with a Gaussian kernel to obtain u.
3. Choose one diffeomorphic approach:
(a) Exp-Demons:
i. Calculate exp(u) and update C through Equation 4.11.
ii. Convolve C with a Gaussian kernel to obtain T (Equation 4.11).
(b) Log-Demons:
i. Calculate v′ through Equation 4.12.
ii. Convolve v′ with a Gaussian kernel to obtain v (Equation 4.12).
iii. Calculate T through Equation 4.12.
(c) Comp-Demons:
i. Constrain u ≤ 0.4 and update C through Equation 4.13.
ii. Convolve C with a Gaussian kernel to obtain T (Equation 4.13).
4. Repeat from 1. to 3. until convergence.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Inertial Demons: Improving computational efficiency
4.2.1.1 Definition of momentum for spatial transformations
Although computationally efficient, the Demons Framework relies on forces derived from
the images’ gradients (e.g. Equation 4.4 and 4.6). This fundamentally limits the ability of
Demons algorithms to converge quickly where gradients are scarce or non-existent (such
as homogeneous regions or textureless images).
To overcome this deficiency, multi-level frameworks are typically employed. Such ap-
proaches attempt to retrieve large deformations by sub-sampling the space of deforma-
tions, and progressively increasing the resolution to resolve local deformations. However,
they do not solve the intrinsic problem of gradient-based methods within each level. Other
approaches such as using preconditioning schemes have also been proposed [223].
In this section the use a momentum term p is proposed to accelerate the convergence of
the registration process, improving the optimization across gradient-rich, scarce or non-
existent regimes. Here the system is seen as having an inertia preventing sudden changes
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Figure 4.1: Gradient descent optimization with (gray line) and without (black line) mo-
mentum. It can be observed that the optimization without momentum is much slower to
reach a minimum, and also converges to a local minimum instead of the global minimum.
in the update field u. When the image gradient and the momentum have the same
direction, this leads to an increase in step size towards the minimum. When they have
different directions this approach leads to smoother updates. This optimization strategy
has seen large applications in other fields such as machine learning / deep learning, to
accelerate the stochastic gradient descent optimizer [175].
In Figure 4.1 a classic example of a GD optimization with and without momentum is
shown. For the GD the current update ut is calculated as: ut = OE, while for the GD
with momentum as: ut = OE + pt = OE + αut−1. As can be observed the GD without
momentum is slow to converge and falls in a local minimum. The GD with momentum,
however, converges to the global minimum in a 10th the number of iterations. In the case
of non-linear image registration the momentum term p can be defined as a fraction of the
previous update field u[n−1],
p = αu[n−1] (4.14)
The use of momentum can then be seen as simply adding a fraction of the previous update
field to the current one u[n], controlled by a constant α between [0,1]2,{
f ′ = p ◦ (Id+ f)
u[n] = G ∗ f ′ (4.15)
This definition of the momentum term attempts to accelerate both the optimization of
the similarity and the regularization terms. Instead, if p = αf ′[n−1], the momentum
term attempts to accelerate the optimization of the similarity term, disregarding the
regularization term (Algorithm 5).
2A value higher than 1 leads to instability of the registration process as the magnitude of the update
field ‖u‖ keeps increasing at each iteration.
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Algorithm 5. Classic momentum
1. Calculate p through Equation 4.14.
2. Calculate f through the Demons forces (e.g. Equation 4.4, 4.6, 4.8).
3. Calculate f ′ through Equation 4.15.
4. Convolve f ′ with a Gaussian kernel to obtain u (Equation 4.15).
5. Continue as usual (see Algorithm 3).
Interestingly, if applied before step 1. of Algorithms 1, 2, and 4, the momentum can be
seen as a Nesterov momentum (i.e. with the Nesterov momentum the Demons forces are
evaluated at the position given by the momentum, Figure 4.2).
The diffeomorphic Demons framework with momentum based in the Compositive, Expo-
nential and Logarithmic Demons approaches can now be defined as, Algorithm 6.
Gradient 
step
Momentum 
step
Actual 
step
Gradient 
step
Momentum 
step
Actual 
step
Classical Momentum Nesterov Momentum
Figure 4.2: Comparison between classical and Nesterov momentums. In the classical
momentum the gradient step is first calculated and then added to the momentum term.
In the Nesterov momentum the gradient step is evaluated at the position given by the
momentum term.
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Algorithm 6. Inertial Demons
1. For the Classical momentum:
(a) Calculate f through the Demons forces (e.g. Equation 4.6).
2. For the Nesterov momentum:
(a) Temporarily combine the momentum term p with the transformation T .
(b) Use the previously calculated T ′ to calculate f through the Demons forces (e.g.
Equation 4.6).
3. Combine p to f through Equation 4.15 to obtain f ′.
4. Convolve f ′ with a Gaussian kernel to obtain u.
5. Choose one diffeomorphic approach:
(a) Exp-Demons:
i. Calculate exp(u) and update C through Equation 4.11.
ii. Convolve C with a Gaussian kernel to obtain T .
(b) Log-Demons:
i. Calculate v′ through Equation 4.12.
ii. Convolve v′ with a Gaussian kernel to obtain v.
iii. Calculate T through Equation 4.12.
(c) Comp-Demons:
i. Constrain u ≤ 0.4 and update C through Equation 4.13.
ii. Convolve C with a Gaussian kernel to obtain T .
6. Update p through Equation 4.14.
7. Repeat from 1. to 6. until convergence.
4.2.1.2 Preservation of diffeomorphism in momentum-based approaches
Since it is desirable for T to be part of a diffeomorphic group D , the inclusion of the
momentum term should not change the behaviour of each approach presented in sec-
tion 4.1.1.3. Here it is shown that these conditions still apply with the use of momentum.
Three particular properties of diffeomorphisms will be applied:
1. The composition of two diffeomorphic fields is also a diffeomorphic field:
(T1 ⊆ D) ∩ (T2 ⊆ D)⇒ T1 ◦ T2 ⊆ D (4.16)
2. Any update, or transformation, can be made diffeomorphic through the scale and
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square method if 2−Nu, or 2−NT , are made close enough to 0, and u, or T , are
sufficiently smooth.
exp(2−Nu)2
N ⊆ D , if ∥∥2−Nu∥∥ ≈ 0 (4.17)
3. Any sufficiently smooth update where ‖u‖ ≤ 0.4 is diffeomorphic.
u ⊆ D , if ‖u‖ ≤ 0.4 (4.18)
Exp-Demons:
• Here T is updated through Equation 4.11: T ← T ◦ exp (u).
• Then, through Equation 4.16: (T ◦ exp (u) ⊆ D) if (T ⊆ D) ∩ (exp (u) ⊆ D).
• Assuming T = Id ⊆ D before any optimization step, then (T ◦ exp (u) ⊆ D) if
(exp (u) ⊆ D).
• Through Equation 4.17 we have: exp(A−1u)A ⊆ D , if ‖A−1u‖ ≈ 0. Then T ⊆ D if
‖A−1u‖ ≈ 0.
• Finally, since A = 2N, there is a value of A sufficiently large that the previous con-
dition is true, for any u (with or without momentum).
Log-Demons:
• Here T is updated through Equation 4.12: T = exp (v).
• Through Equation 4.17, (T = exp (B−1v)B ⊆ D) if ‖B−1v‖ ≈ 0
• As above, since B = 2N, there is a value of B sufficiently large that the previous
condition is true, for any v (with or without momentum).
Comp-Demons:3
• Here T [n] is updated through Equation 4.13: T [n] ← T [n] ◦ (Id+ u[n]).
• Then, through Equation 4.16, (T [n] ◦ (Id+ u[n]) ⊆ D) if (T [n] ⊆ D) ∩ (u[n] ⊆ D).
3In this demonstration it is assumed that the Gaussian smoothing of a diffeomorphic field is also
diffeomorphic. This assumption is based on the work of Vercauteren et al. [200].
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• Assuming T [0] = Id ⊆ D before any optimization step, then (T [n] ◦ (Id+ u[n]) ⊆ D)
if (u[n] ⊆ D).
• Since through Equation 4.15 we have: u[n] = f [n] ◦ (Id+ p[n]), then u[n] ⊆ D if
(f [n] ⊆ D) ∩ (p[n] ⊆ D).
• Through Equation 4.13 we have: ∥∥f [n]∥∥ 6 0.4. Then, through Equation 4.18 we
also have (f [n] ⊆ D). So (u[n] ⊆ D) if (p[n] ⊆ D).
• From Equation 4.14, we have: p[n] ← α× u[n−1]. Assuming u[0] = 0 ⊆ D before any
optimization step, then (p[1] = u[0] = 0) ⊆ D .
• Lastly through the iterative chain: p[1] ⊆ D ⇒ (u[1] ⊆ D ∩ T [1] ⊆ D) ⇒ p[2] ⊆
D ⇒ ...⇒ (u[n] ⊆ D ∩ T [n] ⊆ D).
4.2.2 Zscore Demons: Improving robustness to IH and CV
In real data, artefacts such as IH, or CV are usually present to different degrees. These
typically lead to unreliable results when using simple similarity measures such as the SSD.
To improve the robustness of the symmetric diffeomorphic Demons to these artefacts,
Lorenzi et al. [121] proposed using the LCC similarity measure, and showed how this
could be efficiently optimized using ESM. The LCC-Demons works by maximizing the
correlation between I1 and I0 within a window around each voxel.
While LCC was proven to be more accurate than SSD, it was also shown to be computa-
tionally more expensive. In fact, LCC requires the calculation of additional seven Gaussian
smoothings: I20 , I
2
1 , I0 × I1, I0 ×∇I1(T ), I1 ×∇I0(T−1), I0 ×∇I0(T−1), I1 ×∇I1(T ), at
each iteration.
To reduce the computational burden of the similarity measure, while maintaining a high
robustness to IH and CV, here two low-cost normalizations of I0 and I1 are explored.
4.2.2.1 Image normalization
High-pass normalization
High-pass filtering has long been used to correct images from IH such as in MR, CT, or
ultrasound images. This approach assumes smoothly varying image intensities which are
encoded in the low-frequencies of the image. To tackle this problem a simple correction
was proposed by dividing the bias affected image by a smooth version of itself,
Hpn =
I
G ∗ I (4.19)
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Such correction leads to additional effects such as the normalization of the image contrast
and enhanced noise. While the former is desirable to further correct images for CV prior
to registration, the latter may lead to reduced accuracy of the registration process. To
control for this an additional term can be added to the denominator of HPN,
Hpn =
I
G ∗ I + σn (4.20)
For a symmetric non-linear registration the HPN similarity measure (HPNM) can be
defined as,
Hpnm = (Hpn(I0(T
−0.5))−Hpn(I1(T 0.5)))2 (4.21)
Standard score normalization
The voxelwise standard score is the signed number of standard deviations a voxel xj
with intensity I(xj) is above the mean 1/|Nj|
∑Nj
i=1 I(xi), where Nj is the set of closest
neighbours of xj, and |Nj| the number of neighbours. A positive standard score indicates
a voxel above the mean, while a negative standard score indicates a voxel below the
mean. This dimensionless quantity is obtained by subtracting the population mean from
an individual raw score and then dividing the difference by the population standard
deviation,
Ssn =
(I(xj)−N−1
∑N
i=1 I(xi))√
N−1
∑N
i=1 I(xi)
2 − (N−1∑Ni=1 I(xi))2 (4.22)
In a resemblance to the LCC similarity measure the SSN can also be computed through
Gaussian convolutions,
Ssn =
I −G ∗ I√
G ∗ I2 − (G ∗ I)2 (4.23)
The symmetric SSN similarity measure (SSNM) can then be written as
Ssnm = (Ssn(I0(T
−0.5))− Ssn(I1(T 0.5)))2 (4.24)
4.2.2.2 IH invariance
IH are commonly modelled as a multiplicative artefact B that corrupts the true image It
with low-frequency intensity changes,
Ib = ItB
B(x+ ∆x) ≈ B(x), when ∆x→ 0
(4.25)
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High-pass normalization:
Combining Equation 4.19 and Equation 4.25,
Ib(x)
G ∗ Ib(x) =
It(x)B(x)
G ∗ (It(x)B(x)) =
It(x)B(x)∑
i(giIt(x+ ∆xi)B(x+ ∆xi))
(4.26)
On the limit where ∆xi → 0, the normalization becomes independent of B,
It(x)B(x)∑
i(giIt(x+ ∆xi)B(x))
=
It(x)∑
i(giIt(x+ ∆xi))
(4.27)
Standard score normalization:
Combining Equation 4.25 and Equation 4.23,
Ib(x)−G ∗ Ib(x)√
G ∗ Ib(x)2 − (G ∗ Ib(x))2
=
It(x)B(x)−G ∗ (It(x)B(x))√
G ∗ (It(x)B(x))2 − (G ∗ (It(x)B(x)))2
=
=
It(x)B(x)−
∑
i(giIt(x+ ∆xi)B(x+ ∆xi))√∑
i(giIt(x+ ∆xi)B(x+ ∆xi))
2 − (∑i(giIt(x+ ∆xi)B(x+ ∆xi)))2
(4.28)
On the limit where ∆xi → 0, the normalization becomes independent of B,
It(x)B(x)−
∑
i(giIt(x+ ∆xi)B(x))√∑
i(giIt(x+ ∆xi)B(x))
2 − (∑i(giIt(x+ ∆xi)B(x)))2 =
=
(It(x)−
∑
i(giIt(x+ ∆xi))B(x)√∑
i(giIt(x+ ∆xi))
2 − (∑i(giIt(x+ ∆xi)))2B(x) =
=
It −
∑
i(giIt(x+ ∆xi)))√
(
∑
i(giIt(x+ ∆xi))
2 − (∑i(giIt(x+ ∆xi)))2
(4.29)
4.2.2.3 Optimization
Due to the complexity of the LCC similarity measure, and the need to calculate every
parameter at each iteration (for the symmetric framework), a computational expensive
optimization problem is required.
However, for the proposed methods, a “first normalize, then optimize” scheme can be
used to reduce the complexity of the optimization problem. Here one first normalizes the
images (N0 and N1) through Equation 4.20 or Equation 4.23, and then optimizes the SSD
given by Equation 4.21 or Equation 4.24. The new Demons forces can then be defined as
f = 2× (N1 −N0(T )) ON1 + ON0(T )‖ON1 + ON0(T )‖2 + α2(N1 −N0(T ))2
(4.30)
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Algorithm 9. Normalize then Optimize
1. Normalize the source I0 and target I1 images through Equation 4.20 or Equa-
tion 4.23, to obtain N0 and N1, respectively.
2. Optimizes the SSD similarity measure over N0 and N1 (Equation 4.21 or Equa-
tion 4.24), using the Demons forces defined as Equation 4.30.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Inertial Demons: Improving computational efficiency
4.3.1.1 2D image registration: “Circle” to “C”
To first test the behaviour of the proposed methodology the Compositive Demons is first
compared with different amounts of momentum to register the classic “circle to C”.
In this experiment, all Demons approaches used the symmetric Demons force (Equa-
tion 4.6), a single-resolution framework, and a 1 voxel FWHM Gaussian kernel for both
the fluid-like and diffusion-like regularizers. Since the Compositive-Demons can only guar-
antee diffeomorphic deformations for small optimization steps, the maximal step was set
as 0.4 voxels.
In Figure 4.3 a snapshot of the Compositive Demons with various degrees of momentum
(0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 0.99) at 0, 100, 200, 400, 800, and 1600 iterations is
presented. The target “C” is shown for comparison. As can be observed the Compositive
Demons without momentum is unable to converge to the target “C”, with visually no
differences after 200 iterations (Figure 4.3 - 1st row). As the momentum increases, the
convergence to the target is improved. At α = 0.6 the Compositive Demons is able to
converge to the target at 1600 iterations (Figure 4.3 - 4th row). With the continuous
increase of α, visual convergence is achieved with fewer iterations (800 iterations with
α = 0.8, 400 iterations with α = 0.9, and 200 iterations with α = 0.95 and 0.99).
In Figure 4.4 and 4.5 snapshots of the deformation grid and the logarithmic Jacobian
map at the same timesteps are also presented. As can be seen the deformation grid
(Figure 4.4) increases the amount of non-linearity with the number of iterations and the
degree of momentum. This is seen in Figure 4.5 as an increase in the brightness of the
image. A similar pattern is observed for the last two, last three, and last four images
in the deformed grid (Figure 4.4) for the Compositive Demons with α = 0.8, α = 0.9,
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α = 0.95 and α = 0.99 respectively. This is also seen in the Jacobian map (Figure 4.5)
for the same time-steps and including the last image for the Compositive Demons with
α = 0.6. Comparing this to Figure 4.3 it can be noticed that this pattern is related to
the convergence of the method to the target “C”.
0 Iter 100 Iter 200 Iter 400 Iter 800 Iter 1600 Iter Target
0.0 Mom
0.2 Mom
0.4 Mom
0.6 Mom
0.8 Mom
0.9 Mom
0.95 Mom
0.99 Mom
Figure 4.3: Non-linear registration of the classical “circle to C”. A comparison of the
registered image is presented for different time-steps (ranging from 0 to 1600 iterations),
and different degrees of momentum (ranging from 0 to 0.99).
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0 Iter 100 Iter 200 Iter 400 Iter 800 Iter 1600 Iter Target
0.0 Mom
0.2 Mom
0.4 Mom
0.6 Mom
0.8 Mom
0.9 Mom
0.95 Mom
0.99 Mom
Figure 4.4: Non-linear registration of the classical “circle to C”. A comparison of the
deformation grid is presented for different time-steps (ranging from 0 to 1600 iterations),
and different degrees of momentum (ranging from 0 to 0.99).
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0 Iter 100 Iter 200 Iter 400 Iter 800 Iter 1600 Iter Target
0.0 Mom
0.2 Mom
0.4 Mom
0.6 Mom
0.8 Mom
0.9 Mom
0.95 Mom
0.99 Mom
Figure 4.5: Non-linear registration of the classical “circle to C”. A comparison of the
logarithmic Jacobian map is presented for different time-steps (ranging from 0 to 1600
iterations), and different degrees of momentum (ranging from 0 to 0.99).
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To further analyse the convergence speed of the momentum-based Demons the normal-
ized SSD was plotted against the number of iterations for each method (Figure 4.6 -
Top). Additionally, the Nesterov Momentum was compared for the same α (Figure 4.6
- Bottom). Through Figure 4.6 it becomes obvious that the convergence speed improves
with the increase of momentum (here colour coded from 0 momentum - as light blue, to
0.99 momentum - as light red). Moreover, comparing Figure 4.6 - Top with Figure 4.6 -
Bottom, it can seen that the Nesterov momentum presents a smoother convergence than
the classical momentum (predominantly seen for α = 0.95 and 0.99). Comparing the nor-
malized SSD at 1600 iterations it is observed that for α >= 0.6 the classical momentum
approach leads to a very similar convergence point. On the other hand, for the Nesterov
momentum a small improvement is further seen for α = 0.8 and 0.9.
To test the convergence of the proposed methodology for the other Demon-like variants,
the classic “circle to C” was additionally performed with the Add-Demons, Exp-Demons,
and Log-Demons approaches with an α = 0 (no momentum) and α = 0.9 (high mo-
mentum). Since in this experiment the emphasis is on the comparison of the different
methods with and without momentum, all methods used the same parameters as the
Comp-Demons shown above, except for the step size. Since the Additive and Composi-
tive Demons only provide reasonable results with a small step size, a step of 0.4 voxels
was chosen. On the other hand, both the exponential and logarithmic Demons allow the
use of larger steps, and therefore a step of 2 voxels was defined.
As shown in Figure 4.7 (1st row) both the Additive and Compositive Demons were unable
to converge for α = 0, while both the exponential and logarithmic approaches converged
to the target. For α = 0.9 (Figure 4.7 - 2nd row) all methods converged to the target.
Comparing the deformed grids (Figure 4.7 - 3rd and 4th rows), and the Jacobian maps
(Figure 4.7 - 5th and 6th rows) a similar pattern to the previous results for the Exponential
and Compositive approaches is observed, for α = 0 and 0.9, and α = 0.9, respectively.
Finally, plotting the normalized SSD against the number of iterations for each method
(Figure 4.7), it can be seen that all momentum-based approaches were quicker to converge,
with the exponential approach leading to the fastest convergence. Also, although visually
similar, both the exponential with α = 0 and the logarithmic with α = 0 and 0.9 lead to
inferior results comparatively with the Compositive and Exponential with α = 0.9.
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Figure 4.6: Non-linear registration of the classical “circle to C”. The Normalized SSD
is plotted against the number of iterations, for the Compositive Demons with different
degrees of Classical/Nesterov momentum. Warmer colors represent higher momentums.
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Source Add. Comp. Exp. Log. Target
No Mom
0.9 Mom
0.9 Mom
No Mom
0.9 Mom
No Mom
Figure 4.7: A comparison of the registered image, deformed grid, and Jacobian map is pre-
sented for 1600 iterations using the Additive, Compositive, Exponential, and Logarithmic
approaches, with (α = 0.9) and without (α = 0) momentum.
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Figure 4.8: Normalized SSD vs number of iteration for each Demons approach. Full lines
- Original Demons; Dashed - proposed variants. Red: Additive; Green: Compositive;
Cyan: Exponential; Blue: Logarithmic. Lower is better.
4.3.1.2 3D image registration: Simulated brain dataset
To further study the precision of each of the original Demons approaches against the
proposed methodology the simulation framework presented in Chapter 3 was used.
In this framework, 20 individual healthy T1w brain images along with cortical and sub-
cortical manual segmentation were used to generate a total of 400 ground truth defor-
mations. For each simulation the different Demons approaches were used to register the
native to the simulated images.
Here, the same parameters used in Sec. 4.3.1.1 were applied within a multi-resolution
framework with 3 levels, and 50 iterations at the highest resolution. The registration ac-
curacy of each method was obtained by comparing the generated fields and corresponding
Jacobian map with the ground truth. Since the Additive Demons is not consistent within
a diffeomorphic framework, this method was excluded from the comparison.
In Figure 4.9 the registration results for a random simulation is presented for each Demons
approach. Here it can be observed that the momentum-based approaches lead to very
similar results within them and with the target (Figure 4.9 - 2nd row). From the classical
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methods (no momentum), the exponential and logarithmic approaches lead to visually
closer results to the target (Figure 4.9 - 1st row). These observations are in agreement
with the difference map (i.e. the difference between the registered and target images),
where higher absolute errors are seen for the classical approaches, especially for the Comp-
Demons (Figure 4.9 - 3rd and 4th rows). Regarding the deformation the momentum-based
approaches also lead to closer results to the target Jacobian map. Particularly, one can
observe a higher brightness (i.e. larger contractions and expansions) of the momentum-
based approaches comparatively to the classical ones.
The deformation field and Jacobian error results for the 400 simulated pairwise registration
are presented in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. The results show that the TRE and Jacobian
map error are lower for the proposed methods (darker shade) compared with the original
framework (lighter shade), but similar within them4. From the classical methods the
Log-Demons gives the best results, followed by the Exp-Demons for both metrics. From
the momentum-based methods, the Comp-Demons produces the most accurate results
followed by the Logarithmic Demons for both metrics.
To study the segmentation accuracy of each approach, a multi-atlas segmentation frame-
work through label majority voting was implemented. The segmentation results for a
random subject for each method with 1 and 9 templates are presented in Figure 4.12 -
Top. In this figure an improvement of the segmentation accuracy is seen for all methods
from 1 to 9 templates (particularly for the highlighted region in the lower left corner).
Furthermore, an improvement of the momentum-based approaches vs. the classical ap-
proaches can be seen (highlighted region on the top right corner).
In Figure 4.12 - Bottom the average (and standard deviation) multi-atlas segmentation
accuracy for 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 templates is shown for the 20 subjects. As expected,
the segmentation accuracy increases with the number of templates for all methods, with
the largest difference between 1 and 3 templates. For all methods, the momentum-based
approaches (Figure 4.12 - dashed lines) lead to better results for any number of templates.
4The statistical comparison between each original and proposed methods was performed through a
Mann-Whitney U test.
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Figure 4.9: Non-linear registration of a 3D brain MRI to a simulated target. Top two rows:
The source, target, and registration through each of the Demons approaches is presented
with and without momentum. Middle rows: The difference between the target, and the
remain images is shown (the images are scaled between [-0.1,0.1]). Bottom two rows: The
logarithmic Jacobian map for each of the registrations, and the true logarithmic Jacobian
map is displayed (the images are scale between [-2,2]).
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Figure 4.10: TRE between the original (light shade) and proposed (dark shade) frame-
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shade) frameworks for the Compositive (blue), Exponential (magenta), and Logarithmic
Demons approaches; Lower is better.
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4.3.2 Zscore Demons: Improving robustness to IH and CV
4.3.2.1 2D affine registration: Lena
To first test the invariance of the SSD, LCC, HPN and SSN similarity measures to different
image artefacts (IH, CV, and random noise), the following protocol (Protocol 1) was
applied to a standard test image (Lena)5:
Protocol 1: Effect of IH and CV in the cost function
1. The target image is simulated by translating the source image by a value between
-10 and 10 voxels;
2. Both the target and source images are corrupted with one of the following artefacts:
(a) Random noise (I = It + αN): with α = 0.04%;
(b) Intensity inhomogeneities (I = It(1 + αB)): with α = 0.4;
(c) Contrast variation (I = I1+αt ): with α = 0.4;
3. The distribution of the energy function for each measure and each artefact is plotted
and compared against the artefact-free distribution.
The result for each one of the challenges is presented in Figure 4.13. As can be seen
the SSD is highly robust to random noise (the distribution of the energy function for the
noise overlaps the artefact-free distribution), yet it is biased by CV and IH. The LCC is
invariant to IH and robust to noise, but also biased by CV. The HPNM is invariant to IH
but biased by CV and noise. Finally, the SSNM is invariant to IH and CV but biased by
random noise.
Since this result only gives an overview of the invariance of the measure to the tested
artefacts but not necessarily how this affects the registration process, an additional test
was conducted (Protocol 2).
5Lena is a standard test image widely used in the field of image processing since 1973. One of the
primary keys is the detail, flat regions, shading, and texture presented in the image [6].
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Protocol 2: Effect of IH and CV in non-linear registration
• The 1st step of the above protocol is modified to incorporate non-linear transfor-
mations.
• The magnitude of each artefact is varied as follows:
– Random noise =[0.01%, 0.02%, 0.04%, 0.08%, 0.16%];
– Ih = [0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.4];
– Cv = [0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.4];
• The source image is registered to the target image using each one of the similarity
measures: SSD, LCC, SSNM, and HPNM;
• The deformation field error between the true field and the field recovered by the
registration method is calculated (the same parameters were used for all metrics);
• These steps are repeated for a fixed number of simulations (s=100).
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Figure 4.13: Evolution of different similarity measures (SSD, LCC, SSNM, and HPNM)
over a shift up to 10 voxels. In each Figure, it is represented the effect of different imaging
artefacts on each similarity measure. Metrics invariant to the different artefacts will have
distributions closer to the free artefact distribution (Dark-blue line).
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The average relative deformation field error for each artefact and each similarity measure
is presented in Figure 4.14. As can be seen, the SSD degrades quickly with the increase of
both IH and CV. This is in agreement with the previous result where it was shown that
the SSD similarity measure is affected by these artefacts. By contrast, the LCC, SSNM
and HPNM are almost invariant to both artefacts.
From all metrics, the SSNM performed best for the IH and CV, followed by the HPNM.
Interestingly, the LCC metric, although invariant to both artefacts, typically presents a
higher error than both SSNM and HPNM. Regarding random noise, all metrics degrade
with the increase in magnitude of the noise. In this case the SSD performed best, followed
by the SSNM and HPNM when the noise magnitude was lower than 4%. This result is
again in agreement with Figure 4.13 where the LCC measure was more robust to noise
than both SSNM and HPNM.
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Figure 4.14: Normalized distance to true field (referenced to an artefact-free SSD opti-
mization) for different similarity measures (SSD, LCC, HPNM and SSNM), and different
types of artefacts (Noise, CV and IH). Dark Blue: SSD; Light Blue: LCC; Red: HPNM;
Green: SSNM. Lower is better.
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4.3.2.2 3D non-linear registration: Simulated brain dataset
To further test the different proposed similarity measures in the presence of IH and CV,
the simulation framework proposed in Chapter 3 was used (including both IH and CV).
For each simulation the different Demons approaches: SSD, LCC, HPNM, and SSNM
-based log Demons were used to register the simulated to the native images. For a fair
comparison all methods used a log-Demons multi-resolution framework with 4 levels and
800 × 400 × 200 × 100 iterations. All methods used the same log-Demons parameters:
one voxel FWHM fluid and diffusion regularization, and two voxels maximal step. For
the LCC, HPNM, and SSNM the smoothing parameter was fixed at two voxels. In
this experiment the state-of-the-art methods ANTS-SyN, DRAMMS, and ART were also
evaluated6.
As shown in Figure 4.15 the SSD similarity measure is unable to provide reasonable results,
with obvious registration mistakes such as the enlargement of the WM (Figure 4.15 - G
and H). For the state-of-the-art methods ANTS-SyN, DRAMMS, and ART (Figure 4.15
- C, D and E) no major artefacts are seen, yet all were unable to properly deform the
source into the target (this is easily seen on the right hemisphere near the insula). The
LCC, SSNM and HPNM (Figure 4.15 - F, I and J) lead to the closest visually similar
images.
Focusing on the Jacobian maps, one can see that the SSD measure (Figure 4.15 - G and
H) lead to large expansions of the WM (in agreement with the previous observation).
For the state-of-the-art methods, ANTS-SyN and ART, no major artefacts are observed,
yet the magnitude of the deformations are smaller than the simulation. For DRAMMS
the magnitude of the deformations are closer to the simulation, yet a decrease of the
smoothness of the deformation field is visible. The LCC similarity measure leads to
reasonable smooth results for the brain tissues, yet large deformations outside of the brain
are also observed. The SSNM and HPNM similarity measures lead to the best results
for the Demons approaches (and also comparatively to the other analysed methods). For
these two metrics a smooth field is obtained with a magnitude similar to the simulation.
Quantitatively the SSNM achieved the best results, followed by the HPNM, for both the
deformation field error and Jacobian error, Figure 4.17. The SSD measure as expected
presented the worst results (even worse than not applying any non-linear deformation).
From the analysed state-of-the-art methods, DRAMMS achieved the highest scores for
the TRE, while LCC-Demons perform best for the Jacobian error. In this experiment all
methods were constrained to similar run times.
6ANTS-SyN, DRAMMS, and ART are fully described in Appendix A
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Figure 4.15: Non-linear registration comparison of different similarity measures on a sim-
ulated dataset with IH and CV. The top two rows are referent to the T1w images, the two
middle rows to the manually traced ROIs, and the latter two rows to the obtained Jacobian
maps. A - Source; B - Target; C to J Registered : C - ANTS-SyN, D - DRAMMS, E-ART,
F-LCC Demons, G-SSD Demons, H-SSD Demons with momentum, I-SSNM Demons, J-
SSNM Demons with momentum.
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Figure 4.16: Target Registration Error comparison for a 3D simulation brain dataset
of the following Demons approaches: SSD, LCC, HPNM, and SSNM, and the non-linear
registration methods: ANTS-SyN, ART, DRAMMS are also represented. Lower is better.
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Figure 4.17: Jacobian error comparison for a 3D simulation brain dataset of the following
Demons approaches: SSD, LCC, HPNM, and SSNM, and the non-linear registration
methods: ANTS-SyN, ART, DRAMMS are also represented. Lower is better.
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4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Inertial Demons: Improving computational efficiency
In Figures 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, the convergence of the Comp-Demons algorithm for different
degrees of momentum was presented. From these results it is easy to notice the advantages
of using large momentums for faster optimization. Furthermore, for a similar Normalized
SSD score, the Demons with an α = 0.95 required four times less iterations comparatively
to an α = 0.8, and eight times less comparatively to an α = 0.6 (Figure 4.6). One could
argue that the topology of the deformation field is different in these cases, yet through
Figure 4.3, it is observed that a similar topology was in fact reached by these methods.
It is also worth noticing that the classical Comp-Demons is unable to converge to the target
(it is only able to reach the target at 1600 iteration with α = 0.6). Such a result is expected
since the diffusion-like regularization becomes stronger with the increased deformation of
the field. That is, for the classical Comp-Demons, at around 200 iterations the forces that
drive the registration are matched with the regularization (with an opposite sign). For the
momentum-based approaches the step is increased in each iteration by a proportion (α)
of the previous momentum. This allows the method to gain a high inertia, increasing its
resistance to changes in the state of motion. In other words, a larger number of iterations
are required to effectively lower the magnitude of the update field to zero. This allows
the method to avoid the local minimum and reach the target.
Comparing the Nesterov momentum with the classical momentum (Figure 4.6), a smoother
evolution of the energy function was achieved. This result is logical since the Nesterov
momentum calculates the gradients at the position given by the momentum, instead of
the position prior to the momentum (see Figure 4.2). On the other hand, the Nesterov
also requires an additional step comparatively with the classical approach.
Focusing on Figure 4.7, it was shown that while only the Exponential and Logarithmic
Demons without momentum were able to converge, all the proposed variations were vi-
sually identical to the target image. Further, the topology reached by the Exponential
Demons (without momentum) is similar to the ones achieved by the Comp-Demons, fur-
ther supporting the idea that the momentum does not change the final topology but only
accelerated the process. In Figure 4.8 it is also shown that the momentum does improve
the convergence speed of all Demon-like variants, while also allowing for a more accurate
result.
These results were further corroborated with the second experiment (simulated 3D brain
dataset). Here it was shown that a high momentum (α = 0.9) lead to more accurate results
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than without momentum (α = 0) for all diffeomorphic-Demons approaches (Figures 4.9,
4.10,4.11, and 4.12).
Globally, the momentum-based Exp-Demons achieved the quickest convergence, followed
by the proposed Comp-Demons. For the “Circle to C” experiment, the proposed Log-
Demons was unable to achieve the same convergence within the maximum allowed number
of iterations. This result is intriguing since commonly most recent algorithms achieve
diffeomorphism through the exponential mapping. Conversely, the Comp-Demons is not
constrain to the sub-set of diffeomorphisms obtained through the exponential map and
can lead to a more generalized approach to diffeomorphic registrations.
4.4.2 Zscore Demons: improving robustness to IH and CV
In Figure 4.13 and 4.14 it was shown that the proposed similarity measures were more
robust than the SSD for both IH and CV artefacts, and slightly less accurate for the
random noise artefact. Furthermore, these metrics were also more accurate than the LCC
metric, typically used to mitigate these effects.
These results were further supported by a 3D brain non-linear simulation (Figure 4.15),
where the proposed metrics showed visually more resemblance to the target images. Ad-
ditionally, the proposed methods outperformed the state-of-the-art methods (ANTS-SyN,
ART, and DRAMMS). The quantitative analysis of the 3D brain non-linear simulation
(Figure 4.17) showed a clear improvement of the proposed SSNM and HPNM metrics over
both the SSD and LCC metrics, as well as a noticeable improvement over DRAMMS.
Overall, the SSNM measure obtained the best results (comparatively with SSD, LCC,
and HPNM). This result was expected since this measure also outperformed the HPNM
measure in the 2D case for both the IH and CV. This measure may be able to enhance
small contrasts due to the intrinsic normalization by the local variance, while the HPNM
is not.
On a final note, due to the proposed scheme “Normalize then Optimize”, these results
were achieved without a computationally heavy solution. That is, the normalized version
of the images is optimized in regard to the SSD, ignoring the normalization factor itself.
4.5 Summary
Although computationally efficient, the Demons framework relies on forces derived from
the images’ gradients, fundamentally limiting its ability to converge quickly where gradi-
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ents are scarce or non-existent. In this chapter an extension of the Demons framework
was proposed to improve the convergence speed through the addition of a momentum
term, without compromising on accuracy.
These experiments showed that the proposed methodology not only achieves faster results
than the original Compositive, Exponential and Logarithmic Demons, but can also give
more accurate results. The use of momentum is not restricted to the Demons Framework,
but can be easily applied to other methods such as attribute matching (i.e. DRAMMS),
or free form deformations.
While classical metrics such as the SSD are unable to cope with artefacts such as IH and
CV, the proposed SSNM and HPNM metrics lead to reliable results, and are also better
suited than the widely accepted LCC. Finally, using the proposed optimization scheme
“Normalize then Optimize”, a computationally efficient optimization was formulated.
Chapter 5
Non-linear registration in clinical
diagnosis
5.1 Addiction and drugs-of-abuse
The health, social, and economic effects of substance abuse have been widely studied,
with illicit drug and alcohol use disorders contributing to around 20% of the total health
problems in mental health disorders [145, 208]. In particular, the prevalence of alcohol,
opioid and cocaine dependence increased faster in the last decade than other substances
of abuse [208].
While a variety of psychological and pharmacological treatments exist for alcohol, opioids
and stimulants, not all patients respond equally, with some unable to reach abstinence, or
even reduce their drug use [118]. This therefore demands an urgent development of new
biomarkers to identify and differentiate substance addition and new therapies to address
this issue.
In this section I therefore propose to analyse the structural differences between patients
with alcohol, opioids, stimulants, or tobacco dependences in the ICCAM cohort. First, a
brief overview of the ICCAM cohort and the main studied drugs-of-abuse will be given
(Section 5.1.1). Next, the methodology proposed to differentiate the effects of different
drugs of abuse will be presented (Section 5.1.2). Here I will compare the effect of dif-
ferent preprocessing schemes such as bias field correction, segmentation and non-linear
registration. Finally, the obtained results will be shown and discussed in sections 5.1.3
and 5.1.4.
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5.1.1 Introduction
5.1.1.1 Alcohol dependence
Alcohol dependence is an addictive disorder distinguished by the excessive and uncon-
trollable use of alcohol, resulting in physical and psychological dependence [178]. Alcohol
dependence represents an important health burden worldwide and contributes to both
direct and indirect mortality and morbidity, such as cancer, liver cirrhosis, and injury
[163].
Alcohol, or ethanol, is a central nervous system (CNS) depressant which shares effects with
other CNS depressants, such as sedatives, hypnotics and anesthetic agents [23]. At low
blood concentrations, users report feelings of euphoria or dis-inhibition. As the concen-
tration of ethanol increases, motor function is impaired and speech coherency decreases.
Long-term alcohol use is associated with brain atrophy, cognitive and motor impair-
ments such as reduced working memory, verbal memory, and impaired response inhibition
[135, 187]. Structural magnetic resonance imaging (sMRI) studies have aimed to identify
the key brain areas involved in the pathophysiology of alcoholism. GM and WM tissue loss
and enlarged ventricles have been shown to be associated with alcoholism [34]. Whole-
brain voxel-wise analyses have also shown lower GM volumes in cortical and subcortical
areas[216], including prefrontal, precentral, insula, parietal and occipital cortex and tha-
lamus and cerebellar regions [43, 37, 41, 127, 162]. However, the small and heterogeneous
nature of the patients, and different methodology, leads to substantial variation between
studies, especially regarding GM changes.
5.1.1.2 Opioid dependence
Opioid disorder is an addictive disorder characterized by the compulsive use of opioids
despite adverse consequences from continued use and the development of a withdrawal
syndrome when opioid use stops. Heroin is one of the most commonly abused opioids,
with approximately 23% of first-time heroin users becoming dependent [3].
The two main effects of opioids in the brain are an analgesic effect and a euphoric effect.
Opioids are prescribed therapeutically to relieve pain due to their analgesic effect. Yet, it
is the activation of the reward paths associated with their euphoric effect that typically
motivates their repeated use for pleasure.
The repeated use of opioids is correlated with organ damage, disruption of normal blood
pressure, and poor health-care outcomes [147]. Further, different studies showed signif-
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icant structural changes in the brain, such as WM integrity [209], and GM atrophy in
the insula, fusiform gyrus, precuneous, cuneous, thalamus, and inferior parietal lobule
[220, 119, 221, 164]
5.1.1.3 Cocaine dependence
Cocaine dependence is an addictive disorder that leads to the uncontrollable desire to
use cocaine repeatedly, despite significant substance-related problems [148]. Cocaine was
rated as the second most psychological dependent drug and leading to the most physical
harm (following heroin), and the third leading to the most social harm (following heroin
and alcohol) [139].
Cocaine acts as a stimulant of the central nervous system, creating a feeling of euphoria
and increased energy [2].
Links between cocaine abuse and structural changes such as GM density decrease in the
frontotemporal brain regions including orbitofrontal, anterior cingulate, insular, superior
temporal cortex, and cerebellum [181, 74, 82].
5.1.1.4 Tobacco dependence
Tobacco dependence is recognised in ICD-10 and DSM-IV as a psychiatric disorder. The
defining features include failed attempts to abstain, strong urges to use tobacco, and
withdrawal symptoms on stopping [118]. However, on the contrary to other drugs-of-
abuse, the harmful effect of tobacco dependence arise from long-term exposure to other
components in tobacco.
5.1.1.5 Polydrug dependence
The simultaneous use of different types of drugs such as opioids and stimulants has become
so common that particular attention has been given both in research as well as in the
clinics [114].
Cocaine administration by opioid-dependent users can occur simultaneously (usually re-
ferred as “speedball”), but can also be taken separately [51, 62]. In a speedball the
cocaine is either injected in a mixture with the heroin, or immediately before or after.
Some studies have focused on this particular combination due to reported experiences
that the combination feels different, and / or better, than each one of the drugs alone,
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[203, 128, 70]. However, most studies found that the combination of the drugs did not
lead to new effects, but to a combination of both.
Cocaine and stimulants are not the only polydrug typically seen, but a mixture of alcohol,
cocaine, stimulants, coffee and tobacco in various amounts. In another example, the co-
use of alcohol and stimulants such as amphetamines was particularly common in the 1970s
to stimulate the mood during the day (amphetamines), and to sedate during the night
(alcohol), [98, 61].
Although the co-use of different drugs do not seem to lead to significant new effects,
polydrug use is a severe problem when studying the effect of each drug-of-abuse, or defining
a target treatment. The problem of confounding drugs has been addressed by Gouzoulis-
Mayfrank et al. in recreational ecstasy/MDMA users [83]. The authors report that
polydrug use and other methodological shortcomings are inherent in this field of research,
and suggest the use of large cohorts as an attempt to reduce their effect. In Reid et al.
[164], an interesting result was observed where a group of opioid dependent users showed
reduced thalamic GM volume versus a group of healthy subjects, yet also found that the
level of nondependent alcohol use was related with this change.
5.1.1.6 ICCAM platform
Addiction studies often involve small samples due to recruitment difficulties. To tackle this
issue the Imperial College Cambridge Manchester (ICCAM) cluster was formed as part of
a Medical Research Council (MRC) addiction initiative. This platform was established to
assess the viability of a multi-site collaboration to increase recruitment efficiency, leading
to larger and more meaningful studies.
As part of this cluster, the ICCAM consortium was formed, initiating a clinical platform
study which aimed to develop a brain imaging platform to assess candidate brain pathways
in addiction and relapse, and new treatments for this disorder [145]. In the first stage
three pharmacological tools with a high-likelihood and potentially treatment-targeting
mechanisms of action were assessed. These drugs were evaluated using psychological and
functional MRI (fMRI) paradigms addressing key relapse pathways in human alcohol,
heroin, and cocaine addiction. Together this research evaluated the delivery of a platform
for the study of other candidate drugs for addiction.
The primary focus was to recruit three distinct groups of dependent users: alcohol, opi-
ate, and cocaine-dependent. However, due to the heterogeneity of the study population
(mainly due to the use of several different substances), the individual study of drugs-
of-abuse proved difficult. Instead the groups were redefined into two distinct groups:
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Healthy and Poly-drug users. This new grouping was supported by the fact that each
user reported a heavy or harmful use of at least another substance of abuse. To further
balance the two groups, tobacco was used to match the groups instead of being modelled
as an additional drug-of-abuse.
This methodology, although theoretically sound, considers the different drugs-of-abuse
similarly, making it harder to differentiate the effects of each drug. This is, significant
differences may appear which cannot be fully understand, or on the other hand the effects
of different drugs-of-abuse may have opposite effects leading to weaker results.
5.1.2 Methods
5.1.2.1 Subject data
A group of 155 subjects from the ICCAM study [145], containing 68 healthy subjects and
overlapping subsets of 62 alcohol, 44 cocaine, and 39 opioid dependent users were analysed.
From the 155 subjects, 97 were smokers. The subjects were considered abstinent, and
required not to take any substance for at least one month prior to the study. To control
for the effect of tobacco and caffeine withdraw, smokers and coffee-drinkers were allowed
to smoke / drink a caffeinated beverage prior to the scan.
A comprehensive account of lifetime drug and alcohol use was obtained, through a com-
bination of clinical interview, the ASSIST1 scale and drug timeline follow-back, in which
measures of drug use such as: age of first use, age of regular use, days since last use
(months abstinent), years of use, frequency and amount of use were recorded for each
substance.
In this study a focus is given to the cumulative effect of the different drugs-of-abuse.
Therefore, the relationship between drug exposure and brain volume changes is analysed.
Additionally, it is hypothesised that structural changes are more closely related to the ratio
of drug exposure to subject age, than to the drug exposure itself. This normalization is
given by
NormExp =
Exposure
Age
(5.1)
In other words, a 40 years old patient with 20 years of alcohol exposure will have similar
effects to a 60 years old patient with 30 years of alcohol exposure. This normalization
further reduces the shared information between age and the main effects. That is, while a
positive relationship between exposure and age is expected (i.e. an older subject is more
likely to have had more exposure to a drug than a younger one), this is not necessarily true
1Alcohol, Smoking and Substance Involvement Screening Test
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for the normalized exposure. Note that sufficiently uncorrelated variables are desirable
to be used as regressors in a general linear model (GLM), since only the variance which
can be solely explained by the regressor (i.e. what can’t be modelled by any of the other
regressors) will be assigned to the corresponding β (this is explained in more detail in
Section 5.1.2.2).
5.1.2.2 Methodology
The baseline structural images for each subject were first rigidly registered to the ICBM
152 Nonlinear atlases version 2009 [71], Figure 5.1 - A7→B. The registered images were
then processed through four different registration protocols (SPM-New Segment, SPM-
DARTEL, SPM-Demons, and Z-Demons). A summary of each method is presented below.
SPM-New Segment:
The rigidly registered anatomical images were corrected for intensity inhomogeneities,
segmented, and linearly and non-linearly registered to SPM tissue probabilistic maps,
Figure 5.1 - B7→C. For this SPM-New Segment (replacing the previous SPM-Unified Seg-
mentation) was used. SPM-New Segment uses a similar methodology to SPM-Unified
Segmentation, while allowing the use of multi-spectral data and additional tissue proba-
bility maps to better treat voxels outside of the brain.
In short, SPM-New Segment optimizes an objective function that incorporates a Gaussian
Mixture model, with additional parameters of bias correction and spatial deformable
priors. Since the optimization of the objective function does not have a closed form,
the solution is found through an Iterated Conditional Modes approach (ICM) [?]. That
is, the objective function is optimized by consecutively: fixing the bias and deformable
parameters, while optimizing the mixture model (Figure 5.1: C1); fixing the mixture
model and deformable parameters, while estimating the bias (Figure 5.1 - C2); fixing the
mixture model and bias parameters, while estimating the deformable field (Figure 5.1 -
C3). This is repeated until convergence (Figure 5.1 - C37→C1).
SPM-New Segment returns the native and normalized tissue’s segmentations, as well as
the deformation fields used to align the native T1w images to the SPM priors (Figure 5.1
- C5). The imported DARTEL images (Figure 5.1 - C4) were further obtained to be used
by SPM-DARTEL and SPM-Demons (Figure 5.1 - D).
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SPM-DARTEL:
Since SPM-New Segment is constrained to few DOF during the deformable registra-
tion, only a coarse registration is typically obtained. To improve the tissue non-linear
registration more advanced methods such as SPM-DARTEL are typically used.
Nonlinear registration is performed by transforming the problem into a local optimization,
where the optimization is performed through a Levenberg-Marquardt strategy [17]. For
efficiency a multi-grid approach is used where the registration if performed from a coarse
to details level (this is essential since solutions for very large sparse matrices are required).
Furthermore, a constant Eulerian velocity framework is used, which makes use of the fast
scaling and squaring approach.
Practically, SPM-DARTEL first creates a group average of the registered non-modulated
individual tissue maps (the imported SPM-DARTEL tissues obtained previously from
SPM-New Segment), Figure 5.1 - C47→D1, and then registers each individual tissue to
the average tissue map, Figure 5.1 - D1 7→D2. The process iterates six times, with every
iteration a more crisp (less smooth) average map obtained through the non-linear regis-
tration (Figure 5.1 D27→D1). The group average is finally affine registered to the MNI
space, Figure 5.1 -D27→D3.
SPM-Demons:
In a similar fashion to SPM-DARTEL, Inertial Demons was used to non-linearly reg-
ister the tissue probability maps obtained from SPM-New Segment, Figure 5.1: C4 7→D1.
Here a similar group-wise multi-grid registration approach was used. The individual
images were used to create an average tissue map (Figure 5.1: D1). Each image was
then registered to the average image (Figure 5.1: D17→D2), and the average tissue map
re-calculated (Figure 5.1: D27→D1).
Since each tissue map was used to calculate the demons forces, the average of the forces
for the different tissues was used to drive the registration (in the logarithmic space).
That is, the demons forces were calculated for each tissue type through Equation 4.6, the
forces average ((Fgm+Fwm+Fcsf )/3), the inertial momentum added to the average forces
through Equations 4.14 and 4.15, the velocity field updated through Equation 4.12, and
the deformation field estimated through the exponential map, Equation 4.12.
Similarly to SPM-DARTEL the average tissue probability maps were finally affine regis-
tered to the MNI space.
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Z-Demons:
All the previous methods assume a reasonable bias correction, segmentation and lin-
ear and non-linear registration from SPM-New Segment. That is, if SPM-New Segment
performs poorly, both SPM-DARTEL and SPM-Demons will also perform sub-optimally.
Here a further non-linear registration was performed without prior bias correction and
segmentation. To achieve this the Z-Score Demons was used to account for contrast
changes and intensity inhomogeneities between the images.
DARTEL imported T1w images were used to derive an average T1w template (Figure 5.1:
C47→E1), the individual images registered to the template (Figure 5.1: E17→E2), and the
template re-calculated (Figure 5.1: E27→E1). Like the previous group-wise registration
methods the average template was affine registered to the MNI space. However, since the
Z-Demons does not make use of tissue maps the average T1w image was used instead.
Since from this method only the non-linear registration for each subject is obtained, a
further step is necessary to segment the registered images into different tissue maps (for
VBM analysis). For a logical comparison to the previous three methods, the native tis-
sue probability maps obtained from SPM-New Segment were non-linearly transformed to
match the group average, Figure 5.1: E27→E3.
Modelling:
For the VBM analysis, the normalized WM, GM and CSF tissue maps were modulated
using the Jacobian determinant to account for volume changes, and smoothed with a
12 mm full width at FWHM Gaussian kernel. The Gaussian smoothing is necessary to
ensure the validity of inferences based on the parametric tests. Note that a reasonable
smoothing is necessary not only for methods with low registration capacity (a few thou-
sand parameters), but also for methods with large local deformations, to ensure that the
error in the parametric testing has approximately a normal distribution.
After the normalization and modulation of the tissue maps to the same common space, a
GLM was fitted with the following descriptors: the ratio between alcohol, cocaine, opioid
and tobacco exposure and age; gender; age; and centre location, Figure 5.2: A 7→B. The
first four descriptors were selected to model the drugs-of-abuse as they serve as surrogates
to drug-of-abuse severity while being reasonably independent of the subject age. This
allows one to better separate the effect of ageing from the variables of interest.
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The remaining covariates (gender, age, and centre location) were modelled as they are
represented differently among the different groups. In other words, if this was not taken
into account possible differences between the drugs-of-abuse and healthy could be due to
differences of one these covariates.
Since interactions between drugs-of-abuse were not shown to be significant in previous
studies, these were not taken into account in this model. To account for different head
sizes, the intra-cranial volume for each subject was calculated from the modulated regis-
tered tissue maps (IV =
∑
xGM(x) +WM(x) + CSF (x)), and added as a confound to
the model.
The final model is presented in Equation 5.2. Here it can be seen that for each voxel
x a linear model is used to fit the descriptors to the GM / WM values. The difference
between the expected and predicted GM / WM values is here represented as Residualx.
B0x is the intersect of the linear model and represents the average GM / WM value for a
21 year old female subject with no alcohol, cocaine, or opioid exposure, non-smoker and
scanned at the Imperial College campus.
Gmx =B0x +B1x × Alcohol +B2x × Cocaine+B3x ×Opioids+
B4x × Smoker +B5x × Age+B6x ×Gender +B7x × Centre1+
B8x × Centre2 +B9x × TIV +Residualx
(5.2)
The generated B maps obtained from the GLM for alcohol, cocaine, opioid, and tobacco
were then tested for statistical significance, Figure 5.2: B 7→C. The resulting t-maps were
thresholded at a significance level of p<0.001, and a cluster size larger than 125 voxels2,
Figure 5.2 - C7→D.
The statistical maps are generated by creating a contrast where the main effect is either 1
or -1, and all other variables are 0 (e.g. for alcohol a contrast equal to [0,-1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
2This value was defined as it corresponds to a 0.53cm cubic volume
A
Alcohol
Dependence
Images & Descriptors Beta-maps T-maps Threshold T-maps
B C D
Figure 5.2: General linear model scheme. The resultant registered and modulated tissue
maps are combined with the descriptors to derive the associate beta maps. Significance
maps (t-maps) are finally derived from the beta maps, and threhold to a minimum sig-
nificance value and cluster size.
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would be created to test if alcohol is negatively related with GM volume). Note that any
shared variance between covariates was assigned to the residual term. This is important
to ensure that the explained variance of a particular covariate cannot be explained by
any other covariate. In other words, given two independent variables X1 and X2, and one
dependent variable Y (Figure 5.3) we test how much variance of Y can be explained by X1
but not by X2 (Figure 5.3 - red-green intersection except blue), and by X2 but not by X1
(Figure 5.3 - blue-green intersection except red). The intersection between X1 and X2 in
Figure 5.3 corresponds to the shared variance between X1 and X2, while the intersection
between the three variables corresponds to the variance of Y that both X1 and X2 can
explain. Ideally our covariates X1 and X2 should maximize the explained variance of Y ,
while minimizing the shared variance between them. Following this example, the leftmost
model of Figure 5.3 would typically lead to a higher statistical power than the rightmost
model, as the covariates are less correlated (share less variance). In the extreme case
where X1 and X2 completely overlap, no statistical significance would be observed.
The proposed methodology allows one to compare the effects of the different non-linear
registration methods on inference. The data is pre-processed and modelled identically,
with the exception of the non-linear registration method. This ensures that differences in
the statistical results are due to the registration process only (and not from a different
segmentation, smoothing, or modelling).
X1 X2
Y
X1 X2
Y
Figure 5.3: Example of two models with different statistical power. X1 and X2 - inde-
pendent variables. Y - dependent variable. The intersection between X1 and Y and not
X2 represents the explained variance of Y by X1 that cannot be explained by X2. The
intersection between X2 and Y and not X1 represents the explained variance of Y by X2
that cannot be explained by X1. The intersection between X1, X2 and Y represent the
variance of Y which can be explain by either X1 or X2.
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5.1.3 Results
5.1.3.1 Covariate analysis
Table 5.1: ICCAM cohort demographics. H = Healthy controls; A = Alcohol depen-
dent; C = Cocaine dependent; O = Opiate dependent; T = Smoker; Gender = ratio
male/female; Exposure = number of years taking damaging amounts of the substance-of-
abuse; Normalized Exposure = Ratio exposure/Age.
Group Size Gender Age
Exposure Normalized Exposure
A C O T A C O T
H 36 0.69 18.47 0.14 0.00 0.00 3.93 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07
A 8 0.88 24.38 17.13 0.38 0.00 6.79 0.37 0.01 0.00 0.15
C 1 1.00 4.00 0.00 7.00 0.00 2.27 0.00 0.28 0.00 0.09
O 3 0.67 11.33 3.00 2.67 11.67 7.42 0.10 0.08 0.36 0.24
T 32 0.81 19.19 1.25 0.00 0.00 12.92 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.30
AC 3 0.67 19.33 20.00 7.67 0.00 3.96 0.48 0.20 0.00 0.11
AO 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AT 22 0.77 25.14 21.14 0.86 0.00 26.21 0.45 0.02 0.00 0.56
CO 2 1.00 21.00 2.50 9.50 16.50 10.40 0.06 0.24 0.40 0.25
CT 5 1.00 17.40 3.40 7.80 0.00 12.14 0.09 0.20 0.00 0.28
OT 3 0.67 17.33 2.33 4.00 9.00 13.63 0.06 0.10 0.23 0.35
ACO 5 1.00 19.00 16.00 7.80 10.60 19.38 0.40 0.19 0.26 0.49
ACT 9 0.89 17.44 15.22 5.50 0.00 17.78 0.37 0.15 0.00 0.44
COT 9 0.78 14.89 2.33 7.44 9.78 5.47 0.07 0.21 0.27 0.14
ACOT 12 0.75 23.17 13.75 8.25 13.50 29.10 0.30 0.20 0.31 0.66
A summary of the ICCAM cohort demographics is presented in Table 5.1. As can be
seen, tobacco is the largest drug-of-abuse with 32 subjects solely dependent on tobacco.
From the three main “heavy” drugs (alcohol, cocaine and opiates), alcohol was the most
common drug-of-abuse with 8 subjects solely dependent on alcohol and 22 dependent on
alcohol and tobacco. Only 6 subjects were dependent on only cocaine and tobacco, and
6 on opiates and tobacco. 12 subjects were classified as dependent on all drugs-of-abuse,
and 17 subjects dependent on all 3 heavy drugs.
On average alcohol is the drug-of-abuse with the longest exposure (17.1 years for alcohol-
only users, and 21.1 for alcohol and tobacco users), followed by tobacco (12.9 years for
tobacco-only users). Users dependent on both cocaine and opiates showed higher exposure
to each one of the drugs (9.5 and 16.5 years) than users dependent on each one of the
drugs alone (cocaine = 7.0, opiates = 11.7). The normalized exposure measure showed
that alcohol users were on average exposed to alcohol for more than 45% of their life,
opiate users by less than 36%, and cocaine users by less than 28%. Tobacco showed a
high normalized exposure when taken with different drugs (AT = 56%, ACOT = 66%).
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Table 5.2: Pearson’s coefficient of determination (ρ2) between the main effects and the
modelled covariates. “/” denote changes before (left) and after (right) normalization of
the main effects.
Exposure
Age Gender Site 1 Site 2
Alcohol Cocaine Opiate Tobacco
Alcohol - 0.02 / 0.04 0 0.29 / 0.27 0.19 / 0.10 0.01 0.08 / 0.07 0
Cocaine 0.02 / 0.04 - 0.31 0.02 / 0.03 0.01 / 0.02 0.02 0 0
Opiate 0 0.31 - 0.02 0 0.01 0.01 0.01 / 0.02
Tobacco 0.29 / 0.27 0.02 / 0.03 0.02 - 0.23 / 0.12 0 0.15 / 0.16 0.02 / 0.03
To further understand the relation between the drugs-of-abuse and the confounds, the
Pearson’s coefficient of determination (r2) was calculated between the main effects and
the confounds, Table 5.2. As can be seen, alcohol exposure is reasonably related with
tobacco exposure (r2 = 0.29), but not to any other drug-of-abuse. A moderate relation
between alcohol exposure and age was observed (r2 = 0.19). After the normalization of
the exposure measure the relationship to age decreased to r2 = 0.10 (a significant drop of
0.09). Cocaine and opiates are also moderately related to each other r2 = 0.31, but not to
any other drug-of-abuse or confound. This relationship is preserved after normalization.
5.1.3.2 Bias correction, Segmentation & Skull stripping
In Figure 5.4 - Uncorrected, a sample of the analysed population is shown after rigid
alignment. As can be observed the subject images have high anatomical variability from
head size, ventricle size, and cortical thickness. These changes may be due to a com-
bination of factors such as age, gender, or the use of different drugs-of-abuse. However,
mapping these changes to each factor is difficult due to the inherent inter-subject variabil-
ity. Furthermore, the images show slightly different brightness, contrast, and intensity
inhomogeneities (Figure 5.4: Bias Field), which make automation difficult. To tackle
the subjects and imaging variability, the SPM-New Segment was used to correct for IH,
normalize the images to the MNI space and segment into GM,WM, and CSF.
The bias corrected T1w images obtained through SPM-New Segment are shown in Figure
5.4 - Corrected. As can be observed the bias field is visibly reduced, with all tissue types
showing a more uniform intensity. To quantitatively measure the improvement of the
images after bias correction, the Coefficient of Variation (cv = σ/µ) was calculated for
the GM and WM masked T1w images for each subject (Figure 5.4: Coeff. of Variation).
The cv allows the comparison the bias field estimation between subjects, and before and
after correction. Lower cv are related to more homogeneous tissue intensities. Further, it
can be seen that cv does improve for all subjects and for both GM and WM after bias field
correction. Interestingly, for 6 of the 155 subjects the cv for the GM (and to a less extent
for the WM) is significantly worse than for the remain subjects. After visual inspection,
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it was observed that for all 6 subjects there were small local IH which were not removed
during the bias field correction (note that a 60mm FWHM Gaussian was defined for the
bias smoothness, which avoids over-modelling the tissue intensities, but is also incapable
of removing local inhomogeneities).
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Figure 5.4: Rows 1-3: T1w images for four different subjects before and after bias field
correction. Row 4: The Coefficient of Variation (cv) for the uncorrected and corrected
T1w images (masked for GM and WM) is presented for each subject. For cv, lower is
better.
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In Figure 5.5 the results of SPM-New Segment for tissue segmentation and skull-stripping3
for two different subjects are shown. Generally, both segmentation and brain extracted
images are reasonable, even in cases of high brain deformation (Figure 5.5 - Subject
2). However, for some subjects, artefacts can be seen where part of the meninges are
segmented as GM, as well as over-segmentation of the CSF (best seen in the 7th and 8th
axial slices for Subject 1). The brain extracted images also show the inclusion of some
non-brain tissues (partially due to the artefacts seen in GM and CSF over-segmentation),
but these are not used in subsequent analysis.
Subject 1
Brain GM WM CSF
Subject 2
Brain GM WM CSF
Figure 5.5: Native T1w skull stripped and segmentation results through the SPM-New
Segmentation for 2 subjects. From top to bottom, different ascending axial slices are
shown.
3The skull stripped image was obtained by first creating an intra-cranial mask through GM +WM +
CSF > 0.1 followed by a morphological dilation and erosion with a 5× 5× 5 structural element.
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5.1.3.3 Non-linear registration
In Figure 5.6 a visual comparison between the rigidly aligned T1w images, and the regis-
tered T1w images through SPM-New Segmentation, SPM-DARTEL, SPM-Demons, and
Z-Demons is shown for four different subjects. The average T1w image of the 155 sub-
jects for each method is further presented. Here methods which lead to more similar
results between subjects are deemed more accurate. As can be seen all methods lead to
similar results for subjects with small deformations, while clear differences are seen for
subjects with large deformations. Particularly, for Subject 2, SPM-New Segmentation
is unable to accurately deform the ventricles, while all other methods lead to superior
results (with SPM-Demons being visually the most accurate). Additionally, one can see
that SPM-New Segmentation leads to less sharp average templates, comparatively with
the remaining non-linear methods.
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Figure 5.6: Resulting T1w skull stripped images for 5 different registration methods
(Rigid, SPM-New Segmentation, SPM-DARTEL, SPM-Demons and Z-Demons) and 4
subjects. For each method the average T1w images of cohort is further presented.
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To quantitatively analyse the degree of variation between subjects, the similarity between
pairs of subjects was calculated through the Jaccard overlap index. Large overlaps be-
tween pairs of images correspond to anatomically similar images, while lower overlaps
correspond to anatomically dissimilar images4. The violin plot for the pairwise similarity
for each method is presented in Figure 5.7.
From the four non-linear methods, SPM-Demons achieved the highest scores for both
GM and WM, followed by SPM-DARTEL. Z-Demons while not optimized for the tissue
probability maps still out-performed SPM-NewSeg. While visually different, the top two
methods achieved very close similarity results. To understand if one method was con-
stantly better than the other, the different methods were ranked from the worst (rank
= 0) to the best (rank = 4) for each pairwise similarity. As can be seen in Figure 5.7,
SPM-Demons distinctly outranks all other methods for both GM and WM, with SPM-
DARTEL the clear second.
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Figure 5.7: Violin plot of the pairwise Jaccard indices for the 5 different registration
methods: Rigid, New Segmentation, DARTEL, SPM-Demons and Z-Demons. Higher is
better.
4Note that tissue similarity should not be used independently to assess image registration [169]
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Since methods that lead to smoother registration fields are typically desirable, to compare
the different methods the Jacobian was estimated for each registration method and for
each subject. To equally weight expansions and contractions the logarithm of the Jacobian
was calculated5. To obtain a measure of the field smoothness one can now take the gradient
of the Jacobian field (i.e. the rate of compression/expansion). The violin plot for the field
smoothness can be seen in Figure 5.8. As expected, methods that lead to high similarity
scores also lead to less smooth deformation fields. From the four non-linear registration
methods SPM-NewSegmentation presented the smoothest deformation fields, followed by
SPM-DARTEL and SPM-Demons. Interestingly, Z-Demons presented the least smooth
fields, while it was not the best method based on the previous similarity measure.
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Figure 5.8: Violin plot of the field smoothness for the 5 different registration methods:
Rigid, New Segmentation, DARTEL, SPM-Demons and Z-Demons. Lower is better.
To better understand the relationship between field smoothness and image similarity the
multiscale similarity score proposed in Chapter 3 was calculated for each method, Figure,
5.9. Briefly, for each method the Jaccard similarity score is calculated for different field
smootheness (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 FWHM Gaussian kernel), and the area-under-curve
obtained for each method. Ideally, a method should be highly resilient to changes in the
similarity score with an increase in the field smootheness, as well as presenting an overall
high score for all cases. Methods that are highly affected by changes in field smoothness
are deemed unstable and not suitable for accurate analysis.
As can be seen SPM-Demons outperformed all other other methods for all scales. SPM-
DARTEL achieved a high similarity score in the first scale, yet the overlap decreased
quickly as soon as smoothness was applied to the deformation field. Particularly, while
SPM-DARTEL was the second best method for scale 0, it became the third best for all
other scales. After SPM-New Segmentation, Z-Demons was the most resilient method
to smoothness changes, with the overlap results at the maximum scale approximating
5N.B. that for diffeomorphic transformations the Jacobian is bounded below by 0 - infinite contraction,
while it is not bounded above - infinite expansion
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Figure 5.9: Multiscale analysis of the GM/WM tissue overlap with increasing regular-
ization (Gaussian smoothing). Dark lines: average score for each scale; Light shades:
confidence interval of 95% (assuming a Gaussian distribution). Higher is better.
the best method (SPM-Demons). For SPM-New Segmentation while highly resilient to
smoothness changes (with only X variation from the first to the last scale), the mean
overlap scores were the worst from all non-linear registration methods.
Manual tracings of the right and left hippocampal areas were further performed for 80 of
the 155 subjects and the pairwise overlap scores obtained for each method, Figure 5.10.
As can be seen the Z-Demons lead to the highest results followed by the SPM-Demons.
These results are important since they show that simply using a similarity score may not
lead to correct estimation of the registration field accuracy. Further, it shows that despite
using the raw intensities the Z-Demons outperformed all the other methods.
A summary of the mean metrics presented above is given in Table 5.3. Here it can be
seen that that SPM-Demons lead to the best tissue overlap scores (GM=0.87, WM=0.88),
followed by SPM-DARTEL (GM=0.85, WM=0.87). It also achieved the best multiscale
overlap score6 (GM=0.78, WM=0.79), followed by Z-Demons (GM=0.76, WM=0.77). Z-
Demons, however, gives the best label overlap scores (RH=0.77, LH=0.79), followed by
6The multiscale measure is calculated as the area-under-curve for the different scales.
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Figure 5.10: Violin plot of the pairwise Jaccard indices for the 5 different registration
methods: Rigid, New Segmentation, DARTEL, SPM-Demons and Z-Demons. Higher is
better.
SPM-Demons (RH=0.73, LH=0.77). A repeated measures analysis of variance (rANOVA)
was further performed between the best method in each measure and the remaining ones
(note that these samples are not independent since a similarity score is obtained between
every pair of subjects). All metrics showed statistical significant results with a p < 0.001.
Table 5.3: Comparison of the rigid, SPM-New Segmentation, SPM-Demons and Z-Demons
registrations methods through tissue overlap, field smoothness, multiscale overlap, and
label overlap. In bold the best method for each measure is highlighted.
Method
Tissue overlap Smoothness Multiscale overlap Label overlap
GM WM Jac GM WM RH LH
Rigid 0.57 0.57 0.00 0.57 0.57 0.36 0.37
SPM-New Segmentation 0.69 0.68 0.01 0.64 0.64 0.62 0.65
SPM-DARTEL 0.85 0.87 0.03 0.73 0.74 0.70 0.73
SPM-Demons 0.87 0.88 0.04 0.78 0.79 0.73 0.77
Z-Demons 0.82 0.85 0.08 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.79
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5.1.3.4 GLM analysis
The results from the GLM for both GM and WM for the variables of interest (Alcohol,
Cocaine, Opioids, Tobacco) and for each one of the different registration methods are
presented below.
5.1.3.4.1 Unthreshold t-maps
In Figures 5.11 - 5.14 the unthreshold t-maps obtained from the analysis of each of the
variables of interest are shown. These maps represent the effect of alcohol (Figure 5.11),
cocaine (Figure 5.12), opioids (Figure 5.13) and Tobacco (Figure 5.14) at a voxel-wise
level, where warmer colors correspond to greater positive effects, while cooler colors cor-
respond to greater negative effects.
As can be seen in Figure 5.11 all methods show lower GM volume for the cerebellum (2nd
to 4th axial slices) and to a lesser extent for the cortical tissue (4th to 9th axial slices)
with the increase in normalized alcohol exposure. These effects are further noticeable
for the WM, where lower volume is observed throughout the brain. In Figure 5.12 both
positive and negative effects are seen for the GM and WM maps with the increase of the
normalized cocaine exposure. These effects have a smaller magnitude than the ones seen
for the alcohol exposure7. In Figure 5.13 a negative effect of the opioid exposure is seen
for the cortical GM. Positive effects are seen for both sub-cortical regions and WM. As
with the cocaine exposure the magnitude of these changes is small. In Figure 5.14 large
positive effects are seen for frontal and occipital GM regions as well as globally for the
WM. While not shown here, age leads to a general highly negative effect in the GM tissue
volume.
Comparing the different registration methods it can be seen that SPM-Dartel, SPM-
Demons and Z-Demons lead to visually similar results, while SPM-NewSeg leads to sightly
different results. Particularly, one can see both positive and negative effects of alcohol
exposure in the cerebellum (in contrast with only negative effects for all other methods -
Figure 5.11), as well as positive effects in the interface between GM and WM (best seen
at slices 6-8 in Figure 5.11).
7Note that since we are analysing statistical t-maps the effects between different predictors are com-
parable. This would not necessarily be possible when analysing the raw beta maps.
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Alcohol GM t-stat
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Alcohol WM t-stat
Figure 5.11: Unthreshold t-maps obtained from the analysis of the alcohol beta map for
both GM (left) and WM (right) modulated tissues. From top to bottom increasing axial
slices in the MNI space are shown. Warm colors: positive effects; Cool colors: negative
effects.
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Cocaine GM t-stat
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Cocaine WM t-stat
Figure 5.12: Unthreshold t-maps obtained from the analysis of the cocaine beta map for
both GM (left) and WM (right) modulated tissues. From top to bottom increasing axial
slices in the MNI space are shown. Warm colors: positive effects; Cool colors: negative
effects.
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Opioids GM t-stat
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Opioids WM t-stat
Figure 5.13: Unthreshold t-maps obtained from the analysis of the opioid beta map for
both GM (left) and WM (right) modulated tissues. From top to bottom increasing axial
slices in the MNI space are shown. Warm colors: positive effects; Cool colors: negative
effects.
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Nicotine GM t-stat
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Figure 5.14: Unthreshold t-maps obtained from the analysis of the tobacco beta map for
both GM (left) and WM (right) modulated tissues. From top to bottom increasing axial
slices in the MNI space are shown. Warm colors: positive effects; Cool colors: negative
effects.
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5.1.3.4.2 Threshold t-maps
In Figures 5.11 - 5.14 the un-threshold t-maps were presented to understand the global
effects of each of the variables-of-interest. However, to derive significant effects for each
of the variables of interest, one needs to define a minimum significance value and cluster
size. In Figures 5.15 - 5.19 a glass-view of the brain is shown, identifying the thresholded
clusters for each variable-of-interest and each registration method with a minimum sig-
nificance level of 0.001 and cluster size higher than 512mm3.8 Furthermore, to separate
the effects due to the different registration methods, an additional brain view is shown
representing only the clusters that are present in at least three of the four registration
methods.
In Figure 5.15 it can be seen that all methods lead to some degree of dissimilarity, showing
different numbers of clusters with different sizes and anatomical locations. All methods
showed significantly lower GM volume with the increase of alcohol exposure. However, for
8This value corresponds to an 83mm3 cubic volume which matches the smoothing applied to the tissue
maps.
Alcohol GM t-stat > 3.147
SPM-NewSeg SPM-Dartel SPM-Demons Z-Demons Ensemble
Figure 5.15: Glass-view of the threshold statistical t-maps at a 0.001 significance level
and 512mm3 minimum cluster size obtained from the analysis of the alcohol GM beta
map. 1st row: sagittal view; 2nd row: coronal view; 3rd row: axial view. The different
registration methods are represented in the first four columns. The 5th column represents
the significant cluster in at least three of the four registration methods. Warm colors:
positive effects; Cool colors: negative effects.
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SPM-New Segmentation, SPM-DARTEL and SPM-Demons greater GM volume was also
observed. From the four methods SPM-New Segmentation presented the highest number
of individual clusters, while SPM-Demons presented the least.
When the threshold maps from the four methods were combined (5th column), only lower
GM volume was seen to be related with increases in alcohol exposure. More precisely,
significantly lower volumes were seen for the left thalamus, cerebellum (vermis area), and
frontal pole. All methods, with the exception of SPM-Demons presented clusters at these
locations.
In Figure 5.16 it can be seen that all methods lead to significantly lower WM volume with
the increase of alcohol exposure. From the four methods, SPM-DARTEL, SPM-Demons,
and Z-Demons lead to larger and more significant clusters. This effecgt is seen even when
the significant maps from the four methods are combined (Figure 5.16 - 5th column).
Alcohol WM t-stat > 3.147
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Figure 5.16: Glass-view of the threshold statistical t-maps at a 0.001 significance level
and 512mm3 minimum cluster size obtained from the analysis of the alcohol WM beta
map. 1st row: sagittal view; 2nd row: coronal view; 3rd row: axial view. The different
registration methods are represented in the first 4 columns. The 5th column represents
the significant cluster in at least three of the four registration methods. Warm colors:
positive effects; Cool colors: negative effects.
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In Figure 5.17 a similar lower GM volume is seen in both SPM-DARTEL and SPM-
Demons for the left parietal lobe. When the threshold maps from the four methods were
combined no significant clusters survived. No significant relationship was seen between
WM volume and opioid exposure for any of the analysed registration methods. Addition-
ally, no significant relationship was seen between either GM or WM volume and cocaine
exposure.
In Figure 5.18, greater GM volume was seen to be related to tobacco exposure in SPM-
DARTEL and SPM-Demons for the left frontal pole, while significantly greater WM
volume were seen to be related to tobacco exposure in all four methods. However, when
accounting for the different registration methodologies, no significant differences were seen
between GM and tobacco exposure. Greater WM volume was still related to tobacco ex-
posure in the forceps minor and forceps major9.
9WM matter regions were defined based on the JHU White-Matter Tractography atlas provided in
FSL5.
Opioid GM t-stat > 3.147
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Figure 5.17: Glass-view of the threshold statistical t-maps at a 0.001 significance level
and 512mm3 minimum cluster size obtained from the analysis of the cocaine (Top) and
opioid (Bottom) GM beta maps. 1st row: sagittal view; 2nd row: coronal view; 3rd row:
axial view. The different registration methods are represented in the first 4 columns. The
5th column represents the significant cluster in at least 3 of the 4 registration methods.
Warm colors: positive effects; Cool colors: negative effects.
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In Figure 5.19 lower GM volume were seen to be related with increase alcohol exposure
for both SPM-DARTEL and Z-Demons in the cerebellum. No clusters were observed in
any of the other methods. Furthermore, no significant relationship was seen between WM
volume and polydrug exposure.
In Figure 5.20, a 3D view of the results shown in Figures 5.15, 5.16 and 5.18 after account-
ing for registration effects is presented. In Figure 5.20 - Top-Left two bilateral clusters
relating lower GM volume in the cerebellum with alcohol exposure are clearly visible.
Further, two additional clusters are seen in the thalamus and frontal pole. In Figure 5.20
- Top-Right a large cluster is seen relating lower WM volume with alcohol exposure. In
Figure 5.20 - Bottom two clusters relating greater WM volume with tobacco exposure are
also clearly visible (forceps major and minor).
Tobacco GM t-stat > 3.147
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Figure 5.18: Glass-view of the threshold statistical t-maps at a 0.001 significance level
and 512mm3 minimum cluster size obtained from the analysis of the tobacco GM (Top)
and WM (Bottom) beta maps. 1st row: sagittal view; 2nd row: coronal view; 3rd row:
axial view. The different registration methods are represented in the first four columns.
The 5th column represents the significant cluster in at least three of the four registration
methods. Warm colors: positive effects; Cool colors: negative effects.
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Tobacco WM t-stat > 3.147
SPM-NewSeg SPM-Dartel SPM-Demons Z-Demons Ensemble
Polydrug GM t-stat > 3.147
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Figure 5.19: Glass-view of the threshold statistical t-maps at a 0.001 significance level
and 83 mm3 minimum cluster size obtained from the analysis of the tobacco GM (Top)
and polydrug GM (Bottom) beta maps. 1st row: sagittal view; 2nd row: coronal view;
3rd row: axial view. The different registration methods are represented in the first four
columns. The 5th column represents the significant cluster in at least three of the four
registration methods. Warm colors: positive effects; Cool colors: negative effects.
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Alcohol GM Alcohol WM 
Nicotine WM 
Figure 5.20: 3D mesh of the surviving clusters for the combined method. The effects are
rendered on either a smoothed GM mask (Top left) or on a smoothed WM mask (Top
right, Bottom). Blue: negative effects; Red: positive effects.
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Cluster analysis
The clusters identified in the previous section were corrected for multiple comparisons
using the family wise error (FWE) at a p < 0.05.
A glass-view of the FWE cluster corrected results is presented in Figure 5.21. Here
one can easily see that for SPM-New Segmentation only two clusters relating alcohol
exposure and lower GM volume survived the cluster correction, while for Z-Demons only
one survived (for SPM-DARTEL and SPM-Demons no cluster survived the correction).
Relating tobacco exposure and greater WM volume, only one positive cluster survived
the cluster correction for all methods. Alcohol exposure and lower WM volume showed
no visual differences prior and post correction. All other clusters for the different tests
were deemed not significant through the cluster correction.
Alcohol GM pFWE < 0.05
SPM-NewSeg SPM-Dartel SPM-Demons Z-Demons
Alcohol WM pFWE < 0.05
SPM-NewSeg SPM-Dartel SPM-Demons Z-Demons
Tobacco WM pFWE < 0.05
SPM-NewSeg SPM-Dartel SPM-Demons Z-Demons
Polydrug GM pFWE < 0.05
SPM-NewSeg SPM-Dartel SPM-Demons Z-Demons
Figure 5.21: Glass-view of the FWE cluster corrected statistical t-maps for alcohol (GM
and WM maps), and tobacco (WM map) exposure. 1st row: sagittal view; 2nd row:
coronal view; 3rd row: axial view. The different registration methods are represented in
the first 4 columns. Warm colors: positive effects; Cool colors: negative effects.
All clusters identified through cluster correction were also shown to be relevant through
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the ensemble approach. On the other hand, two clusters identified by the ensemble were
deemed not significant through the cluster correction (a cluster in the frontal pole relating
alcohol exposure to lower GM volume, and a cluster in the forceps minor relating tobacco
exposure and greater WM volume).
A detailed description of the cluster corrected results is presented in Table 5.4. Globally,
it can be observed that alcohol exposure is significantly related to lower GM and WM
volumes (from here on called negative clusters), while tobacco exposure is significantly
related to greater WM volume (from here on called positive clusters). Polydrug exposure
was also seen to be significantly related with lower GM volume.
Both SPM-New Segmentation and Z-Demons showed a strong relation between alcohol
exposure and lower GM volume. For SPM-New Segmentation two negative clusters were
identified with a corrected pFWE < 0.004, while for Z-Demons only one cluster was
identified with a corrected pFWE = 0.005. Both methods revealed large cluster sizes
(SPM-New Segmentation : 804, 1898; Z-Demons : 1405), and multiple local maxima
within each cluster.
SPM-New Segmentation and Z-Demons shown close local maxima (less than 8 mm apart)
for the largest cluster at: [-18,-46,-15] vs. [-20,-46,-14]; [18,-34,-23] vs. [14,-34,-24], with
both local maxima located in the cerebellum. SPM-New Segmentation also identified a
second negative cluster in the left thalamus with local maxima at [0,-15,6],[-11,-31,1], and
[0,12,-9].
For SPM-New Segmentation a barely significant (pFWE = 0.041) cluster was further
observed between alcohol exposure and greater GM volume in the frontal pole with local
maxima at [27,47,-8], [9,64,-15], and [15,57,0].
Regarding alcohol exposure and lower WM volume, all four methods showed significantly
large negative clusters. This result is in agreement with Figure 5.16. Due to the extended
cover of these clusters no further conclusive analysis can be performed.
Tobacco exposure was also significantly related with greater WM volume in all four meth-
ods. All methods showed a corrected pFWE < 0.001 and a cluster size higher than 2300
voxels (3450 mm3). Further, all methods identified close local maxima located in the
forceps major at: [24,-51,18] vs. [24,-52,19] vs. [22,-54,16] vs. [27,-48,21].
Polydrug exposure was significantly related with lower GM volume using Z-Demons as
the non-linear registration method, but not with any other method. This cluster was
identified in the cerebellum with a local maximum at [34,-64,-33].
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Table 5.4: Cluster corrected (FWE) results for the different main effects (alcohol, tobacco
and poly-drug exposure), and the different non-linear registration algorithms (SPM-New
Segmentation, SPM-DARTEL, SPM-Demons and Z-Demons). A maximum of three local
maxima are presented for each cluster. Pval = 0 indicate clusters with a pval < 0.001.
Test Method Direction
cluster cluster cluster peak peak peak MNI Coord.
p(FWE-corr) size p(unc) p(FWE-corr) Z p(unc) x y z
Alcohol
GM
SPM
NewSegm
Positive 0.041 504 0.004
0.06 4.62 0 27 47 -8
0.243 4.24 0 9 54 -15
0.467 4.02 0 15 57 0
Negative
0.004 864 0
0.123 4.44 0 0 -15 6
0.99 3.39 0 -11 -31 1
0.996 3.32 0 0 -12 -9
0 1898 0
0.174 4.34 0 -18 -46 -15
0.728 3.81 0 -3 -42 -17
0.892 3.64 0 18 -34 -23
Z-Demons Negative 0.005 1405 0.001
0.152 4.25 0 -20 -46 -14
0.27 4.08 0 14 -34 -24
0.743 3.64 0 -12 -34 -24
Alcohol
WM
SPM
NewSegm
Negative
0 27059 0
0 5.61 0 9 21 22
0.002 5.18 0 -18 -48 27
0.002 5.18 0 -26 -51 24
0.022 646 0.005
0.001 5.4 0 9 50 30
0.016 4.71 0 10 54 16
0.291 3.92 0 8 23 48
0.048 500 0.012
0.052 4.42 0 -8 39 30
0.386 3.82 0 -10 53 31
0.453 3.75 0 -8 24 42
SPM
DARTEL
Negative 0 67495 0
0 5.42 0 12 24 24
0.001 5.31 0 -20 -48 27
0.001 5.2 0 28 -52 22
SPM
Demons
Negative 0 89530 0
0 5.45 0 33 -54 9
0 5.41 0 36 -61 18
0.001 5.28 0 8 24 25
Z-Demons Negative 0 67547 0
0 5.58 0 27 -45 19
0 5.55 0 3 24 18
0 5.52 0 -24 -51 22
Tobacco
WM
SPM
NewSegm
Positive 0 2356 0
0.098 4.25 0 24 -51 18
0.137 4.15 0 -23 -55 16
0.232 3.99 0 32 -48 22
SPM
DARTEL
Positive 0 3847 0
0.066 4.21 0 36 -66 15
0.13 4.01 0 -6 -40 25
0.156 3.96 0 24 -52 19
SPM
Demons
Positive 0 4841 0
0.15 3.95 0 22 -54 16
0.397 3.6 0 4 -46 16
0.414 3.59 0 -3 -40 28
Z-Demons Positive 0 3727 0
0.139 4.02 0 27 -48 21
0.266 3.81 0 16 -45 15
0.308 3.75 0 -3 -37 27
Polydrug
GM
Z-Demons Negative 0.021 998 0.003 0.256 4.09 0 34 -63 -33
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5.1.4 Discussion
5.1.4.1 Pre-processing
This study illustrated the challenges of performing a full voxel-based analysis on a group
of healthy and poly-drug subjects acquired at multiple sites. Particularly in Tables 5.1
and 5.2, it was shown how the different main effects and confounds are related. A nor-
malized exposure measure to reduce the shared information between the drug effect and
the subject age was also proposed. Although not explicitly shown in this study highly
correlated variables will lead to low statistical power, as the information shared between
these variables will be added to the error term instead of the variables (see Section 5.1.2.2
- Modelling).
In Figure 5.4, it was demonstrated how bias field correction can be used to homogenize
tissue intensities, which is a necessary step for accurate segmentations. Additionally,
it was shown in Figure 5.5 that current state-of-the-art segmentation methods lead to
visually meaningful segmentations even in cases of large deformations. Both bias field
correction and segmentation pre-processing are vital steps for current non-linear regis-
tration algorithms such as SPM-New Segmentation and SPM-DARTEL. For the former,
the optimization function is explicitly a combination of these three factors (bias field,
segmentation, registration), while for the latter, a pre-calculated segmentation is required
to perform the non-linear registration.
While, here no major artefacts were seen for either bias field correction, or segmentation
methodologies, small inaccuracies on the segmentation process can lead to suboptimal
non-linear registrations. These imprecisions can be either miscalculation of the proportion
of GM/WM/CSF for a particular voxel, or inclusion of non-brain tissues in any one of
the tissue maps. The first artefact will eventually lead to the expansion/compression of
the tissue of the affected subject to match the group average, while the second artefact
will lead to incorrect matching of the non-brain tissue of the affected subject to match
the group average. Both artefacts will eventually bleed to the statistical analysis, leading
to either larger variances (and lower statistical power), or incorrect statistical results.
5.1.4.2 Non-linear registration
To tackle the problems mentioned before, a method which does not require either bias field
correction or tissue segmentation was proposed (Z-Demons). Not surprisingly, Z-Demons
leads to statistically worse tissue similarity overlap when compared to SPM-DARTEL or
SPM-Demons (Figure 5.7), as both methods explicitly optimize tissue overlap. However,
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one should note that the comparison of tissue overlap only shows that the tissue is matched
with the same tissue on another subject. It does not indicate that homologous regions
in different subjects are in close alignment. In fact, when the methods were compared
against a ground truth manually labelled ROI (Left and Right Hippocampus), Z-Demons
lead to significantly better results than all other methods. Additionally, when comparing
both methods based on tissue segmentations it was shown that SPM-Demons lead to more
accurate results than SPM-DARTEL.
Since the field smoothness is important for higher level analysis such as in the modulation
step of a VBM analysis, the different methods (Figure 5.8) were further compared. Again,
as would be expected, methods with lower DOF like the SPM-New Segmentation lead to
largely smoothed deformation fields. SPM-DARTEL and SPM-Demons, while having the
same number of DOF as Z-Demons, are constrained to the tissue probabilities, rendering
both methods smooth where the tissue probability is approximately constant. This anal-
ysis, however, only indicates that more constrained methods will lead to smoother fields,
yet since no ground truth of the deformation field exists, no real conclusion can be taken.
To address the above problem a multiscale analysis of the tissue overlap by varying a
smoothness constraint on the deformation field (Figure 5.9) was presented. This approach
assumes that more robust methods will be more invariant to changes in the smoothness of
the deformation field. In this particular case, tissue overlap should not change consider-
ably with the increasing smoothness. These results showed that smoother methods such
as SPM-New Segmentation do indeed maintain a similar tissue overlap with an increase
in the field smoothness. On the other hand, SPM-DARTEL leads to the quickest drop
in tissue overlap (higher negative slope), leading to worse overlap scores than both SPM-
Demons and Z-Demons with only 1 mm FWHM Gaussian smoothing. Z-Demons, while
being shown to be the least smooth registration method, lead to the smallest negative slope
compared to both SPM-DARTEL and SPM-Demons. In fact at a 6 mm FWHM Gaussian
smoothing both SPM-Demons and Z-Demons similarity scores are indistinguishable.
5.1.4.3 GLM analysis
To understand the difference of the registration methods in a higher level analysis like
VBM, the registered tissue maps from the four registration methods were first modulated
and smoothed and then fitted using a set of covariates through a mass-univariate GLM.
Differences between methods with low and high number of DOF are readily seen on the
beta maps (Figures 5.11 - 5.14). However, differences between methods with similar DOF
are not as easily seen. When corrected for significance and cluster size all registration
methods lead to a degree of dissimilarity (Figures 5.15 - 5.18).
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Assuming that all methods approximate the true distribution of the data, the results of
the four methods were combined through majority voting to reduce the effect of the type
of registration method used. It was observed that some effects persisted even after this
correction, particularly relating to negative effects of alcohol exposure and GM and WM
volumes, and a positive effect of tobacco exposure and WM volume (Figure 5.20). These
results suggest that no single method is optimal, as all presented results which were not
supported by the other methods. Nonetheless, both the Z-Demons and the SPM-New
Segmentation seem to lead to the most consistent results, identifying all the clusters
surviving the majority voting. Further, both SPM-New Segmentation and Z-Demons
were the only methods to survive FWE cluster correction for the alcohol exposure vs.
lower GM volume.
Here both the ensemble and the FWE corrected results showed significantly lower GM
with the increase of alcohol exposure in the vermis area of the cerebellum (Table 5.4).
This result is in agreement with current studies that report alcohol-related cerebellum
atrophy, particularly in the vermis area [188, 42, 186, 41, 9, 22, 154, 22]. Such changes
help explain long-term abuse of alcohol such as permanent gait ataxia and memory loss
[54, 87]. Note that the cerebellum is involved in executive, visual-spatial, and linguistic
abilities, and lesions in the vermis have been related to deficits in whole-body posture and
locomotion [176, 38, 39].
Further a lower GM volume was observed in the thalamus (Figure 5.15 and 5.21) with
increase in alcohol exposure. The effect of alcohol misuse on the thalamus has been
long known through the Korsakoff’s syndrome10. More recent studies, however, revealed
lower thalamus volume in alcohol dependent subjects without neurological complication
[195, 127, 41, 37]. The thalamus has a key role in two particular brain networks: Papez
Circuit (PC) and the fronto-cerebellar circuit (FCC) [155]. The dysfunction in the PC
due to alcohol abuse has been shown to be correlated with mild-to-moderate episodic
memory disorders, while the dysfunction of the FCC with executive and working memory
deficits [138, 156, 187].
WM atrophy is currently considered a key effect of alcohol use disorders (AUD) [140, 185,
110]. However, findings relating WM volume changes with AUD have been mixed due
to effects such as age, gender, lifetime consumption, and length of abstinence. A meta-
analysis by Monnig et al. [134] suggests that WM volume deficit in AUD is related with
treatment-seeking status and number of days abstinent, but not with lifetime consump-
tion. Since in this study all subjects were abstinent, this effect cannot be properly control
for, and the generalized WM volume changes may be due to abstinence instead of alcohol
exposure. Yet most studies focused on lifetime exposure, which as shown here is highly
10Korsakoff syndrome is a chronic memory disorder caused by severe deficiency of thiamine and one of
the most common causes is alcohol misuse [107, 108].
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related with the subject’s age. Here the ratio between the number of years the subject
was exposed to alcohol to the subject age was used instead, leading to a less correlated
predictor, and potentially more significant results. These results are further supported
by recent studies that showed myelin disruptions associated with chronic alcohol abuse in
rodents [196, 7].
This study does present puzzling effects such as a significantly larger WM volume with
the increase of tobacco exposure. First, decreased WM integrity (typically associated
with lower fractional anisotropy, or lower WM volume) has been shown to be related with
different drugs-of-abuse such as alcohol (also shown here), and cocaine [152, 153, 117].
Second, the simultaneous use of tobacco with other drugs such as alcohol could lead to a
compensatory effect (tobacco increases WM volume, while alcohol decreases WM volume).
However, recent findings support the idea of micro-structural changes in the WM among
chronic cigarette smokers [146, 76]. Particularly in Gazdzinski et al. [76] temporal WM
volume was found to be higher among nicotine-dependent alcoholics compared with al-
coholic non-smokers. Gazdzinski et al. hypothesised that nicotine could have protective
effects on certain brain structures that are typically affected by alcohol exposure (protec-
tive effects of nicotine have also been shown in some neuro-degenerative diseases such as
Parkinson’s disease [161, 144, 160]). This idea was indeed tested previously by Tizabi et
al. [192], which showed that ethanol-induced cyto-toxicity in primary cultures of cerebel-
lar granule cells was blocked by pre-treatment with nicotine (volumetric reductions were
shown here to be related with increased alcohol exposure in the cerebellum). Further-
more, these results showed a localized effect of tobacco exposure in the forceps major,
instead of an inverse effect to alcohol exposure, which weakens the hypothesis that the
significant changes in tobacco are simply a compensation of the alcohol effects. Also, one
should note that changes in GM or WM volume compared with healthy controls may be
detrimental independently of the directionality.
Finally whether significant differences between GM/WM volume were related to the in-
creased exposure to any drug-of-abuse was tested. That is, if the effects of different drugs
are in the same direction (mostly reductions, or mostly increases) a significant effect may
be seen. If the effects are in opposite directions they may cancel each other. Here it was
shown that GM volume was negatively related to drug exposure in the crus I area of the
cerebellum (only statistically significant for the Z-Demons). Differences in the cerebellum
have been shown to be related to exposure to different drugs such as: nicotine [112, 31],
cocaine [24, 181], alcohol [41, 127], and opiates [29]. Particularly, a lower volume in crus
I were shown previously [181, 112]. However, it could be argued that the cerebellum is
still overlooked in the addiction field, compared to other regions such as the prefrontal
cortex, amygdala, hippocampus and basal ganglia [130].
Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Summary
In this thesis I proposed new methods that address some of the challenges in medical
image registration.
First, I explored the current techniques used for non-linear image registration valida-
tion, and showed that current surrogates for deformation field error are theoretically not
valid, while also having a poor experimental accuracy. I proposed a multi-scale similarity
framework which can be used with any volume-based or surface-based similarity measure,
without increasing complexity.
Second, I proposed a new technique to accelerate convergence speed for the Demons
Framework, which makes use of a “momentum” term. This approach maintains all the
properties of diffeomorphic demons, can be used with any cost function, and is general-
izable to other deformation frameworks. Additionally, a re-normalization of the source
and target images at each registration step was proposed to tackle the contrast and inho-
mogeneity differences between images. This approach is fast due to the use of Gaussian
convolutions (which can be decomposed in three 1D convolutions), and shows better ro-
bustness than the current local cross correlation metric. Both methods were tested against
top achieving non-linear registration methods such as ANTS-SyN and DRAMMS, in a
controlled environment and showed better scores across various metrics.
Finally, I compared the effect of different state-of-the-art non-linear registration methods:
SPM-New Segmentation and SPM-DARTEL, and the proposed methods in a typical VBM
analysis. Here I showed that the proposed methods lead to results which are in agreement
with currently accepted methodologies, as well as supported by current findings elsewhere.
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6.2 Limitations and Future Work
In this thesis I focused on three main aspects of medical image registration: (1) Medical
image registration validation; (2) Improvement of non-linear registration methods; (3)
Application of medical image registration in research and diagnosis.
6.2.1 Medical image registration validation
In Chapter 3, I showed how to derive a meaningful deformation field simulation framework
combined with anatomical priors (manually labelled volumes-of-interest) which can be
used to compare different non-linear registration algorithms.
This simulation platform has the advantage of providing a ground truth deformation field
which cannot be obtained through current VOI-based strategies. In Chapter 4, this ap-
proach was used to compare the proposed methods and the top intensity-based scoring
methods against the ground truth. This can therefore be extended to additionally com-
pare different non-linear registration approaches such as SPM-DARTEL (segmentation
+ registration), or Freesurfer (segmentation + volumetric & surface registration) in a
controlled setting. Further, it can be used to develop new metrics for image registration
validation (to be used in other scenarios where a ground truth deformation field is not
available).
However, note that in this simulation the inter-subject variability for each VOI was limited
to 12 degrees of freedom obtained through the pairwise affine registration of one subject
to another. As shown in Chapter 3 this does not account for the total variability of the
VOI, and the use of a non-linear approach could greatly improve the simulation. This
could be accomplished through the use of linear combinations of smooth discrete cosine
transform basis functions which use a relatively small number of parameters.
The registration was constrained only to the label being matched, or in other words,
ignoring the remaining labels. This therefore leaves the possibility of erroneous trans-
formations which would be avoided if using all available labels. To tackle this problem
a dense multi-spectral non-linear registration method, in a similar approach to the one
shown in Chapter 5, where the demons algorithm was used to register each tissue map,
could be used. Here one would make each label as a different map and calculate the forces
that lead to the highest overlap for each label. The forces would then be combined to
update the deformation field.
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6.2.2 Improvement of non-linear registration methods
In Chapter 4, I introduced two main extensions of the Demons Framework, which at-
tempted to improve the convergence speed and the robustness to image artefacts.
The “momentum” term extension allows the method to converge faster in noisy registra-
tions as it combines information from prior updates to the current one. This approach is
therefore not limited to the demons framework and is easily extended to other frameworks.
If the registration framework used leads to diffeomorphic updates then it was shown here
that the momentum term is also diffeomorphic and can therefore be combined through
composition (or addition in a logarithmic space).
The re-normalization of the registration images at each update was shown to be an efficient
way to account for image artefacts such as bias inhomogeneities and contrast variations.
Again this approach can be easily extended to other frameworks as a pre-processing step
before the calculation of the forces at each update step.
However, one should note that these approaches were mainly tested on a simulation
framework and can therefore behave slightly different on real situations. First one can
derive a registration problem where the “momentum” term can be prejudicial by quickly
building up large updates and therefore overshooting from the optimal point.
Second the re-normalization used here to reduce the effects of intensity inhomogeneities
and contrast variations, assumes a positive relationship between the intensities of both
images. This is, while it works for images taken from different scanner using the same
contrast (e.g. both T1-weighted), it does not work with multi-modal images such as MR
and CT, or even between different MR contrasts. For such cases a local cost function
based on Mutual Information should be used.
Third random noise was seen to significantly affect the normalized approaches, while its
effect on the sum of square differences approach was negligible. Therefore, one needs to
take care when applying these techniques with very noisy images.
Finally, registrations where ambiguous correspondences exist, such as between a normal
healthy brain and a patient with traumatic brain injury, would fail if no masks were used
to ignore the ambiguities. Such information could however be easily incorporated in the
current methods by ignoring (masking out) forces within these masks.
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6.2.3 Application of medical image registration in research
In Chapter 5, I applied the developed methods in a VBM analysis. The results showed
that the proposed methods lead to meaningful results.
However, one should note that no ground truth exists in this situation and whether to use
one method over another may depend on the data being analysed. In fact, if we look at
the method with the lowest number of degrees of freedom (SPM-New Segmentation) we
could potentially say that this method behaves best as it leads to the highest differences
for different drugs-of-abuse. Yet, whether such differences are due to the data or to
inaccuracies of the registration methods is difficult to access. Additionally, the statistical
analysis was performed in a standard general linear model, which does not account for
possible relations between different brain regions. A more powerful multi-variate approach
could be developed to extend this analysis and provide a more in depth knowledge of the
effects of different drugs of abuse.
These methods can be further applied to other fields of study such as neuro-degenerative
diseases such as AD. First, non-linear registration techniques allows the assessment of
gray matter volumes in subjects with AD (or similar conditions) compared with healthy
controls in an autonomous way. Volume abnormalities associated with the diagnosis of
AD using VBM have been observed in the last decade, and have been used to identify
biomarkers for AD diagnostic accuracy in routine clinical practice [197]. The advances
of image processing frameworks allowed a more accurate differentiation between early
and late stages of the disease as well as its progression through longitudinal studies [151].
Furthermore, advances in medical image registration methods are not limited to structural
analysis but are also relevant in multi-modal studies such as combining anatomical and
functional data. One can point out the invaluable application of amyloid PET and MRI
in the diagnosis of AD [84]. Here image registration is required to not only combine the
functional and anatomical information intra-subject, but also to conform the subjects to
a common space.
Finally, it is worth noting that advances in both convergence speed and accuracy of non-
linear registration methods allow a more efficient use of multiple template registration
or multi-atlas segmentation particularly in high resolution images. Additionally, such
advances allow the use of accurate registrations in real-time scenarios such as surgery.
In conclusion, the developed simulation framework and the proposed non-linear regis-
tration methods presented here, help to advance current techniques for non-linear regis-
tration. This, ultimately lead to more accurate measures of brain atrophy, essential in
many neurodegenerative diseases such as AD, as well as improving the combination of
multimodal data, crucial in biomarker discovery.
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Appendix A
In this appendix a comparison of the top and most used non-linear registration algorithms
is presented for a pairwise registration of the freely available IBSR18 dataset1. Here it
is shown how different non-linear methods rank based on Dice Coefficients and Field
Smoothness.
The analysed methods were: SPM8 - Normalization, SPM8 - Unified Segmentation, SPM8
- DARTEL, FSL - FNIRT, AFNI - 3dQwarp, IRTK - B-spline transformation, Elastix -
B-spline transformation, ITK - Diffeomorphic Demons, BROCCOLI - Morphon, ANTS -
SyN. To simulate a general usage of these methods the default parameters for each method
were chosen when available. Otherwise, they were chosen based on tutorials/examples
available online.
A.1 Methods description
IRTK - B-spline transformation
Combines multi-resolution optimization with free-form deformations (FFDs) based on
multi-level B-splines to simulate a non-uniform control point distribution [174]. Here
only default values were used.
Elastix - B-spline transformation
The software consists of a collection of algorithms that are commonly used to solve medical
image registration problems. The modular design of elastix allows the user to configure,
test, and compare different registration methods for a specific application [103]. For this
study an affine + B-spline transformation were chosen with mutual information as the
similarity measure.
1nitrc.org/projects/ibsr
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ITK - Diffeomorphic Demons
The most straightforward way to adapt the demons algorithm to make it diffeomorphic is
to optimize (1) over a space of diffeomorphisms. This can be done as in [9, 10] by using
an intrinsic update step on the Lie group of diffeomorphisms. This approach obviously
requires an algorithm to compute the exponential for the Lie group of interest. Thanks
to the scaling and squaring approach, this exponential can efficiently be computed for
diffeomorphisms with just a few compositions [198].
BROCCOLI - Morphon
BROCCOLI uses the Morphon [105] to perform non-linear registration. The Morphon is
based on phase based optical flow, and the two most important parts of the Morphon are
to apply a number of quadrature filters and to calculate phase differences. The Morphon
uses six quadrature filters (evenly distributed on the half sphere of an icosahedron) and
solves as many equation systems as there are voxels. The estimated displacement field is
regularized by applying Gaussian smoothing separately to each motion component (x,y,z)
before it is used to warp the T1 volume. The displacement field is accumulated in each
iteration to avoid repeated interpolation [60].
AFNI - 3dQwarp
Composition of incremental warps defined by Hermite cubic basis functions, first over the
entire volume, then over steadily shrinking and overlapping patches (increasing ’levels’:
the patches shrink by a factor of 0.75 at each level) [1]. At ’level 0’ (over the entire
volume), Hermite quintic basis functions are also employed, but these are not used at the
more refined levels. All basis functions herein are (at least) continuously differentiable, so
the discrete warp computed will be a representation of an underlying C1 diffeomorphism.
The basis functions go to zero at the edge of each patch, so the overall warp will decay to
the identity warp (displacements=0) at the edge of the base volume. Besides the default
parameters both the “duplo’ and “useweight” parameters were used.
SPM8 - Normalization
In SPM8 Normalization the non-linear deformations are defined by a linear combination
of 3D discrete cosine transform (DCT) basis functions [5]. The default options result in
each of the deformation fields being described by 1176 parameters, where these represent
the coefficients of the deformations in three orthogonal directions. The matching involves
simultaneously minimising the membrane energies of the deformation fields and the resid-
ual squared difference between the source and the reference. The following parameters
were used to define the registration:
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• Source image Smoothing: 0
• Template image Smoothing: 0
• Nonlinear Frequency Cutoff: 25
• Nonlinear Iterations: 16
• Nonlinear Regularisation: 1
• Affine Regularisation: ICBM space template
FSL - FNIRT
In FSL FNIRT the displacement fields (non-linear deformations) are modelled as linear
combinations of basis-functions, which may be the DCT or cubic B-splines placed on a
regular grid [10]. Regularisation of the field is based on membrane energy. At present
the registration is based on a weighted sum of scaled sum-of-squared differences and
membrane energy. The following parameters were used to define the registration:
• warpres: [10,10,10]
• splineorder: 3
• infwhm: [6,4,2,2]
• reffwhm: [6,4,2,2]
SPM8 - Unified Segmentation
In SPM8 Unified Segmentation a probabilistic model is used that combines tissue classifi-
cation, bias correction and image registration [19]. The cost function is based on a mixture
of Gaussians, and is extended to incorporate a smooth intensity variation and non-linear
registration with tissue probability priors. The transformation is parametrised by linear
combination of DCT. The following parameters were used to define the registration:
• Tissue probability maps: GM, WM, CSF
• Gaussians per class: [2,2,2,4]
• Warp Frequency Cutoff: 25
• Warping Regularisation: 1
• Affine Regularisation: ICBM space template - European brains
• Bias regularisation: 0.0001
• Bias FWHM: 60
• Sampling distance: 3
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SPM - DARTEL
In SPM8 DARTEL, nonlinear registration is considered as a local optimisation prob-
lem, which is solved using a Levenberg-Marquardt strategy. constant Eulerian velocity
framework is used, which allows a rapid scaling and squaring method to be used in the
computations [17]. This involves the simultaneous registration of e.g. GM with GM, WM
with WM and 1-(GM+WM) with 1-(GM+WM). Additional classes can be added such
as CSF, Skull, and non-brain tissues. The following parameters were used to define the
registration:
• Initial Import:
– Grey Matter: Yes
– White Matter: Yes
– CSF Matter: Yes
• Run DARTEL (create Templates):
– Regularisation Form: Linear Elastic Energy
– Number of Outer Iterations: 6
– Inner iterations: [3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3]
– Time Steps: [1, 1, 2, 4, 16, 64]
– Smoothing Parameter: [16, 8, 4, 2, 1, 0.5]
– Reg params: 
4 2 1e−6
2 1 1e−6
1 0.5 1e−6
0.5 0.25 1e−6
0.25 0.125 1e−6
0.25 0.125 1e−6

– LM Regularisation: 0.01
– Cycles: 3
– Iterations: 3
ANTS - SyN
The ANTS SyN (symmetric image normalization method) maximizes the cross-correlation
within the space of diffeomorphic maps through the use of the Euler-Lagrange equations
[21]. The method guarantees sub-pixel accurate, invertible transformations in the discrete
domain by directly including invertibility constraints in the optimization. The following
additional parameters were used to fully define the registration:
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• -r [ fixed, moving ,1]
• -m mattes[ fixed, moving, 1 , 32, regular, 0.3]
• -t rigid[ 0.1 ]
• -c [100x100x50,1.e-8,20]
• -s 4x2x1vox
• -f 3x2x1 -l 1
• -m mattes[ fixed, moving, 1 , 32, regular, 0.3]
• -t affine[ 0.1 ]
• -c [100x100x50,1.e-8,20]
• -s 4x2x1vox
• -f 3x2x1 -l 1
• -m mattes[ fixed, moving, 0.5 , 32, regular, 0.3]
• -m cc[ fixed, moving, 0.5 , 4]
• -t SyN[ .20, 3, 0 ]
• -c [ 100x100x50 ]
• -s 1x0.5x0vox
• -f 4x2x1 -l 1 -u 1 -z 1
A.2 Processing
18 brain images acquired at different laboratories are available through the Internet Brain
Segmentation Repository (cma.mgh.harvard.edu/ibsr/) as IBSR v2.0. The T1-weighted
images were manually labelled with NVM software, resulting in 84 labelled regions. The
acquired brain data was corrected using the N3 algorithm. An affine transform computed
from the corrected volume to the MNI305 atlas. Intensity normalization of the regis-
tered images was performed to correct for fluctuations in intensity. Skull stripping was
performed in the normalized image.
For all the pre-processing steps the Freesurfer software (surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) was
used. An affine registration (FSL-FLIRT) was further calculated between each two brain
images such that only non-linear deformations remain. Pair-wise registration was per-
formed for the corrected volumes (with a total of 324 registrations for each method):
SPM-DARTEL, FSl-FNIRT, AFNI-3dQwarp, ANTS-SyN, BROCCOLI, Elastix, ART,
IRTK and ITK - Diffeomorphic Demons.
To compare the different non-linear registration methods two metrics were evaluated.
A similarity index which assumes that the registered images should present as close as
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possible the morphological properties of the native image; and an accuracy index which
measures the overlap between the registered and target images.
1. Similarity index:
(a) The obtained Jacobian image is multiplied with the registered labelled image
to recover the original volume.
(b) The corrected volume is compared with the native volume for each label.
2. Accuracy index:
(a) The Dice coefficients between the registered and target label images is calcu-
lated for each method and for each VOI.
From the two scores a joint distribution map was calculated for each method by mapping
each score pair into a bivariate Gaussian function, Equation A.1,
Px,y,k =
N∑
k=1
e
[
− (x−Xk)
2
2σ2
− (y−Xy)
2
2σ2
]
, (A.1)
where Px,y is the probability of a VOI being ranked with an Overlap index of x and a
Similarity index of y; Xk and Yk the score pair for each k analysed VOI; σ is the smoothing
factor where a low sigma leads to crisp maps and a high sigma to smoother maps. From
the joint distribution map a maximal joint distribution map was calculated by mapping
each x,y pair point to the method that presented the highest probability Px,y.
A.3 Results
In Figure A.2 the rank Dice Coefficients for each non-linear registration method is pre-
sented. ANTS-SyN outperform all other methods, followed by ITK-Diffeomorphic Demons.
In Figure A.3 the rank Field Smootheness for each non-linear registration method is pre-
sented. Elastix outperform all other methods, followed by SPM-DARTEL.
In Figure A.4 the joint distribution for each method is shown. An ideal method would
score a high value both for field smoothness and label overlap (Top right corner). As it can
be seen ANTS leads to the most accurate scores for both metrics. In Figure A.5 the max
probability taken from all probability maps is observed. This visualization shows where
each method has a higher probability comparatively with all others. Again ANTS-SyN
performed better in both metrics (Top Right corner).
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Figure A.1: Methodology Flowchart. Red Blocks - Pre-Processing; Blue Blocks - Non-
linear pairwise registration; Green - Post-Processing
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Figure A.2: Comparison of the accuracy index for different non-linear registration meth-
ods. Higher is better.
Figure A.3: Comparison of the similarity index for different non-linear registration meth-
ods. Higher is better.
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Figure A.4: Joint distribution map of the overlap-similarity probabilities for different
non-linear registration methods.
Figure A.5: Maximal joint distribution map based on the individual probabilities of each
registration method.
